ANTARCTIC JOURNEY7
PART 1. ROUND THE RUGGED ROX: SCOTT BASE
Acknowledgements: THIS IS THE STORY OF AN EXPLORATORY ADVENTURE, UNDERTAKEN BY A
SMALL TEAM OF GEOLOGISTS AND MOUNTAINEERS IN THE VICTORY MOUNTAINS OF ANTARCTICA
IDURINGTHE SOUTHERN SUMMER OF 1966-7. HIRED BY THE NZ ANTARCTIC RESEARCH PROGRAMME
WE LIVED IN TENTS, AND SLEDGED FOR FIFTY DAYS AROUND AN APPROXIMATELY 13,000 SQ KM
MOUNTAINOUS AREA BY THE HEAD OF THE MARINER GLACIER TO FIND AN IMPORTANT GEOLOGICAL
CONTACT. IT WAS ONE OF THE BEST EXPERIENCES OF MY ENTIRE LIFE. WE TRAVELED ABOUT 650 KM
WITH TWO TOBOGGANS AND SLEDGES, CLIMBED NEW PEAKS, SAW INCREDIBLE VISTAS AND NAMED
SIGNICANT FEATURES THAT ARE NOW ON THE OFFICIAL MAP. AND WE SUCCEEDED IN FINDING THE
CONTACT. ABOVE ALL, WE APPRECIATED OUR LUCK AT BEING GIVEN SUCH AN OPPORTUNITY. so,
Thanks to all my companions, especially Hank, Dave and Bruce for exceptional company
and great memories, and to Maurice Chapman and his mum (THANKS ANNA!) for the
inspiration to go back to my handwritten logs, and HAUL out this ACCOUNT. ALL ERRORS,
MISTAKES AND HYPERBOLES ARE ENTIRELY MINE, BUT I HAVE TRIED FAITHFULLY TO KEEP TO WHAT
I WROTE AT THE TIME, EVEN THE BAWDY, IRREVERENT CONVERSATIONS, AND WICKED STORM SONGS.

When I was working at the New Zealand (Anakiwa) Outward Bound School as an instructor in early 1966,
an advertisement appeared in the local paper offering employment for the NZ Antarctic Research
Programme (NZARP) summer season at Scott Base. Since childhood, I'd harboured a deep desire to
climb and explore down there. My beloved mother1 had presented me for my birthday Scott's Diary of
his ill-fated 1911 expedition to the South Pole. It remains one of my treasured possessions today. My
brother's godmother was a close personal friend of Peter Scott, ornithologist/artist son of the famed
explorer.
So, replete from a successful climbing season in New Zealand2, and my military assignment with the
RNZAF Mountain Rescue Team, I read the announcement carefully, and sent in an application, never
for a moment believing I would even get a reply. It was during a vacation period at the OB school in
May of 1966, and I had taken a part-time job at the library, so I attached that address and phone to my
application. To my amazement, an acknowledgement arrived in two sentences. At least I had my toes in
the door.
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More astonishing was the followup phone call and letter, and an appointment with the selection team
for June 30th, a few days after my 28th birthday.
I arrived a few minutes early, and found myself sitting at the end of the usual line of uncomfortable
chairs outside an imposing office door. Time ticked away. I had only two hours release from my job,
and nothing seemed to be moving. So after twenty minutes beyond the stated interview time, I got up
and knocked on the door and put my head around the edge.
Several men were around a big table, interviewing somebody, instantly apologetic about the delay, and
asked me to wait a few minutes longer. Then my turn came and I walked in, shook hands and sat down,
pretty sure that my impatience had ensured a frosty reception. They asked me some questions about
my climbing and expedition experience, and then popped the question `what job are you looking for ?'
Well, I hadn't any idea of what went on down at Scott Base, but assumed that life centered around
pretty basic stuff, so I grinned and muttered something about sledge maintenance, dog-handling and
dishwashing, and ended up in a sheepish admission that I would do almost anything to get down there,
that I'd had Scott's diary by my bedside, worshipped Edward Wilson, and had dreamed about traveling
over that ice some day. The next minute, I almost fell out of my seat. `How would you like to lead one of
our field expeditions ?' one of them asked.
The appointment letter arrived on the 21st July, easily the most wonderful job offer I've ever received.
But this was a government position, so bureaucracy still had to be satiated, and State Services
Commission approval determined, so the small print said. Ecstasy was thus put on hold, though the
letter required me to participate in a training course at Waiouru August 13th-19th, so that seemed
sunny.
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I scampered happily off to Mt Ruapehu for the one-week week course as an instructor, and met some of
the others, working with them on practicing all necessary techniques, crevasse rescues, basic climbing
and rappelling, cold weather survival, radio comms and first aid. I was introduced to medical suturing
(on a sheep) and fundamental dentistry mercifully using model teeth, since as certified Red Cross First
Aid Instructor, I would be taking on responsibilities of expedition medic.
Final authorization came on the 21st September. `This letter confirms that you have been appointed to
Field Leader, Scott Base… at a salary of NZ£ 1110 annually and an Antarctic allowance of NZ£ 200 per
annum'. Hard to believe I was actually being paid to do what I had always dreamed of. My
commencement date was October 20th, with departure for Antarctica on October 24th. The rest of
the letter asked me for medical clearances, special expedition clothing pickup, and travel details. One
sentence stood out at the bottom, almost covered by the flamboyant signature: `Expenses will be paid
as quickly as possible'.
Several days were spent sorting out personal bills due, mail handling while I was to be off the post office
`grid', and insurance, and contacting other expedition members . I scribbled some notes during this
time, which now seem rather weak for an almost 30 year-old, but which illustrate how I felt about the
role I was about to take on. I mused on the understanding that what we were about to undertake as so
special in our own lives has been and still is routine for some, even many Inuit or other northern
families. A mountain climber or explorer chooses these privations for personal reasons. Some fortunate
people who are not climbers frequent the remotest corners of the globe, in camps or huts, or other
outposts by choice, making scientific observations, or just eking out a living from Arctic or sub-Arctic
regions. What we are about to survive, and likely thoroughly enjoy for a brief period, is endured by some
for lifetimes, sometimes as a chosen alternative, sometimes with no hope of relief. I wondered how we
would approach this, or fare as a group if we had no promise of repatriation at the end of our
expedition, no loved ones to come home to, and no backup from vast and trustworthy organizations like
NZARP. We were besieged by the press, and requests for speaking engagements. New Zealand citizens
were enormously supportive of NZ role in the Antarctic, and sent us all kinds of letters, gifts and other
warm examples of their enthusiasm. We met with several groups, from schools to corporations who
expressed their interest, and we partied endlessly.
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However, our plans were suddenly and unforgettably upset by a memorable event that scarred our
otherwise joyful run-up to departure for the ice. At one of our sendoff parties in Wellington, Dexter
Webb, the journalist who had been assigned to Scott Base for the season , was fatally stabbed while
grappling with an intruder who had attacked his girlfriend. I had left before this occurred in the early
hours of Sunday morning September 25th. Again, press and of course police, descended, with a
`battery of detectives, constables, photographers and fingerprint experts converging' on the apartment,
in what they called a `tragic affray', which it was.
I mused in my journal, which I actually started with his death, as follows:
Dexter Webb knifed last weekend. Kennedy, Verwoerd, and now someone personal. Is it right to try and
convince myself that life can be lived entirely without reference to physical violence? Are James Bond,
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karate lessons, boxing, rugby, wrestling, westerns, and TV `killer movies' a vaccine, an antidote, or
intoxicant? What an utterly vile, and useless move. To turn around and knife, deliberately, anyone who is
restraining you. Why? Only two possible reasons, three: fear, instinct, sheer anger and belligerence. The
first one must surely be taught to be controlled.. as I know it CAN be taught to be, as I know it can be
controlled too. How frustrating and pointless. How simply is a terrible thing like that averted, and how
tenuous a thread even a strong young life hangs by. If the assailant killed by instinct then he is not to
blame, nor is he if he killed from fear. It is the fault of people who pile all that crap on TV, and through
their mouths (and pockets) adulate the quality of bettering one's neighbour with animosity. And if he
killed with animosity, it is a terrible crime. But if he can do it at all, then he perforce cannot understand
the awful nature of what he is doing. Even to deliberately kill must presuppose an ignorance of the
depth of feeling which would breed as sure as repugnance of physical injury as cannibalism or public
defecation. Children do not need only to learn Latin or French, and whether or not Napoleon was in love
with his paramour, but to control their bodily impulses and reactions, and to condition their attitudes to
warm, compassionate and understanding approaches to their fellow pilgrims on this earth, even in
argument or quarrel. At best, personal animosity is sidestepped. At worst, built-in sprinkler values in the
consciousness should promptly extinguish the heat long before personal injury. The answer is, not that
Dexter should have taken karate lessons, or spent hours before a mirror warding off imaginary knife
attacks, but that everyone abhors this kind of approach, which triggers the spontaneous reaction, utterly
uncontrolled, fearful, sudden, that produces a result such as this. We must teach men to be without fear,
if possible, and if not, to be in control, and master of, their fear, so it doesn't lead them to do anything
they might regret. Also we must teach all men to despise violence, and to have the courage to accept
momentary defeat , or win some other way.
Who could have thought that cheerful figure, friendly, smiling, so without rancour, wobbling and blinking
after his go at the yard of ale, with Dave Lowe and Colin Cark , would be killed soon, so filthily and with
so little dignity.
His assailant was convicted of manslaughter, sentenced to a mere six years in prison3. I have a copy of a
moving letter from Dexter Webb's parents thanking Colin Clark (our overall leader at Scott Base) for his
kind concern following the horrific event.
So, I tried to read inspiring literature, including our training manuals which assured me `the chilling
effect of exposure to windchill, and a National Geographic issue in Feb 65 which said add a degree for
every knot of wind. I didn’t record F or C, but it sounded impressive anyway. Especially wild was Dr
Baddeley on `Adaptation to Cold" who said `experience has shown that training in cold conditions gives
a man vital confidence, and a man with faith in himself, and trust in god will always survive best of all…
and he advocated US pilot techniques `they have cocoa to drink and inspiring prose and verse to read'.
It was a huge learning experience. I was familiar with military approaches to winter warfare (in the Royal
Marines Commando) and mountain rescue with the NZ Airforce and Outward Bound, primary care and
medical response from civilian, Red Cross methods. Now I was being instructed anew from the NZ
3
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government. Little things, like offset driving a sledge line in dangerous crevassed country, so that he
driver mechanism (dogs, machine) is on one track, and the sledge(s) are set on parallel track(s) behind,
so if the lead element goes into a hole, the other has some offset protection while stopping.
My general impression after all the training was that everyone was genuinely interested and engaged in
the effort. There was a sort of tangible support you could feel, from a checkup on your watch for the
time, or your camera, or where to get a haircut in Wellington, and a general , continuing interest from
expedition leadership in those early days as to where you were and what you were doing in the
preparation process. My main fear was that my cheapie Fujica camera would not be up to the job when
faced with the scenic sculpture and fierce Antarctic atmosphere. My secondary worry was that I should
forget something important when getting on a plane to the south. There seemed to an attitude of `she'll
be roight', which was similar to what I had encountered in Outward Bound. New arrivals are not told
very much, but given, at best, paper instructions, with assimilation being assumed as a natural process.
But a lot is left to chance by both parties.
During the remaining days before we left, we partied to exhaustion in the evenings and climbed
together during the day. I recorded on September 16th meeting Graeme Dingle in Titahi Bay, and
stringing out a dangling route where we regularly tested our protection, for example I noted in my log
`put in a peg and went to lunch'. We climbed, getting a feeling for the rock again, ending with an ascent
of the Pinnacle, and on coming down, saw a neat line up the Skull and Crossbones face, so of course
started on it. Rather steep and uninviting, but we did it sporadically. Then we went back and I played a
violin, a cheap Japanese version I had bought for the journey, one of my best decisions. The excitement
and pleasure I felt getting back in touch with music was awesome. Little I did, with only a few
exceptions, in Wellington during those pre-expedition moments exceeded the joy of playing the violin
again. I had left it for many years after my mother's death, joining briefly with a borrowed instrument in
Calcutta for a soulless engagement with the Symphony Orchestra under Bernard Jacob, having to reach
a necessary standard for quick money. I have never got the same satisfaction from orchestral playing,
always preferring single combat to group sport.
Part of the parting from normal life was handling former girlfriends in the heady environment of
constant new female attention. Goodbyes were balanced with sporty hellos. Supper with J, and round
to BR's apartment and then MS pad. Slept on the floor. Tuesday September 18, slept in, finally, though
should have been up. Antarctica will be a rest. Went to the NZARP store room to get kitted out. I was
surprised to find out that NZ differentiated with all their gear. A field leader gets a yellow balaclava4,
supposed to be so that he can be picked out in emergencies, though I couldn't immediately imagine any
circumstance where that would be necessary (except perhaps to shoot him). I followed up with Colin
Clark's (Scott Base leader) admonition to go to the Met Office, and get equipment and some instructions
as to how to use it for our weather measurements in the field. The off to another supper and dalliance
with enthusiastic paramours. The next day was spent dodging President Johnson in the Wellington
streets, as he looked quite unreal behind the blue glass of his sumptuous car, surrounded by gumchewing security men. looking a bit a like a student rugby team, unused to walking slowly in
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uncomfortable suits, with unyielding hardware strapped underneath. Others prowled in cars, with doors
half open. Some had scarred faces, and looked pretty hard. Perhaps the boy-faced ones were specially
picked to move through the crowd?
Thursday saw me onto a single berth cabin aboard the Maori ferry, and Friday we arrived at Wigram
Base in Christchurch. Everyone seemed really helpful. Sgt Boyd was our mentor, and we were billeted in
the Sergeant's Mess. My baggage arrived from St Elmo's Court, with Jack Milne. I shot over to Harewood
Airforce Base, with a quiet salute to the Hurricane poised on a concrete spike at the gates. I spent the
morning looking over air photos of the McMurdo Ice Shelf with Bill Lucy and CPO Baurn. They say that
1966 is the third year that the ice breakout line is receding. Temperatures are particularly high as
recorded at McMurdo this year. Notable is the absence of icebergs however, though Baurn says there is
a big one up by Cape Adair, which, owing to drift, will move westwards, and thus be a hazard to
shipping. He says that ice recession coincides with permanent human residence on the Sound, and could
be also due to increased icebreaker work, or the possible presence of hotwater springs from Erebus.
I felt it was all rather unreal. My questions addressed experimental sorties around Scott Base, and the
state of the sea ice in the sound for novices' sledge travel. People in US Naval support talking about
Antarctica as though it was a Number 5 bus ride away. `I'll be down tomorrow. I'll see what I can find out
for you'. The kind, generous Americans with their capacity to reduce everything , even the most magical,
to essential , prosaic, practical dullness. And behind that is their ultimate strength!
I slept well on Friday night. Evening's hogsbacks proved foretelling, and Saturday 22nd dawned brightly
with a warm norwester blowing. I rang a friend and set up a last day's climb on Castle Rock, to leave at
5.45 a.m. and be back by 11.15 for lunch and get ready for the trip down south. As usual, I had trouble
deciding how and what to pack, ending up as always throwing everything into whatever receptacle still
had room, arriving sweaty and hot-tempered at the baggage depot. That afternoon, I drove with Bill
Lucy and Bob Dodd up along Summit Road and the Port Hills via Castle Rock to Lyttleton, where we sat,
yattered and thought together in the hot sun, about the civilization we were soon about to leave. I
sometimes think I understand a fraction of what soldiers felt during the War, though we are pretty
certain to come back. That night was hot and stuffy, and the news of the Welsh school disaster filled the
airwaves5.
Our last day stateside was a Sunday, and yet another chance to climb. We snatched breakfast at 0515,
and walked out with gear to drive with Hugh Wilson, Paul Gazely and a Malaysian friend named
Andrew, in a blue Morris to Castle Rock in the grey overcast morning. We warmed up and scrambled
enjoyably over flowers, all the names of which were known to my Kiwi mates. I found climbers in NZ to
be terrific company, enormously strong with great stamina, but little finesse. Delicate moves were
thrutched with noisy glee. We climbed Hopkinson's Crack, then shot back to the baggage depot at
Wigram to weigh in our gear for the flight. Mine was well below the mark, just 40 lbs in all, since I was
used to back-carrying for long periods, and making the necessary sacrifices in sorting the loads. However
I felt familiar fears about what I might have left out.
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We spent a leisurely afternoon, impatient and a bit tense inside, for the long awaited fulfillment of
dreams. We wandered around the airfield, looking at Globemasters, C 130s and Connies, admiring their
monstrous structures and internal space. We were told that the Pole station at least was entirely built
by means of Globemasters transport.
My next log entry says: MONDAY 24th October `D' Day. ARRIVAL AT SCOTT BASE. `well we made it!'
I'm lying on my bunk, warm well fed and at ease in a temp of +10°C with no wind, in Block C, #10 in Scott
Base alongside Peter Whiteford. It has been one of th most interesting and unusual days of my life. It
started with a bang. Fine, clear sunny morning. We got to the Christchurch airport by 8.00 am
determined to get those window seats. Walking through the lounge, who should come over, all kitted
out in USARP gear but John Hayton, going down on the same flight to instruct the Yanks in snow and ice
techniques. So we seemed all set for a good trip. The PA speaker drummed an hour's delay, and we took
our time. It came as quite a surprise when shortly before 9.0 a.m., our correct ETD, we were told to load
` civilians, officers and enlisted men, in that order' onto the vast super-Connie6. For once, Lawrence was
out front, almost falling over yanks in his effort to get that window seat. Bill Lucy said later he was about
to slope off for a final civilized crap when someone kindly informed him we were off.
We had magnificent views of the Southern Alps all the way down from Tapi to Mt. Aspiring. Insouciance
was the only word to describe the average Yank serviceman playing cards, reading, chatting or sleeping,
oblivious to the unfolding spectacular scenery below. I chatted and read until about 1500, when I looked
down into the cloud and saw my first pack ice. A mixture of crazy paving, marbling and broken ice on a
huge pond. The most notable feature was the enormous distance and spread of the patterns. At least
two hours before we sighted the first mainland point of Cape Adair. I walked up to the navigator, and
with his help, identified Sabine, Herschel, MontEagle, the stunning Coulman Island, and Mt Murchison
which looked like a twin peak from that angle, marking the edge of the territory we were destined to
explore. Still, everything seemed so unreal in the warmth and conviviality of the Connie. At last, Bill
shouted that Terra Nova, Erebus and Hut Point were coming up, and then with a smooth enough glide
onto the sea ice, we were down.
With a normal sense of relief at safe touchdown and wobbly slowing as we turned to the welcoming
group of vehicles and ceremonial dog sled greeting, we thanked the crew, appreciating that apparently
routine, almost casual approach of the Yank pilots which masks such fantastic competence.
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The doors opened onto the steps, and we sucked in our first icy breath. I remembered getting out of the
plane in Darwin several years earlier, and feeling the blast of hot air. This was definitely different, but
equivalently startling. There was a great reception awaiting us. Everyone so friendly, dogs crying
greetings and wagging massive tails held high like radio antennae, eventually dragging Bill off on his
ceremonial sledge in front of us all. In fact the dogs beat us to the huts. We climbed into the Land Rover,
ears and fingers already beginning to sting as we bumped over the track to Scott Base. After an
excellent meal, and much bonhomie, we settled in to our small spaces. They had all seemed so
genuinely glad to see us, undoubtedly expecting much of us, fresh faces, new stories.
After a while I walked out to look at the Weddell seals with Ian Stirling, our expert from Canterbury
University who had a 3 year project on seal dynamics and behaviour. That evening I returned to my
bunk to contemplate the days ahead, all the planning and attention to detail necessary before the
others of our team would arrive. It was 2330, and still light enough to read and write.
The 25th started out 0730 breakfast in the mess, and an ambient (outside temp of -25°C). Time to look
at field gear. I drew sleeping bags, outer and inner, with a cover bag (which I still have) plastic bed mat
and rubber lilo, and bed roll bag for strapping the whole lot onto the sledge. I started clearing some
proprietary space to stack our stores in the hangar, really feeling the cold for the first time as I handled
the freezing stuff. After a quick trip back to bunkside to put on more clothes, I picked three goodlooking sledges, though all needed work, and I spent the remainder of the day doing lashing repairs. Guy
Mannering kindly took this pic while I was trying hard not to stick my own fingers with the rather large
needle.
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Just before tea, Colin Clark, our base leader, walked in and asked if I'd like to go over to McMurdo (the
US Base the other side of the hill behind us). John Hayton and Alan Bibby were over and had to go back,
so we thundered over the hill in a tractor. I realized why I had been asked. We had to pick up a ton of
beer, but I would certainly extract a commission for my work.
Driving the `road' to McMurdo was like any ordinary road in winter. All had to be reminded to drive on
the right, an interesting comment on who owns the highway! My first (and lasting) impression of
McMurdo was one of interest and surprise, black as well as white faces, in perpetual motion around
ever-present gum, driving trucks like NASCAR racers, with just chains on the back wheels. The biggest
danger there is getting run over. All buildings are centrally heated, utterly unlike our Base which is kept
cool enough to require warm clothing at all times. The beer store, a hangar literally stacked to the roof
with cases of beer and soft drinks, had a shirt-sleeved sergeant in charge. The whole place seemed at
odds with its surroundings. Even automated bread and butter machines in the cafeteria. I recorded
some suspicion as to my need to get to know them all better, and their good natured efficiency, if I was
to respect their amazing intrusion onto this pristine environment.
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As we journeyed back in the LR packed with beer, one carton of which had already been spiked, the
moon was clearly out over Erebus despite the night sunlight, with lovely cloud effects. I vowed that
when it was my turn to be `housemouse'7, I would endeavour to take some midnight shots.
I was slightly late for breakfast the next day, woken by my bunkmate Peter to a cold clear morning in the
minus twenties, with a bit of a wind. My skills at reading the anemometer needed improving, and I
walked a bit to see the gap between Black and White Island, and the start of the Beardmore Glacier so
famous in the classic expeditions of Scott and Shackleton that I had read about so avidly since childhood.
Images floated up of Scott, my hero Wilson, and Bowers lying in their tent during their final hours off
Minna Bluff, only just a few miles away. It's certainly a harsh place alright. The breath freezes instantly
on your face every time you go outside.
We were not supposed to go far outside the buildings alone because of the danger of `slots' (cracks in
the ice) so I wandered back until I could detect the base again in my sight, and found it hard to pick out
in the fairly short distance, despite the green coloring to stand out against the snowy gansfeld.

One (of many) examples of the need to adapt both living and work to these conditions is the small
sledge door at the bottom of the hut wall. Like a pet entrance in many houses, it allows for movement of
something in and out (a sledge) without the temperature loss accompanying any opening of a big door.
Its construction is in the form of an insulated frame, rather like a refrigerator, except the aim is to keep
cold air out and warm air in.
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Another example is the design of the base as a thin line across the prevailing winds. Fire is an ever
present danger, due to the dryness and extreme shortage of water, so caution is exercised around any
fire source
I went back to sledge repair, and finished the #5, renewing two rawhide thongs, and all main lashings,
front and back. It looked good, but the others still remained to be done. Chippy (John the carpenter) cut
twelve 3/8 ply runner guards, for the sledges `when the Yanks get a hold of them in the plane'. He
didn’t seem to want to cut another set for the Southern Party, but I thought it good for building
common purpose, since both parties would be put in onto the polar plateau at the same time and on
the same flight. Chippy relented when I promised to bring him back a piece of rock from the mountains
there. I got along well with him, though he was a moody one.
It was funny how the polite tension set up around newcomers to the base was slowly erodable with
effort on both sides. People were bursting to be nice to each other. The `covered ways' which connect
each hut were narrow, and not insulated, requiring bulky clothing and care to navigate not to bump into
others. The resultant odd smiles and incidental remarks while passing were reminiscent of any work
environment, but seemed exaggerated by the cold. A bevy of winks, wiggles and fatuous brief
utterances were inevitable, which I was sure everyone found amusing as well as mildly embarrassing,
though few would likely admit it. Silence, or lack of acknowledgement of another in passing would be
seen as rude. I'm the worst at this, not being either a particularly good winker or mixer, and thoroughly
tactless, so I wanted to lean over backwards to be a good chap in this tight crowd. I wasn't sure if that
was wrong, but this was not Outward Bound, there was no escape, and it was clear everyone was
making an effort, and I noted in my log that `if one's just oneself, and bugger the others, then the
effort's not being made. I expect this curious atmosphere to settle, but it's a new one to me, though not
at all surprising. In fact nice to know others are experiencing the same settling in difficulties as myself,
though I often think I am not easy-going enough, too analytical and critical, and therefore an awkward
member of any close-knit group until people know me better for what I am'.
Ian Stirling was busy tracking the ubiquitous Weddell seals again, so I offered to help him in tagging
some of them. Little did I realize what I was in for. Seals chew holes in the ice through which they enter
and exit their sea lairs. They breathe about ten times a minute on land, sound like a dying TB case, and
stink. You can discover them breathing up through these holes, and somehow they wriggle up through
them onto the ice to bask in the sun.
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They all have open wounds, and I don’t envy Ian's job , which that afternoon was to find and tag as
many new seals as possible. Seals were tagged in the tail, a clearly painful process for them, in a
multistage enterprise , the first step of which was to place a large sacking bag over its head, which I
would then hold so it woudn't see Ian creeping up behind it. Bag and tag. Sounded simple. But not only
was the bagging resented by the wretched seal, the tags were small, involving several punches for a
hole in the tail through which the tag could be attached. A kind of struggle eventuated. The seal didn’t
want any part of it, and they are big animals, over eight feet long. The one he chose was a bull, scarred,
and very belligerent. It took quite a while to get his head into the bag while I took pictures.
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Then I sat on it, fairly near its tail, holding the `reins' of the bag, and the seal sat quiet until I got more
contemptuous of his sacked head, and out of respect for his kidneys, moved forward so that Ian could
try the first punch. We commenced a kind of ride, a sort of walloping progress across the ice, while Ian
got thwacked with the gory tail which never kept still. The more he punched, the more it flapped and we
took off again. Finally the seal expressed himself powerfully out his rear end. Ian looked like a gladiator,
and stank awfully. We laughed about it as we walked back for a smoke. This was my Picasso sketch on
that page of my log.

Ian is good, natural, an easy and pleasant companion, and very knowledgeable, though he has a hard
job. His wife gave birth just a few days before he came down, and he must have had a lot on his mind.
I got the American cargo sledge with a new spring attachment loaded up for a trial run to Shackleton's
hut at Cape Royds for tomorrow. We will go up to stock up the hut by the Penguin Colony if the weather
holds. I took my first go on a toboggan also, drove it around, though certainly don’t rave about them. Bill
Lucy brought his togboggan back today, a brand new one, first run, and unfortunately seized up a
transmission bearing… no oil apparently. But I'll get a better idea of how it all goes tomorrow… 25 miles
over the sea ice to Royds.
This afternoon I was introduced to skiing in the Antarctic. A rope tow powered by a sunken old Bren gun
carrier on its side in a hole.It bloody well pulls your arms off! You go up the hill a lot faster than you
come down. The Bren gun carrier is tilted so one of its wheels is clear of the snow, and that is the driver
for the rope which passes around and up to another wheel several hundred feet up the hill. After much
effort, the engine is started, and the it is put in low gear. As confidence grows , some joker puts it into
high gear, and things begin, well, to go south. There is a bag of gloves and a strong smell of burning. The
real danger is the splice in the rope, which comes whipping around the wheel to the unsuspecting rider
who, back turned of course, is just beginning to seize the rope and begin the upward acceleration when
the splice hits, with awesome results. A few runs and one became savvy enough to watch where the
splice was. The next danger to be negotiated was stopping your descent before vanishing over the sea
cliff which effectively ended the slope. All in all it was enormously enjoyable, and I managed after
several tries to qualify for membership in the Scott Base Ski Club, which meant some number of runs
without falling either while going up or down. You got warm to sweating while skiing, but instantly very
cold while standing. My high altitude boots were most satisfactory, and I was the only one whose feet
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weren't cold. But my moustache froze solid, my eyebrows, and even eyelids sometimes too. Eyes were
sore, it was very chilly out there, but irritating to get back into the warmth of the SnowTrack passenger
cabin where your beard etc thaws down your neck. The beard needs to get longer so it can hang outside
my windproofs.
THURSDAY THE 27TH OCTOBER.
A fresh clear morning. I finished varnishing one of our sledges, and two more rawhide lashings. I also
spliced one of the two rope guides onto the front. That left two still to do. We waited for the mail plane
to come in, and when it came there was no mail, only a strange contraption looking like a dragster they
call a GNAT, another weird Scott Base vehicle. Around eleven, took off for Cape Royds with Roger with
the toboggan and about 250 lbs of food on the sledge, fuel, a tent and our bedrolls. I drove initially,
finding the sea ice quite smooth, perhaps too easy. One could be quickly lulled into false security, and
that icy water is only a few feet underneath. I crossed a few cracks which sank the sledge a bit , and I
seemed to be forever slipping into tide cracks. Many men have been lost on sea ice…I must be careful. It
all looks so smooth and safe, like a fresh flat snowfield. The seal-holes remind you of the lurking black
sea beneath you. Quite a plop as they dive back into their prearranged exits. They are soon back. If you
stand away from the hole, the first thing you hear is the familiar snort and intake, then you glimpse the
whiskers and bulbous eyes. Amusing when you walk back towards them when they are halfway
out…they are not used to exiting backwards. I loved those seals, would have found it difficult to kill one,
and made a habit of going over to everyone I saw to count the tag for Ian, but I only saw one tag, and
began to realize if we carried on looking at every seal we'd never get to Cape Royds.
Driving across sea ice reminded me of desert travel. Persia or Afghanistan, just undefined but navigable
tracks across uneven terrain.. you can drive on or off the route and all icebridges are to be suspect. A
SnowCat was up to Royds yesterday, so we had its tracks, though we found that often what the Cat
could bounce happily over, we had to go carefully around. Pressure ridges and old cracks had to be
negotiated with care.
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We got to Cape Evans at about 1330. Turned sharp right towards the ever dominant Erebus and the ice
cliffs, wandered through sastrugi still on sea ice and finally came to the Tide Crack about a chain from
The Hut, Scott's Hut. There it stood, and there I stood.

I have seen so many pictures and photos of it, and as we dropped down the snow bank into the little
snowcave round the door, I felt moderately excited. Slid back the bar, and walked into the covered way.
To the left was a passage leading to the old stables filled almost to the roof with winter snow. The inside
door was strong, and swung cleanly. The dimness cleared and one had the impression(everybody says
this) that one has just walked into a hut only recently left. Everything is just as it was, in some disrepair,
and all sorts of weird dated items.. the old stove with pots, pans, plates and mugs above it, the game
table, pothole snooker, a draughtsboard, books and magazines, socks and towels hanging on the beams,
a sledge on the rafters, the main table running the length of the `men's quarters' with the bunks going
back to the walls made of food cases. Finally you come to Ponting's dark room in the centre, still full of
gear, bits of harness, snowshoes for the ponies, and Scott's table with the chair pushed back as though
he'd just got up…and his bunk alone, behind, with the reindeer skin sleeping bag with the mouth open
looking exactly like an unmade bed (incongruous for a turn-of-the-century naval officer).. a `hottie'
hanging on the wall behind, and across the other side was Wilson's bunk and his dispensary with all the
bottles and bits and pieces, test tubes, specimens etc…Quite extraordinary (and entirely unforgettable
as I edit this more than fifty years later).
The atmosphere is most acute in there. An inventory of the hut no doubt exists, but must be fascinating
right down to the bales of pony food still outside. I signed the visitor's page on the same page as Peter
Scott, then trudged up to the cross behind and took some photos and some samples of Kenyite rock
which I was told only existed around Erebus and Mt Kenya. Looking South, the vista towards Black and
White Island and Mt Discovery to the approximate line towards the Pole, you feel you've seen it all
before, the light blue, very fine, almost pencilled lines of ice and mountain, everything leaning on the
horizontal and a paleness predominating which is in no way weak, but spare, ascetic. I know why I had
this feeling of familiarity; Wilson's drawings which captured the exact character. The colours are
indescribable. The whole place is so exceptional and original. There is nowhere in the world like it. The
nearest is perhaps the 360° desert experience. In my log, I underlined the following: Antarctica started
today for me.
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Not all was good about that however. I also note that I was beginning to get `sledgie's arse' (an
indelicate irritation caused by difficulty of keeping a clean butt crack due to shortage of sanitary
conditions including abundant water).
Roger was very good company, a ribald, thoroughly irreverent OAE8 who's no longer got his `eye's full of
icebergs', tough and practical. He must have found my naivité and excitement pretty nauseating, though
he was too gracious to show it. He actually was surprisingly keen on Scott's hut though he has been
there many times before. My log states my gratitude to him and my respect for his experience. `Am
conscious of the fact that this is a real break-in tour for me. I suppose I am very lucky to get into the field
so soon9, though will not really feel `away' until I'm out of sight of Erebus'.
We left Cape Evans for Royds at 14.45, and were preceded by a helicopter which may have been taking
photos. The last bit of the journey off the sea ice was steep and tricky over the `crack' on a shaky bridge.
We had to belay the toboggan up with block and tackle, and the loaded sledge afterwards. Lawrence
falling on his arse with the rope around his waist fighting a losing battle with 700lbs of toboggan. Quite
dramatic, and technical, with the rope through a runner on a picket to the sledge. Heave and strain all
over again.

Then, penguins everywhere. Must have been a weekend at the Royds Penguinery. Distinctly a siesta air.
Stink and squawk. Their character is most impressive when they get on the ice away from the rookery.
Onto their bellies and paddle. Looked comical in the evening sun.
I made the NAE mistake this evening, filled the tea pan with wind-blown sea snow, boiled it up and had
to throw it away. Still green! But I later was told by Geoff Manning that Guy Mannering and Bob Rae
lived for a week up there on it, since all the snow is salty around Royds, a function of the wind direction.
I noted some of Roger's more pithy judgments:

8

Old Antarctic Explorer
the rest of our field team were not down yet, and would likely not have the chance to get out into a kind of
`break-in trip' before our own actual field expedition started. It was great testimony to Colin Clark's wisdom that
he let me out on this trial run, since I clearly needed it.
9
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Lousy: 5/8ths of FA
Good = 50 Fs
Amundsen effed 'em up by coming from here like a streak of weasel's piss and getting to the Pole effing
first.
But he was also the first to use my least favorite word which begins with mother, so he lost some points
there.
Before sleeping, I stepped to the door looking out into the cold evening. It was fine outside, though I
couldn’t see Erebus. As so often there were lovely light effects to the South, occasional penguin
squawks, and the clicking of the mantle clock. We have to have an alarm for the radio scheds to keep in
touch with base. I have learned much today! However, both of us missed something truly crucial, which I
only uncovered many years later. Under the floorboards of the hut was a case or more of rare McKinlay
whisky and brandy placed there by Shackletons team perhaps in 1907, and not discovered (regrettably
of course by us), or anyone until conservationists found them in 2010. Here's a great picture10 (not
mine) of the hut accompanying an article describing this (with the ever present Mt Erebus behind),
another of the stash, and finally one of me discovering some of the stuff purporting to be the same on
sale in Heathrow Airport in London. Knowing Roger, and his abiding respect for Shackleton, I doubt
even if we'd found it that it would have been more than a trifle sampled, but it surely wouldn't have
stayed there long, and would NOT have ended up being peddled in Heathrow.

10

http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/shackleton-s-whisky-returned-to-antarctic-hut-1.1304252
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I slept quite late outside the sleeping bag, in down clothes only, perhaps a sign of growing
acclimatization, but I had tried it as an experiment and was quite warm, since the temp in the hut was
unusually high, perhaps from retained sunlight. Found Roger cooking breakfast, so I cooked porridge and
ate it alone. Washed up, put more snow on the stove, and carrying a tape recorder under my down
jacket went over to record the penguins. Got quite a good one of Roger squeak walking over hard brittle
snow. One sound I must get is of ice movement.
Back to the hut, packed, fuelled up the toboggan, and belayed them both back down the lip. From there,
we shot via a few seals to Turtle Island. We swang left to go round onto the land off the sea ice, rather
close to some seals as we had been doing all day. An irate Carlton Ray came out reminding me of a
James Bond type scientist asking us politely but firmly to keep away from the animals, but come in and
have some tea first. Into their hut. There was a helicopter full of naval guests having a lookaround, so we
declined, and anyway we were a bit late, so we made to go off, though I was interested to know what
they were doing there. My curiosity took over, and they told me that they were scuba diving under the
ice for research. They had an underwater observation chamber for watching their divers at work. They
led me to what looked like a conning tower with steps down about 30'to a small stool. With a lot of
squeezing in my thick jacket, I made it down to the stool. Surrounding me were little windows and after
my eyes got accustomed to the dark, I began to see a fantastic sight. First was to look up at the
underside of the sea ice like a dirty, uneven green-grey ceiling. Messy it looked, not clean and flat like
the topside. Patches of light showed through seal-holes, and it was surprising how far one could see,
possibly 100'. The sea floor shelved steeply up under the observation chamber to Turtle Island. It was
about 20' or so under where I was sitting, rising up to the surface a few yards back. Quite plainly one
could see the starfish that I'd noted on the rock outside Scott's Hut at Cape Evans, luminous and quite
large. Other small creatures flicked and jerked across my field of vision, and there was something else
small swimming but I couldn't identify it. Far away I could discern the shadowy shark-like shape of a seal
which I thought turned over onto its back and breathed in air pockets in the uneven, pocked ice ceiling.
It was another extraordinary happening in this new world for me, and I could have stayed down there
for hours.
On the way back, we were studious in seal avoidance, and swang left for where the shore comes very
close to the sea ice, not very steep, and got to the intervening schrund, a short search for a safe snow
bridge, found it, charged it with toboggan and sledge, kept on while Roger ran and jumped on again, and
we were headed for Castle Rock and home. The wind got up, and the drift began to blow, the first time I
had seen it since I arrived.
An uneventful run, except that Roger afterwards said I scared him by going too fast. He also made the
point that if you are going downhill with a load, the centrifugal clutch fails to operate under a certain
speed, and it goes into neutral, and off you go. I later found something else, that if you didn’t keep
enough speed downhill with heavy loaded sledges, they would start to overtake the toboggan, a
threatening prospect. All the vicissitudes of polar travel.
We arrived back to derisive cheers from Chippy's room, had beers thrust into our fists… anyone would
think we'd come back from the Pole! I can't help feeling that these delightful scruffy Kiwis, with whom I
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have so much in common, sometimes rather embarrass the clean shaven , gumchewing cigar-smoking
Yanks, who probably regard us as the iffy neighbours over the hill! They always look so damn scrubbed!
There's a strong wind tonight, drift blowing past the window like steam at 2150 hrs. Next day I worked
again in the sledge room all morning, having to renew runners entirely on one of our sledges. The day
doesn't seem long enough. Dave Lowe (our very efficient 2 I/C) still doesn't think I have got my arse in
gear, and he's right. There seems so much to do, so many distractions as well, like anywhere else in the
world. Must hit the rest of those runners soon, a major job, and a bloody nuisance.
There was a party at McMurdo in the evening, in the wardroom, to the smell of peanuts and cigars. Al
Schutz a Gooniebird (DC3) pilot got pretty blasted and tried to convince me in the nicest possible way
that Hercs were better than DC 3s all round. I met Bill Bridge again, he's OK'd my request to watch his
survival sessions with the yanks and so did Dave Lowe, so 9.0 am Monday, we're on, weather permitting.
By now the size of my gins was quite ridiculous, I must have consumed half a bottle. Alan Bibby was not
around so John Hayton and I walked up to the Cosmic Ray Lab to look for him. I had no jacket, no gloves
and no hood, got fairly chilly, but realized you don’t drop dead in a freeze just because you go outside
without all your clobber on. The gin likely helped my misperceptions. It was really cold, certainly
consistently and more than I had experienced before coming down south. You can't take your gloves or
hood off for long, and any wind cuts right through you apart from the unpleasant drift effect.
We got further invites over to the PO's Mess, where other Kiwis were imbibing. The Nodwell wouldn't
start, battery flat, so things started to get interesting. Ray and I pushed Colin into the PO's mess since it
was about 2 am, out of sight out of mind, and we began to prowl around looking for a battery to
borrow, or some other means of starting a Nodwell. The Yanks leave their vehicles running all night, and
it was a chance to check out some heavy machinery. It was simple to jump into a bulldozer, drive it up
to the Nodwell, hook on, a brief tutorial for Lawrence on the Nodwell controls, and we were off. No
police in sight to arrest me for being DUI in the Nodwell driver's seat, not to mention Ray in his
bulldozer, but we weaved our merry way in my first jump start on the Antarctic continent. Somehow the
Nodwell started, we put the dozer back quickly and parked the Nodwell with the engine running. Then I
suddenly remembered that poor old Bill Lucy was still house-mousing for me back at Base. So I ran back
above the tide crack arriving with a terrible headache at 3.15 am. The rest of the night was spent in
hourly rounds, checking the whole base for fire, checking generator oil etc. and swabbing out the Mess.
Quite an end to an eventful evening. I woke Chippy for his duty with the greatest relief at 8.15 am, and
returned to bed., where I remained through much of the next day (Sunday) too. Sic transit gloria mundi.
Determined to make amends for a wasted day, I got breakfast over quickly on Monday, and kitted up to
go with USARP and their survival instructors to practice crevasse drills. This was a good chance to get
used to the high altitude boots and crampons, and was able to grunch up steep ice on front points in
them quite well. We practiced pulley systems for single man haulage, and had some fun dropping mates
into holes.
The remainder of the day was spent on the dreaded sledge runners. `Reckon I could build one of these
bastards now' I said in my log. It was a heavy afternoon. Everyone seemed to be working solo in spite of
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themselves. Deep in some task or other, all that could be emitted was an occasional grunt. I began to
muse on what `wintering over' must mean. Not a lot to be desired. There is something fairly aimless
about this Base, with its monotonous repetition of routine tasks, trivia, so necessary to survival. It's a bit
like a ship, to be in and look at, really, masts (radio) everywhere, each compartment sealed from the
other because of fire rather than water risk, bulkheads, companionways, and double doors with
clamped locks. Our leader Colin Clark , official Justice of the Peace for this outpost, seems to have an
awful lot of good in him, poetry in his soul, a hard soft-hearted man.
There is a lovely pink light on the snow, with temperatures quite high today, though Dave Lowe says we
are in for a storm. Mt Discovery looked very rough tonight, and the wind is getting up. Bill Lucy and Ian
Sterling out in the field together.
Well, the month of November comes in with bad weather all day. Gusts up to 60k in the night and the
wind turned around 180° from N to S. The temperature quite warm at minus 18 degrees. A scruffy,
blizzardy day, during which I took a few good photos of the dogs in harsh conditions. They sleep out all
balled up in the drift. They have to be `spanned out' away from each other or they'll fight, so they don’t
have the advantage of cuddling in shared heat. They have to be fed a lot, which is quite a sight. Here are
two pictures, the first is of the dogs being spanned out on a cold night, and the second is of feeding time
on a better day.

My hands were sore from unaccustomed ropework, especially the splicing of towing lines. Heaven
knows how I'm going to get the expedition gear ready on time. It seems I'm expected to do both, bloody
silly, unfair. One man arranges for two expeditions? Anyway, Ross Chisholm, leader of the other
(Southern) Aviator Glacier Field Party , and his group, will want some say in choosing and arranging
their own. I have the advantage of getting first pick, but this is my first real whinge. So ends a tiring,
inauspicious day, and I dreamt of an attractive witch, back home in Australia.

WED 2ND NOVEMBER. I realize fully now how I have never been trained to use a traditional 8 hr day in
the conventional, planned routine sense. Outward Bound has let me work mostly how and when I and
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my mates of the moment please, in the wild much of the time, setting mealtimes by time and present
location, deciding where to sleep at night and when to wake up in the morning, and where the next day
will take us across new country. Perhaps that is not very disciplined in the normal sense of things, and
Im not doing a very good job here. I'm too slow, should be ready by now, but I simply cannot summon
any enthusiasm for doing Ross's gear as well, though suppose I should, since we are all a team etc. etc.
Had a great evening tobogganing on the famed Scott Base ski run. Here's my sketch from my log

The American Para Rescue team were there on survival training in an immaculate igloo, an architectural
masterpiece, easily 15' across, built under Kiwi direction of course!
Bad crevasse on the way over, illustrating the care needed when walking much beyond Scott Base. Pete
dropped down into one for photos, then almost fell into another by mistake.
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THURSDAY 3RD NOVEMBER was spent again mostly on repairing gear, this time our skis, checking skins
and renewing pole bindings. These mountain skis are broad and hold you in by the toes like Langlauf,
but the heels can be strapped too if you want to go awkwardly downhill. Dave Lowe ordained that the
new skis, fresh down from NZ, should be used by the field parties this year. This is a tricky point just now
because some of us are keen recreational skiers, and had our eyes on the new skis for the slopes behind
the base where actually they would serve far more purpose, since skis in the field are only for rough
cross country work, and are often broken when sledges overturn. Dave himself only used them once last
year, and broke two, so there is some argument for keeping the good skis for the Antarctic Ski Club!
Though as Roger, who is one of the keenest rec skiers here, broke a ski last night- and was mending it on
the firm's time this morning - we have a job to do, and the business supplying the skis sent them down
for the field, not for sport. "God suck me dry" he breathed on the subject.. old Roger isn't exactly
dripping with high regard for deities.
A Yank visiting from the spacious igloo in a temp of more than 50°, with a great surplus of clothes, food
and booze, on a two-day jaunt from massive McMurdo, with the supreme confidence of a fleet of
instant helicopters, and the amazing American regard for the single life, summed up the Yank attitude:
"Jesus Christ, how the hell did Scott manage to kill himself down here?".
Tonight we got some new arrivals on the same Connie that had brought us in, so we harnessed up the
dogs and drove them out to the tarmac ice. When it comes to the dogs, there is little question in my
mind that efficiency can not be sacrificed to romance, and that toboggans are far more realistic. But the
exuberance of each animal, great, strong, belligerent, scar-faced pugs full of exhilarating energy, baying
at the approach of all and sundry, begging to be put to work, makes a dog trip fun for novices like me,
and the real tourist attraction of the Base. But a little-told fact about driving dog teams is that they all
feed on raw seal meat, and just like most mammals, need to fart after they wake up. This takes a while,
and even after they are harnessed up and running, for humans, the south end of a northbound sledge is
olfactorily disgusting. Not only that, but some team members find it necessary to crap while running,
somewhat disrupting the general rhythm of things.
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The dogs this morning were lazy, a bit unfit, and of course had only just been fed, so it was a peristaltic
ride. They live spanned out on their field pegs, on wire harnesses (the leather thongs they run in would
be bitten through in moments if they were left unattended). They run in pairs, which have to be chosen
carefully and only by the knowledgeable. Virgo the bitch was in heat, so every stop was the sign for
attempted gang rape, and associated fights. Bill is very experienced, knows his stuff and enjoys the dogs
enormously. When they are all harnessed up, the two `anchor' pickets are knocked out, and off they go.
They normally need no urging, but the first few yards are always a bit crazy as they strain for traction,
and it pays to hang on. " Now dogs, are you ready?" rather like the Outward Bound surf boats that our
crews used to row. Then a shout to the leader `Hweet boy JOHNNY!" give the sledge a shove to free the
runners, and off to the races. Apparently RRRRRRR dogs RRRRRRRRRRR means left, and OWK OWK OWK
means right, and jumping onto the brake and screaming in agonized cadence AAAAAAAAAAAAAaaaah to
stop, a sequence I never could remember, which probably contributed to my signal incompetence as a
dog driver. In order to get more speed, Bill and I skiied alongside (me turning turtle a few times on the
fat skis). Bill crudely encouraged Virgo with his usual lower deck loquacity "Go on lass… waggle yer twat
at them… make `em go!" "Hey Johhny … I'll be up there with a rope around your arse if I get up there
you bastard". Actually, the sight of all those straining arses was amusing.. they work so hard, but
somehow I felt a bit like the lord of the manor shouting at serfs, reinforcing my preference for machines
when it came to work. Above all, the smell of them remains in my memory. They are dirty, friendly,
boisterous animals, so strong, and all over you as soon as you go near them, though cower terribly if you
shout at them, reminiscent of Lakeland sheepdogs visibly evidencing their sometimes brutal training.
I had an interesting discussion with Colin et al this afternoon about women at Base. He is a real
champion of them - proper emancipist- perhaps another reason to like him as much as I do. Funny, I've
never looked on women as anything either inferior or superior to me, yet I seem to be aligned by others
to favoring male superiority simply because I know, and express with others, from experience, the
problems women would bring with them down here. (Editorial comment some years later: I have
learned a lot since those times, and especially the awareness that many of those `problems' rest
actually on male, rather than female shoulders!).
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FRIDAY 4TH NOVEMBER. Not a good day. One of those confusing messes where one's confidence just
doesn’t shape up. Nothing happens to put you over the top, and everything seems to go wrong. I got
`stuck' into ski repair this morning, then hauled in for an ice party. All morning on that, then took a
toboggan and got it stuck in the snow. I just couldn't start it no how. Took Robin the mechanic all the
way out to it, and he started it first throw.
After lunch, I went out and cleaned the meat hut ( a snow cave a few yards from base) on the same
toboggan, and got it on its side in the snow. It took the combined efforts of four of us to get it out.
When I got back to base, I was informed we'd missed afternoon tea so someone cracked a beer, which
made me sleepy until teatime! I started strapping my rucsac and sewing my pants when along came
Chris and asked me if I was having tea (at 1800 hrs!). I raced back along the covered way towards the
mess and went arse over teakettle right at the feet of a startled Arnold Heine.
After the finally hard-earned tea, I took the dogs out, crashed and lost two pickets, and my valuable
piece of paper with all their names on. There must have been bits strewed all over the ice as went,
because a crash is a prolonged event.

Brian George came along behind and kindly picked stuff up. We got to the igloo and found it trashed,
and all supplies looted ahead of us!
We got back only to learn that I'd dropped the carry loop for the harnesses somewhere in the doglines,
and there were no pickets to stake out the sledge while we unharnessed the dogs, and it was 2050, and
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we were `requested' by Base leadership to view documentary films at 2100 ( a `request' means we were
specifically required to attend!)
Apart from that, it was a beautiful day.
The two films we saw tonight were very good value. A team of German TV people have arrived, and
their gear fills the sledge room. They are about to put colour TV on in Germany, and a film on Antarctica
is part of their planned programme. The film documents US forces bases in Greenland, part of a
northern chain of radar bases ringing the continent. The presentation focused on two, at Thule, and
Camp Century, one above and one underground. The film was excellent, but knocked the Americans
who run to 8 cinemas, a supermarket, even female nurses! The sight of rockets being hydraulically
ramped up from under the ice made a good point. Their innovative power systems were sourced
through generators from one ship berthed alongside the ice, supplying power for the whole camp. Also
water in Camp Century which is melted ice in a hole 200' deep energized by pressure steam.
The second film described Carelton Ray's research on the underwater life of seals. Evidently they only
come up to breathe and rest. He said they can stay under for 40 minutes, and dive to a depth of 1500'.
In the summer they detect airholes by light, but in water where there is no light it is their peculiar
system of squeaks and honks effected without loss of valuable air. that can locate the vents. They even
sleep under the ice (I had seen that in my tubular descent under Turtle Island). We went to sleep at 0020
hours.
5TH NOVEMBER SATURDAY
Today I serviced the toboggans, putting a rear-view mirror on each, an essential addition for saving that
vital warm air lost from your neck and hood when turning around. We discussed various safety
techniques with Dave Lowe, who advocates riding the toboggan in situ, and not arranging steering and
throttling mechanism from the sledge behind. The big danger in field travel with toboggans is that they
will drive straight into lightly covered crevasses since unlike dogs, they have no intrinsic sensing
mechanism to warn them.
We brazed extra strengthening onto the gear lever since it is liable to shake loose from its frame, and in
extreme cold, even to fracture. We examined the throttle assembly which was a real Horlicks, its only
possible advantage being that it is cumbersome and heavy, obviously to avoid freezing up. The
machine's front skis and nose are designed to plane on soft snow, but sastrugi shakes it all up terribly,
and I'd hate to get my legs caught up around that throttle if the whole thing turned over. I think we
never ride astride, but always side-saddle, or sitting or standing. The question is whether to be roped to
your mate on the sledge behind, or to decide to jump at the last minute, or go down the hole, hang onto
the steering handles, and chance your luck with the toboggan. At this point (we made all sorts of
practical adjustments to these methods once we actually got into the field) tandem-style seemed best,
all roped together like climbers do when going through crevasse country, but this calls for very quick
action by all. I reckoned with the strength and experience of our team, we would find a way.
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I heard from the leader of the USARP Beardmore Project tonight the causes of his mishap, which
illustrated the high risks associated with airlifting expeditions like ours into the field. He and David Elliot
(ex-FIDS) are in the same party. They reckon that a) snow conditions were different on put in from
recces, and b) a different Herc from the recce was used, so a different crew. The Admiral I/C McMurdo
was aboard the C 130, so all decisions were fairly and squarely in his hands, but the ski-equipped Herc
apparently encountered terrific sastrugi and evidently smashed its undercarriage so much that they
jettisoned 15,000 lbs of gear and shot off again with all the party. The Admiral ordered that noone
should land within miles of that place again. But that is of course what they must do, land as close as is
safely possible, with extra supplies to enable them to sledge to their involuntary dump and carry on
their project. That makes me glad that Colin accompanies us on our put-in. I wouldn't like to have to
direct a US Navy pilot to a put-in point on the plateau for the first time, though suppose one must do the
best possible. It seems as though this Beardmore accident will affect us directly, in making exploratory
light touch-and-takeoff necessary on recce flights prior to actual loaded put-in landings (which was
indeed what happened).
0220 hours and (late) house mouse tomorrow.
SUNDAY 6TH NOVEMBER: All we needed was the Sunday papers, and it would have been just like home.
How the customs cling on! Must be most obvious to an outsider.
Some men off to a trip to Cape Evans, and others about to go to Hallett, some in bed some just
mooching. All rolled in to a straggly breakfast. Dave Lowe was decent enough to wake me fairly late
(10.30 am).
Ice party in the afternoon. We found a deep crevasse under where we were working. Left Base on the
`dozer wearing light singlet and jersey, and was very chilled initially, so ran to get warm, but the wind I
generated got me even colder. So I stopped still and heaved ice for ten minutes and was very warm and
comfortable while others sweated in windproof clothing. It was fine and sunny, but there is a fine line
down here between where you can work yourself warm, and where no amount of work will compensate
for body heat loss over total area. I know from winter conditions in England where I had insufficient
clothing and where I continued to grow colder despite steady walking, until forced to don more
clothing.
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Late house mouse much better than last time, in fact I had three hours sleep, and will in future opt for
the late version, since the peace and opportunity to play my violin are not to be missed. Broke rules and
walked down among the pressure ridges for 5 mins at about 0300 to clear my head of sleep,
appreciating yet again the pink glow on the night ice, and the steady knock of the diesels still busy at
Williamsfield. I took this photo of the Base flag pointing towards One Ton Depot near where Scott died.

There seems to be a big anti-Scott feeling here. Indeed anti-British! While nothing personal to me (and
I've experienced this often before in the Antipodes), I've noticed it come out in conversation, especially
with regard to British moves in Malaya as depicted by Maurice Denham in the film the 7th Dawn. Scott
was, in everyone's eyes, burned up with personal ambition which overrode his considerations of safety
etc… I don’t hold to this opinion myself, perhaps because of my own nature (?) but am interested in the
Kiwi view that Shackleton's decision to turn back 96 miles from the Pole is superior. Colin still thinks
Nansen ranks the greatest because of what he did outside his arctic exploration.
Quote from Professor Herfried Hoinkes of the Institute of Meteorology and Geology at University of
Innsbruk who had Antarctic experience (reprint from ` Ciba Symposium): "If… a party sees through all
these difficulties, sees through the polar winter without any trouble or serious dispute, the cause lies in
the spirit of self discipline and mutual readiness to help shared by all concerned. One thing is certain:
that `heroes' are not the type best fitted for modern polar expeditions. Rather one needs persons who,
even under the most trying external conditions, are ready to go about their duties punctually and
uncomplainingly - men (sic) with a gift for improvisation and for getting the best out of any situation. The
heroic type tends rather to leave the monotonous detail to others, dreaming the while of critical
situations in which he can show the stuff he is made of to the admiration of other members and the
world at large. Since happily, such situations occur rarely on modern expeditions, the practical value of
such romantic types is not high".
I followed this quote up with the comment in my log: such a contrast between this harsh environment
and the warmth of companionship. Polar regions, glass-like clarity. If you die, you remain unchanged. In
a desert, you rot unpleasantly. Here not much evidence of man .. the place is clean and hard. There is a
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purity in the snow which makes even a piss seem dirty. The phrase `pure as snow' applies in thousands
of square miles to this place.
Monday arrived as a sort of half day, a dreamday. I didn’t go to bed in the morning as is customary for
the late house-mouse, but spent the entire morning carefully fitting a new pair of skis to my high
altitude boots.
In the afternoon the German colour TV blokes wanted to film the dogs from the toboggan and vice
versa, and then both together, sort of old and new. They started off sitting on the toboggan, and I was
so intent on looking where I was going over the pressure ridges that I didn’t notice for 100' that both
had fallen off and were sitting in dazed confusion.
Went to bed early, after another discussion with Dave Lowe on leadership and requirements for
selection for such jobs. His is the view of a determined, experienced and capable man, but (to me) it
lacked compassion. He believes fallacies i.e. you sum up someone correctly in the first 5 minute etc…
Tuesday 8th. 0815 Blowing hard from the South, drift snow powdering through the covered way right up
to the cold porch of C Hut. Still the temp in the hut is a balmy +7° as I write this, though I can hear the
wind piling up the snow on the southern doors. I slept heavily last night but still dreamt of a woman as I
have every night. I wonder if this signifies a craving for affection, or a deep sense of appreciation in
memory of the warm and loving moments with C, say, or J1 or even J2, women I have never
contemplated any real ties with, but into whose company each of us have gone happily in the security
of this knowledge - knowing we can relax?
I dreamt tonight of C, who was I think a combination of C and J1, with C's virginity and J1's practiced
confidence… what an extraordinary combination. Anyway, in my dream, this girl was now an alcoholic in
a dingy and depressing flat in some western city, and I read her name inscribed on a postal frank, I
remember clearly, J Butler. I recognized her as C, shy and volatile, and was appalled at her condition.
She was greatly in debt through rent and something else up to £200, and I offered to pay it though
hating myself and knowing I was pulling myself down by doing it. She was revolting to look at, spots and
dirty clothes, and I didn't want to touch her, but she was very appealing as she came into my arms, and
seemed somehow to change. I think she became J2! Anyway the duality of my Gemini heritage shows
true to form again! The interesting indication of all this is: here I am experiencing absolutely no female
company for a reasonably prolonged period for the first time in my life. Though I have spent months,
years separated from the women I most wanted to be with, I've always had access to a direct object of
my affection in some way. So here, my dreams are very involved and seem to be reaching way back. This
all points to why further, I seem to be unable to believe at all in the marriage tie. How could I be faithful
to one in my dreams? Because I am not, and never will be, single minded.
Colin handed me a piece cut out from the Press by his fiancé, reporting the recent London Conference
under Chairmanship of the Rev Kenneth Greet on `Sex and Morality'. A council headed by the
Archbishop of Canterbury came to a refreshingly moderate conclusion: ` the position of the whole group
about morality in general is that no set rules can cover every conceivable aspect of so complex a life as
ours'. Thank goodness for a bit of humility for a change. Like everyman I've thought about this problem
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a lot, since I was about sixteen, and haven't yet reconciled the arguments with my convictions.The
report goes on to say that this last statement (quoted above) is not inconsistent with believing, as the
majority do, that some rules are of such importance that they may be treated for all practical purposes
as valid!
`We make it quite clear that the view of the majority of Christians is that the rule of abstinence before
marriage and fidelity within is one such rule. But we do not hold that chastity can be adequately defined
as obedience to this rule'.
Are these the first chinks in the church's staunch barricade? Of course the mouths are opening and
shutting - though more opening - and arguments are pouring out, among the strongest being that
Church is now weakening the Word, chipping away at its standards. The job of the opposition, perhaps,
is to maintain the strongest possible case. I think the church would lose something by giving way, and
yet it must.
I have no doubt that it is in no way a display of weakness to love, sleep with, and utterly make love to an
attractive, warm-hearted woman who means much to you, and to whom you mean much. I think it can
easily become a weakness, but this depends on the character of the people concerned. I cannot for
instance help admiring the witch for witholding the chocolate cake, but she sums up her attitude in the
term she uses…. because she considers it (metaphorically) fattening. It's a strong view, and I couldn't
actually find many good reasons for disagreement, and so I have respected it. But I still think she would
gain for a little of what she fancies. Girls like J1 or D, who both made almost identical remarks `Why do I
always end up in bed like this?" do reveal a weakness perhaps, whereas J1, with pictures of bishops all
over her wall, walked naturally over with `Come on silly!' dealing with my reluctance rather like an
affectionate friend leading a child. In all this there is far less awesome psychological damage, and far
more real enjoyment in a couple of good, light-hearted lovemakes in a comfortable bed with no fear of
being disturbed or embarrassed, than most of our moralists would have us think.
My strongest argument of all at the moment is that we are all surrounded by it legitimately at all turns,
so why watch it, giggle and sigh? The sensible thing to do if you like someone else's car, or over your
neighbour's wife, is to get one yourself.
Anyway, enough of sex. Think about religion. Or Outward Bound. Or both. I get a strong feeling that OB
is only playing with something. From down here, it seems a bit of a cheap Hollywood setup, stimulating
something that down here is for real. The spirit of this place, the way people really LIVE an effort to get
on and make everyone's life easier, is astounding. Of course there are exceptions. After the first
idealistic week, life settles into a workable routine. It would be intolerable if everyone walked around
bathed in a sickly grin, stepping obsequiously aside to the other's every whim, never speaking a sharp
word or showing a little strain. But there is an absolute necessity for a greater degree of tolerance here
than is usual at least in civilian life. I find it probably easier than most since OB does bring out the point,
and requires constant exposure to harsh outdoor living as a matter of course. Although here the
housemouse stands on cardboard over the honeybucket to ensure a pass without emptying until the
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next duty11 , there is noone not prepared to involve themselves genuinely and helpfully in others' minor
and temporary problems. Help of all kinds is always forthcoming. People watch other's slides of identical
scenes four and five times over quietly and without fidgeting. Fatuous comments from heads dropped
over long letters from home are taken good-naturedly and sensitively. There is a marked absence of
harshness of any sort in the environs of the base, since enough is already provided by the elements, or
trying to start a toboggan in sub-zero winds with clumsy mitts on. Apart from totally reactive and
incidental (actually richly undeserved!) cursing, Christ is never referred to or discussed, at least in my
presence. Maybe in the minds of some, maybe more than one would suspect, but here is a thoroughly
GOOD community in the anglo-saxon sense of god. I speculate that the most effective case for OB might
be that it gives those who never get the opportunity or inclination to come down here, or to similar
experiences, to get a taste of the resultant enjoyments, fulfillment, and achievements possible in this or
a comparable setting.
WEDNESDAY 9TH
Again the most extraordinary dreams (Ed: Ive had these kinds of amazing highly detailed movies while
sleeping all my life). I went up to T to look for the witch unbeknownst to her. Shouted up at windows,
and walked up the stairs and knocked on the door (shades of S Street?) and walked in to four girls sitting
around, fairly close together. In the middle was a dozy looking dark-haired man and the witch, hardly
recognizable, looking sleepy and disturbed. I didn’t look at her much, asked polite questions, made a
polite exit after smiling my hellos, even to the bloke. I jumped down the stairs, leaps at a time, and
stood quietly in the doorway for a moment, cursing. Then I heard an animal sort of noise and someone
else running down the steps, who shot around the corner and into my arms, and she was crying (ED: I
should have pursued a career producing romantic films in Hollywood). A most unfortunate affair,
emphasizing that a gentleman always warns of his coming.
Previous to that part of the dream, most odd, and an exact parallel to T, was the fact that I arrived
unannounced and walked upstairs into a lodging house automatically - reminiscent of Oxford days 12and took a room I had been in many times before. When the landlady came in, she said in a friendly,
welcoming way, `Hello, you back again?'. Some friends of mine were also there, one girl and several
fellows, and we were going out for the evening to see a film, and it was all a mixture of Oxford, Sydney,
Wellington and T, wondering who to ask to go with me. Certainly one of the fellows would look after the
one girl, and there was less than an hour before the film started, so I excused myself and went out to
phone the witch, but couldn't find her number, so had to risk it and walk in on her.

11

This rather unsavoury reference alludes to the probably apocryphal habit of some housemice to rig up
something to stand on when defecating in an already full toilet so ensure the emptying process would fall, in a
manner of speaking, on the next housemouse's shoulders
12
Once in Oxford when looking for a place to sleep after a party, I climbed through a friend's window onto an
occupied bed which I started to clamber over as I had a few times before, until unfamiliar male imprecations and a
woman's screams made me head for the window again headlong in a real hurry. Several days later when I saw my
friend he told me only then that he had moved.
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No doubt the situation in my dream was inspired by the machinations in Wellington13 in keeping folks
subterfugally apart. But was disturbing to dream so vividly of the witch and with such deep impressions.
Despite these disturbance, I worked on the #4 Polaris all day, tensioning the main track, straightening all
ice-grubbers, soldering nipples onto the ignition lead, cutting to size and replacing the main drive chain,
adjusting the idler, replacing the main idler bolt, and almost amputating my toes with that dangerous
ratchet winch arrangement on the rear end. Found Robin as good a companion to work with as he is
accompanying foul ditties on his guitar. There are some nice folks in the world. It would be totally
impossible to be angry with him, as somehow he can never give offense. A gentleman? My hands were
completely covered in oil, as they used to be when Tim and I worked on our motorbikes.
We had a working party tonight - 1 1/2 hrs shoveling snow while Rae manipulated his big blade with
great precision and moved in one sweep a pile which it had taken us 30 minutes to accumulate. The
shovel is still not redundant though, and despite even Rae's expertise, he managed to slip a corner of his
blade into the store room, leaving a neat tear in the wall of the hut.
Afterwards, I read a little about Lt Greely's exploits on the Franklin Bay expedition. Must be one of the
most remarkable stories ever of polar travel, eating their own sleeping bags, jerseys, thongs, boots and
underwear( and even each other?), shooting Henry for stealing, amidst constant argument and
selfishness. What an ordeal!
The ice breakout is approximately level today with what it was on December 9th last year, over a month
in advance.
It is difficult to imagine sea out of the mess windows, as it will be when we return from the field. The
Endeavour will draw up to McMurdo, sliding into berth where we tobogganed all the way to Royds.
Tonight the wind is South, backing to East at 10-15 knots, the flag just not quite straight at 15k, the wind
drift steadily rolling in across the sea ice with moments of clm. Great to watch through binoculars the
fascinating reticulations of each powdery wave like a river flowing over the pressure ridges. Bad weather
is brewing over Minna Bluff. The pundits forecast blizzard. It was very warm today, up to -5° tonight at
0005.
THURSDAY 10TH. FIRST KNOCK BACK
Well it came this morning. Dave Gobey (our Northern Party mountaineer assistant) , Ross Chisholm and
Ian Stewart (Leader and assistant) from the Southern Party all arrived by Hercules. What a dependable
looking plane! Mutual greetings all around, then a short, sharp announcement from Colin that spares for
the damaged Hercs are scheduled for next AUGUST! The Beardmore party still do not look like getting
on, and the edict has come from the Admiral at McMurdo that no more flights will go into the field
other than logistical runs to support parties or stations already in place. When spares arrive, if they
arrive, no landings anywhere except prepared strips i.e. dozed or known landing places, for example last
year's (which is crazy because snow conditions presumably change!) I find it difficult to believe the
13

In the heady days (and nights) before getting onto the plane to come down south we had to manage several
liaisons involving shared lodging and different friends and partners, calling for careful and sensitive scheduling.
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Americans will actually regress in their attitude to field landings. After all, as Colin muttered in some
disgust, á propos of the refusal to use R4D's (DC3s or `Gooneybirds'), all the original NZTAE
(TransAntarctic Expedition) stuff was done from Austers.
But this is a real setback. The deadline before Colin has to warn our geologists not to come down is the
day after tomorrow, Saturday. Hard to believe we might never get to Mount Murchison! Plans must now
change to do away with our original dump, and work from Dave Lowe's last year put in point. Ross's
party which will go in with us, will help us get onto the Plateau with all our stores, and we will create a
new dump somewhere south of the Pleiades. We may have to do up to 200 miles of more sledging.
Ice party again this afternoon, using crevasse ladders to go down into the slot to get a crowbar someone
dropped, reminiscent of climbing a wet `chimney' in rubber boots on rock, since crampons and ice
ladders don’t mix, and the crampons got snagged… but this was a very thin slot.
Tonight the best skiing Ive had in the last year. Seem to have finally got my right hand turn on these skis,
and began doing parallels on the crisp, hard snow. I even went down the far side, after a marvelous
traverse, then took it direct.
Chris and Dave were cleaning out the grease trap when we got back. What a foul job, and what a state it
was in! Chippy went and got his overalls on and gave a hand. Pretty good!
Then the base's funniest happening this evening. It all started when Bob Murdoch and Gordon Dawson
went to take the dogs for a run. All but the lead dog Lepus were on, raring to go. Gordon up front took
the lead picket out while Bob was still harnessing Lepus. An enthusiastic tug from one or two of the
traces, and out jumped the hind picket, and Gordon found himself heading towards the ice atop his
camera nearly staving in about three ribs. Great presence of mind left him still holding on to the picket
doing about 13 knots on his belly, his strangled shouts serving only to drive the hardworking dogs to
even greater efforts. Bob was helpless laughing, and Gordon let go, while they watched the now empty
sledge now gaining speed, hurtling off towards the pressure ridges. Of course it `arsed up ' before long,
and the bruised Gordon hobbled after it. After harnessing Lepus up finally, neither had the stomach for
the fray. So the dogs started fighting. No sooner had they been stopped, but they started again. Nearly
frantic, both men headed for the lines again. Then another fight broke out, and one dog, unidentified,
shot off, thoroughly unimpressed, to hide under the Wannagan. Expecting it to remain there, they
spanned out the remaining bleeding animals, and walked after the missing dog. It was not under the
Wannagan. It was nowhere unil they came upon it close to the sea ice. A dive at him missed, and game
of peek-a-boo continued. Finally they gave up, and walking back toward the Base, were flabbergasted to
see the errant animal on the roof of Q hut being photographed by admiring heads out of windows. Even
then it couldn’t be caught.
FRIDAY 11TH. Here are `facts and figures' I recorded from Fred Rootes, American Loogistics and Jerry
Hoffman.
1, Beardmore Party. They were lucky not to lose the plane, which buckled a ski on hard sastrugi during
their aborted put-in. They still expect to go out about two weeks late, or be sent back to Christchurch.
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There are only about 4 Hercules (C 130s) still operating down here. Their main commitment is the Byrd
Station and the Pole. Each station uses about 180,000 gallons of fuel per year, and a Herc can only carry
3000 gallons in fuel-tank converted carriers, so it is almost a constant battle. Sometimes there are 8
flights to the Pole each day, just fuel and a small amount of cargo, with 15-20 minutes turnround. The
fuel commitment are so high that all Hercs average 5 1/2 hrs flying time per day annually. So because of
the criticality of these old birds, now all flights must be pre-landed without load, touching the main skis
only, keep the nose ski (more vulnerable) off, just to test the surface and take off immediately, then if
everything deemed ok, circle and land on the ski marks.
2. Only 4 other ski-equipped Hercs working in the entire world, and all are on assignment with the US
Navy in the Arctic. Apart from the Army commitment with turbine helis in Antarctica, the US Navy takes
full authority for supporting the US scientific programme. The USARP budget is approxmately $8m,
much of which is fuel (!). They don’t consider McMurdo and Scott Base important from this perspective
since they are supplied for all practical purposes by ship. The ski-equipped Hercs have a payload of only
11000 lbs (the three skis weigh 13,700 lbs) whereas the wheeled Hercs can carry 23,000lbs. The
Starlifter has about six times the ski-Herc payload.
The day was closed by a most interesting and stirring talk by Fred Roots on the 1947-50 Norwegianplanned Maudheim expedition, on which 3 men drowned in a Weasel, and one man lost an eye. These
are the dramatic facts. It was typical of human nature and behaviour that the audience was quite bored
by the lecture's start, and important details surrounding the effort, e.g. that Norwegian, Swedish,
Canadian, English and Australian expedition members met for the first time on the boat going down.
They could not communicate at all to begin with, but at the end of three years they had a mixture of
English, Norwegian and German almost unintelligible to journalists conversant with those languages!
Such is the collusion between environment and circumstance. They sometimes went for three weeks
alone with their dog teams in the field, meeting only at prearranged rendezvous with others, only then
using radios to communicate with base.
The Weasel (this part woke three people up) plunged over the ice foot in a fog with four occupants. All
got out, and three tried to climb up the ice cliff, and slowly drowned. Shows how fortune plays the
game. The one who struck out in a bold gamble to a floe at least fifty yards away in heavy clothing (what
looked like an unsafe move because he spent 12 hours on that thing, having moved once because the
first floe was too small, and threatened to tip him in) got away with it. He took his outer clothes off, and
wore his underdungers gradually dry by running around in a figure eight. He also rowed the exhausted
rescue party back to base.
One of the geologists got a piece of rock in his eye. Long infection necessitated surgical removal of the
damaged eye, but the expedition doctor had never performed such an operation, or seen one. The only
communication with a hospital back home for advice was by telegram. They made their own
instruments, practiced on canned grapes, performed the operation so well that no further surgery was
needed on return to civilization.
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This was a remarkable occasion of the imprecision of first impressions. Noone particularly wanted to
listen to Roots, perceived initially as another case of these irritatingly modest folks who are reticent to
the point of miserliness. He completely lost us all at the start. Some of the less self-controlled lads were
asleep, and I was disinterested. If there had been an accident, or a fire at the end of the first half-hour,
everyone would have gone away with a very meagre opinion of Mr Fred Roots. Nothing could have been
further from the eventual truth. Everyone in the end was wide awake and thoroughly interested, and
glad of the chance to listen further and talk to him afterwards. It turned out his brother worked for two
years at OBMS Eskdale under Adam Arnold Brown, and was with Tom Price in South Georgia! He knew
Kevin Walton there, actually came to Oundle to speak when I was there (I didn’t attend his talk) and may
well help in Ottawa if and when I ever get to Canada!
One interesting remark from him that I recorded: in his opinion, those who have had enough after the
first winter are those with the strongest views.
SATURDAY 12TH.
Well we pitched our tents optimistically for the first time. Two Gino Watkins-style yellow double-wall
pyramids, and one Meade mountain tent, still good old fashioned stuff. We worked on them, checking
the ties of inners and outers onto poles, and all the various bits and pieces. Just occasionally, I get stabs
of anticipation, even fear, when looking out into that considerable whiteness, and realize that the two
walls of a tent are all the shelter you've got. Previous experience, however daring, just goes by the
board, as far as my own personal confidence goes anyway. One has to start from scratch here, and treat
with great respect.
We had a concert in the evening, Carleton Ray over for drinks. He is a very striking man, and sang a few
songs to the guitar in a clear, good voice, though obviously dashed them off with some carelessness. I
played the fiddle with Chris, and it seemed to go down better than I thought it would, and was good
practice for my fingers and general harmonic sense, to pick up strange tunes immediately by ear, though
one tends to fall into general patterns and get lazy. Bed at 0315.
SUNDAY 13TH
Slept through until 1 pm! Had bread, marmalade and hot chocolate for brunch. What a selection of
chocolate and Horlicks, Pream,instant coffee with or without milk, and of course tea!
In the afternoon, we went over to the ski tow and shifted it. This necessitated dozing out the old Bren
gun carrier from its deep notch in the snow, and manoeuvre it with alternate push and pull into a new
position. The long splice in the rope took a while, and the new positioning and new tensioning didn’t get
finished until it was time to go back for tea, so no skiing, a pity. I offered to drive back. Never having
driven a dozer before, I was given only one instruction: keep it well away from the edge and the tide
crack. Then I was left for a while to suss things out in this cabful of levers. I soon found out that by
pulling certain combinations, I could throw the remaining four (Dave Brown, Bob Sopp, Robin and Peter)
all around on the sledge I was towing behind, so had great fun for a while. We had all opened a can of
beer, and they certainly looked a sight hanging onto the big sledge, mitts clutching Budweiser cans, and
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trying to spare the other hand to make rude signs at me. The tricky part came when we came to the
Williamsfield tracks. The main comms cable is held droopily by poles along the way, and one had to look
for narrow passages near the poles to slalom through. It so happened that I was only steering with the
power release handles, the ones which stop transmission to the individual tracks, instead of using the
brake(s) as well. Of course it worked fine on the straights, and on the sea ice when one had miles to turn
in anyhow, but screaming along in 5th gear at a staggering 15mph, eight tons of dozer and a sledge with
four substantial bodies on it, we just didn’t turn. As the pole loomed up closer and closer, she turned
less and less, and it became nastily evident that it was no longer a matter of turning, but of stopping in
very short order. I stamped on the brakes, to no effect. Then I remembered the clutch handle. Of course
she stopped. Who had ever doubted it? But four very shaken characters clambered over each other to
look at the blade, six inches away from the pole. Peter, always not far from a grin, made as if to pull the
20' high by six inch steel pole out with a simulated jerk as if to say `no good expecting you to get through
any other way!'.
We saw the Byrd party off finally tonight. They have been standing by for four days.
Bed at 0015.
MONDAY 14TH THE STARLIFTER.
A warm, easy sort of day. Was day housemouse with Dave Gobey. Washed up breakfast and took all
garbage down to the tide crack in the Fergy. By that time, after we had filled the ice melters, it was time
for morning tea. It was a case of where has all the morning gone, because we had a date with Norm, the
radio officer, for comms practice. I learned a great deal, and afterwards we took out a 557 from storage,
all packed up, undid it, set it up, and called Norm just to show we could. No hitches, but we obviously
must be careful with these things. She goes alright, like the toboggan, when she goes.
Lunchtime, and the afternoon saw everyone off to watch the Starlifter. Brian George was out with the
dogs again, and the German colour TV crew, people dotted all along the ice runway for miles it seemed,
crash tenders every hundred yards. All this through binoculars from the Mess, though we'll have a
chance to see her come in from closer up tomorrow. The first jet plane ever to land in Antarctica. And
she was a real prima donna. She came in at God knows what height, just a silver gleam at the sharp end
of a vapour trail. Curving around in great sweeps on a sort of recce, while the bright orange dragonflies
buzzed around below, making lots of collective noise. We nearly got stiff necks, for she horsed around
up there for almost an hour and then glided over the base low and menacing like a nightmare,
disappearing behind Observation Hill. As she finally came in to land, dwarfing the huts and assorted
vehicles, helicopters darted in and about, one sitting just above the nose of the great aircraft as it taxied
along the runway, like pilot fish around a shark. Quite impressive.
Dave Gobey made a remark to me as we were washing up lunch, in the ingenuous way he does. Of
course the subject was women, as we discussed pros and condoms. I said I would like once to sleep
with a woman old enough to be my mother, just for interest's sake, and then it was that the joke came
out, pleasantly vile (ED: typical of Dave, who was to keep us in fits of laughter for most of the next few
weeks with his filthy chatter) that I'm sure Shakespeare or Chaucer would have liked. A bloke he knew
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slept with an old woman once. She was so wrinkled that they couldn't find it, and he had to wait until
she pissed, then flip up it like a trout.
Tonight another work party. Shoveling snow off the covered way again, Still the expertly handled dozer
shifts more in a minute than we do all night. Watching Ray Tatham whip it around these delicate,
vulnerable structures so effortlessly is a delight. He almost stands it on its tail.
The atmosphere down here really is MOST pleasant. People behave so much better towards each other.
There has not been, in three weeks, a cross word spoken to me, nor have I had that rush of adrenalin to
the neck when I do the same to someone else. At home it is either the person you know very well, or the
person you don’t know at all, that you are rude to. The garage attendant who tries to push you around,
or your close friend who accuses you unjustly of doing something you didn’t do. Here there is less
tension, less strain. Yet perhaps the reason is there are no idle hands for long. All have too much hard
work to do to get by easily, and one seems to become genuinely fond of everybody. There always are
exceptions, but the two people I really couldn't abide at first both are somehow quite appealing
personalities - you overcome the initial personal selection mechanisms which automatically reject
others for superficial and subjective, usually spurious reasons - one of them is now mending my tape
recorder and the other was friendly today as he did relief cook. This one is the hardened expedition
type, small, broad, hairy and slightly supercilious. He was on Campbell Island with Colin, a good enough
reference itself, but I still have to get over my suspicion of certain people. Who does this sort of thing
semi-permanently, or for long periods? Colin seems sane enough, but I suspect an element of escapism
in the search for adventure. Yet life seems more elemental here, truer and more real as far as contact
with important values goes, than back home. There, one seems to live life on two levels: the existence
you actually live, and the one you wish for, or think you ought to live, and constantly chase. Here,
because there is only one of you, there is no rat-race, no fear of competition, or of others, only the fear
of doing a really stupid thing that could jeopardize others, and of course fear of the common enemy, the
elemental, entropic threat of the Antarctic itself. There is only one leader (Colin), one deputy leader
(Dave Lowe), and only one Field Assistant with our Northern (Mariner ) Party, and no one will change
that in a dishonourable way. At home. thousands of others wait, and all too often, life is controlled by
the fear of everything changing overnight. True self-reliance is to be able to give two fingers to the
unworthy, and even to the worthy with absolute confidence. Health and strength are the two
indispensable factors however.
The pungent night smells of base while late housemouse are memorable. Swing open the cold porch
door of the Mess and sniff the scent of between toes, the balmy odours of grease-trap, singleted cook
and housemice. Walk into C hut and encounter the scent of 22 large Kiwis in their unknowing hours.
Walk past the cold porch of F Hut amongst the frozen blood and blubber of the seal-killing outfits, and
give thanks that you're not in the tropics.
TUESDAY 15TH
Yesterday's rosy tinge was short-lived. A bad day today. Through late house mouse talking very
pleasantly to John Murphy (our Base photographer), became slack and inefficient. One thing led to
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another.. late in cleaning out the Mess, forgot to wake Chris for a bath, and ended up waking the whole
caboose 10 minutes late, earning well-deserved comments from Dave Lowe, then went on into deeper
trouble over the cursed primus. I bloody well use the things day and out, and have for years in winter
conditions, but have never taken them apart much, I got needled and was wrong about details of its
maintenance. People are quick to take advantage -here showing my basic fear again, and drive to assert
- just like I am myself, and these fatal traits go against the norm down here and wreck an otherwise
peaceful existence. I suppose I couldn't hope to survive 4 months down here without getting on peoples'
wicks sometimes, but I wish it hadn't been for stupidity and inefficiency. Takes me back to earlier days
where I have been brought up short by management, so rightly. I am too often unreliable in details, and
this means an undignified fall from grace. It is painful to watch oneself lose the respect of others in a
breath. Objectively it might be because I've had two hours sleep in the last 36, but it all seems too
predictable. Slough of Despond! BALLS!
WEDNESDAY 16TH
The first developed pictures came back in the post drop, of Christchurch, the trip down and a few of the
ice. The camera seems to be working OK,
Colin had Ross (leader of the other fieldparty) and myself in today, informing us that a combination of
icebreaker and heli might be needed to put both our groups in to our area around the Mariner and
Aviator Glaciers. This would mean that the whole operation could take up to three days. Ross will get
more dumps, which will suit his long one-way down to the coast, where he will then go back on the
icebreaker as planned, but there remains the question for us of `how out? Same way?' Going by the
Beardmore party experience, we wont get put in anywhere the Navy isn't sure they can get us out, and
we are headed up north for an extended trip through the Victory Mountains.
So I washed up and collected fuel tins, but a listless sort of a day, a bit overhung (psychologically) from
yesterday. Got involved in an argument over OB tonight, having heard that the new boss in Anakiwa
(which I had been at before coming down) was to be Don Mackay, who is with Ed Hillary in Nepal. I
seemed a poor arguer. Perhaps I am really too impractical and superficial for this place. Certainly my
memories of NZ will be mixed with an appreciation of the tough, practical Kiwi, intolerant and ruthless
on occasion, competent and uncompromising, a formidable mixture, and one I respect deeply. Makes
me feel very feeble indeed. Am quite depressed tonight, after fruitless evening on toboggans, when we
seemed to get nothing done, and Ross everything. They have overtaken us almost, and make me feel
pretty incompetent! There is a lot of awkward welding to do on ours tomorrow. The steering is broken
on both, we must brace the winch housing, and braze the gear lever on the second one. What ho Up the
mariner!
THURSDAY 17TH
Monstrous dam hard work on the toboggans. I am butterfingered on mechanical work, because ONLY I
lack the a) incentive, b) confidence. If I give myself the serious incentive or responsibility (which is not
helped subconsciously by knowledge that we are air supported by the US Navy) and grab the nettle
firmly and gain confidence, I become quite reasonable. I can understand how things work. A mechanics
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skill seems to consist, objectively, of two things: 1) conscientiousness and attention to detail, making
sure movements, actions, measurements are exact, no washers missing, lubrication, tensions correct
etc… and 2) practice, knowing through experience quick ways of doing things, easy ways, and the
penalties for wrong actions in terms of future wear and tear.
The rest went skiing tonight. I think Ill leave my tight bindings on my skis.
Bed at 0230 after Dave Lowe kindly helped. He is a rare spirit, stalwart, argumentative, very catalytic and
extremely capable, though I wonder if he would easily find a niche elsewhere than here.
FRIDAY 18TH ARRIVAL OF 18 NEW PERSONNEL INCLUDING HANK AND BRUCE
I started off the day with absolute determination to get the toboggans OK to go out onto the ice and
meet our remaining two team members, Hank and Bruce. This would constitute the first moment of
team `bonding' prior to leaving for the field (if we ever did! but the very fact that they were arriving was
inherently good news). The four of us made up the second of the two exploratory expeditions this
season, the Northern Party, to a previously unexplored region of the Mariner Glacier and surrounding
mountains.
Well with broken nails, hands engrained with oil, and one toboggan still in bits, I was tired and very
grateful indeed for the cheerful cooperative presence and hard work of Bob and Robin. How lucky we
are that they are young and bloody helpful. The musical humourous Scot and the funny, impulsive Maori
who frowns when he laughs and does both all the time.
`Hank', Graham Hancox was to be my tentmate and our senior geologist, and the only one of us with
previous Antarctic experience in the Dry Valleys. In addition to being a professional geologist, he was a
strong climber, and accomplished violinist His companion geologist, Bruce Riddolls would joke later that
he had never climbed a mountain in his life, while standing on the summit of a ninety four hundreder
first ascent in the Transantarctic Range.
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HANK

BRUCE

The other mountaineer alongside me rounding out the group's experience was the indefatigable David
Gobey, seasoned climber and irreverent balladeer whose humourous foul ditties and rugged stamina
were among our best resources.

DAVE

JOHN
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Finally we got ready, and drove out to the airstrip with all 4 toboggans and a sledge each. So glad to see
Hank's warm smile, and Bruce, quiet, polite, self-contained, and Dave his usual boisterous bumbling self,
so reliable and dependable in his own way. Much beer followed. Scott Base is better for the new blood
temporarily at least, though will no doubt settle back into its turgid flow soon enough. I will be glad to
get into the field.
Hank (upon hearing of our potential transportation holdup) spontaneously came up with an alternative
plan to climb Erebus and some additional meteorological requirements which were immediately shot
down.
SATURDAY 19TH RECCE CONFERENCE
This was the day originally planned for our recce by air of our potential put in point, but it was put back
to tomorrow. This morning we had a joint briefing conference with both field parties to decide the
route for our recces.
In particular, Ross has (noticed in the air photos) an awkward step he wants to look at where his ridge is
very narrow. We of course want to look at the step off the Meander Glacier to Murchison, one of our
(informal) expedition goals. As is so often the case, it seems the worst part of the terrain for us now - at
least as far as we can tell from the aerials taken from thousands of feet up - but actual travel will
probably prove quite different.
Perhaps the only time in my life I will have the pleasure of directing a US Navy Hercules to fly me exactly
where I want to be flown. Wish I had the chance more often.
After a flight line was decided, a piece of string was pulled up out of the gash bucket, and we measured
our dotted route, an estimated 600 miles, just over three hours flying time with the touch down.
So we left that afternoon for the PX, and then the Recce `O' Group with the Flight Commander. The heat
in McMurdo buildings is horrible. I prickled and felt most uncomfortable, hardly even able to think
clearly. The gist of what the Commander said was the following: We don’t like landing Hercs any more
out there, but you guys have gotta go, so we'll find a way (Bless you always problem-solving, practical
Yanks! ) The icebreakers are due down on the 25th, three of them, that's in 5 days time. If they dont
strike any trouble, it seems one of them might be detailed off to take us in, so part of the recce flight will
be to go up the coast to Hallett to survey ice conditions from the air as relevant to incoming ships with
turbo helos. Our pilot is the one to whom the Beardmore accident happened. When I showed him our
planned PI up near Mt McCarthy he shook visibly! He seemed a bit frightened, and freely admitted it.
The word they all used, from the Commander on down, was `gun-shy'. They so nearly left that Herc
there last time on the Beardmore it didn’t matter. And since they only have one spare nose ski, if the
Herc were to smash it on a landing, it would have to stay there indefinitely until they got another out
from the factory since they must operate their fuel runs first, and must have a spare ski handy to cope
with that.
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The upshot of it was: Recce on Monday at 0800 sharp, and we'll see. Everyone seems very keen to help.
Played Bach all evening with Hank. He even played the Beethoven, lucky bastard, how I'd love to get
that under my fingers. Then we shot along to the Mess where everyone was getting terribly pissed, and
played a few songs and dances. Ross was most pissed of all, and so was Robin pretty well, wearing a
newly made pink sheepskin hat. What a sight!
When Ross went down the covered way for a piss, we had to steer him through the F Hut door after he
had greeted us very politely twice.
SUNDAY 20TH
Slept til 1100, and woke up feeling fresh. Got stores ready for afternoon practice dry run off towards
Castle Rock. The four of us harnessed up the sledges with around 400 lbs each and thundered out along
the back road to Wlliamsfield. I gave our toboggan to Hank since he hadn't driven one much. We came
to a fairly steep even slope going up onto the peninsular skyline. Attacked it, both teams working
independently to see whose was the best method to get to the top first. Our method was not as
successful as the others'. We gained as much height as we could on an ascending traverse until the
toboggan came to the end of the obvious line. Then we jammed the sledge, unhooked, and manhandled
the toboggan around, leaving it in gear until it faced round onto the next traverse line. Hitched up to
the other end of the sledge and away. The others seemed to do better with less effort. We worked well,
but far too hard! Well what d'you expect when you get two violinists in Antarctica together?
Bruce's technique was slightly different and definitely more effective. He would go on the same traverse
line, but the moment the toboggan began to dig in he turned fractionally downhill, gaining momentum
and renewed traction, then turn quickly uphill and right around, thus making the new traverse line
without stopping.
We hit one crevasse, but were over it before the back of the toboggan drooped a bit and broke through,
but speed was luckily enough to get us out. I stopped, with the toboggan and sledge separated by the
slot. A sledge is less of a hazard to get over due t its spread of weight and it came across neatly enough.
Meanwhile across nearer the ski slope, Ross and his crew were having at a longer though more gentle
slope with some difficulty. If anything, their sledges are heavier loaded than ours (good practice since
their journey is more in a straight line as opposed to our two loops with centered put in and pickup). At
one point as Ian turned the toboggan around at the traverse end, he gave the sledge a slight nudge.
There was someone holding on to it, but on the steep hard snow nothing could stop it, and it gathered
speed as they watched, until like some graceful plane, it took off high into the air over sastrugi,
miraculously staying upright, doing an estimated 40-50mph, a 400lb sledge, shot across the tide crack
and out onto the sea ice for a quarter mile!
We got up to the top of the peninsular quite well a little behind the other two and caught them up at
Castle Rock. We puttered around looking at the rock (as geologists do) and I started up a steep snow
gulley round the back on the NW side. No ice axe or crampons! Pigeonholed up to within a few feet of
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the top and then struck very hard windblown ice underfoot. With such a dodgy steep runout, I retreated
gracefully only to find the indomitable Hank a few feet below me. He got down alright, and when still 50'
above the scoria, I started a stupid glissade and got going too fast. I used hands and feet and got a good
bit slower, but could see the rocks coming up far too quickly. I aimed my feet for the first one and dug
in heels but the force of the ensuing powder spray blinded me, and the rock shot past my left foot and I
came to rest fair and square on my left femur. It hurt so badly I thought I had broken it, But I got up and
walked over to Hank trying hard not to limp, but not making a very good job of it. It seemed alright
however, so I strapped on my skis and skied all the way down to the sea ice of Windless Bight. A good
slope. The toboggans and sledges made it well with rope brakes on the runners. I found I could shoot
ahead and then wait for the behind one very manoevreably on skis, and probably very safe so long as I
didn’t go mad. (Ed: I used this technique a lot later as a means of communicating between the two
teams). Then I tied the brake rope onto the back shackle of the sledge and got towed on my skis all the
way back to Base, and my legs, though very sore, seemed better.
Went into tea, and saw the Peter Scott film afterwards, a fine movie, if a bit sentimental, but I thought it
had a rather sorry point. The day of the anti-hero is indeed here (which he seemed to bemoan) but it
does have its good points. Even the Kiwi in a spot in Antarctica in the second half of the 20th century is
every bit as much in spot as was Scott himself. Perhaps we'll make a better job of it, but I'll know more
about that when we come back.
When asked to go skiing again tonight I agreed, since the leg was beginning to stiffen up and anyway I
don’t want to miss the opportunity to avail myself of skiing in such perfect conditions when it is freely
available and I have such good new ski. I had several excellent runs, getting a few parallels and jump
turns. I'm definitely getting better! Then the rope tow broke. Time to go home, but just a little walk up
to pull the tow rope out of the snow onto the drums. Carry skis for a bit of a last run! Found the skis too
cumbersome and spiked them into snow. Finished the job, and sitting on the two ski, shot down to the
waiting SnowTrac. Too late I saw the great pits the dozer had dug up with it wheels when we changed
the tow system. I couldn’t stop and slammed full tilt into a snow block the size of a sewing machine
RIGHT ON MY LEFT THIGH.
I had forgotten there was such a thing as pain (I cringe as I write this). Heroics be fucked, I just grovelled
and shouted. The others came up but I just had to sit there while it all died down. From the nauseating
stabs all over the leg when I moved, I felt now QUITE sure I had broken it. But like Piglet, I thought I
would be better off in a more comfortable position, and the long and short of it is I'm now in bed, VERY
sore with an enormous blue thigh and cursing my lethal and irresponsible idiocy. And yet, as always , I'd
probably still do it again, because these impulses often have good or harmless results, and I'd surely lose
something if I didn’t occasionally risk a toss, even on such an auspicious occasion.
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MONDAY 21ST ADMIRAL ROSS AND AMBASSADOR DANIELS14
Thanks be to the gods that the Recce flight was cancelled today. I had very little sleep last night, and am
horribly sore and aching this morning, which I have spent hiding. In the afternoon I stripped down a
Kohler engine off the #4 toboggan and gave it a valve grind, new rings and decoke… new gaskets and we
hope now that it won't spew oil everywhere.
Tonight Admiral Ross and the Ambassador came in among us and we had a fine party. As a gesture,
Hank and I thought we'd give them a little concert. So we played the slow movement of the Bach Double
D minor, hopefully an event they will remember. I got into the Ambassador's ear with regard to the
possible trip to the Andes15, but with no real success.

We played for songs all night.. really enjoyable.
Had wine for dinner just like old times. Long tables, cheerful faces, all sorts of topics of conversation,
from heated arguments over the height of Castle Rock to U2 flights over Russia. As a parting shot, I
yodelled to the Admiral, and he seemed thankful when I stopped.
They both stayed a couple of hours more than they had intended. The Ambassador played the banjo,
not very well, but with enthusiasm and infectious enjoyment, ten out of ten for sheer letting hair down
.. for a diplomat, especially an American diplomat, amazing and bloody encouraging. He was
Ambassador to Bolivia and Ecuador, and a signatory to the Antarctic Treaty, though this was his first visit
to the continent.
Tomorrow is our recce flight at 1610. Must fix the engine. And get some sleep 0150 hrs.
Morse lessons tonight with Dave Lowe. Great joke. He was a bit pissed and blew me Morse on a mouth
organ (Harmonica) he couldn’t play with his eyes shut. The messages got weaker and weaker, the
content lewder and lewder until we both all but fell asleep.
Tuesday 22 WEATHER STANDBY CONDITION 2
We are on some kind of `permanent' weather standby for our recce flight. It is snowing and Condition 2.

14

1959 signatory to the Antarctic Treaty for US and Special Advisor to State Department 1957-9 (never been to
Antarctica until now) and Member of Advisory Committee on US NSF's Antarctic Programme
15
a tentatively planned expedition with the Kiwis, which eventually came to fruition with Ken McNatty
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The icebreakers are due here anytime.. have been making 15 knots through the pack ice, so our PI may
be the day after the recce!
Lousy weather all day. Actually snowing. Since there is only 8" precipitation here annually, it's quite an
occasion. The crystals are lovely, perfectly formed.
Today has been another toboggan day. I really feel we have left nothing to chance on them. Feeler
guages are the only thing we are without, and I simply cant see the whole geological programme
crippled by absence of feeler guages. Far more threatening are my impulses, which we cannot leave
behind.
Ross started his toboggan in gear, and it climbed the `spares' hut wall. Blizzard tonight with 20 knot
winds.
WEDNESDAY 23RD RADIO TRYOUT AND MURPH'S SEAL SERENADE
Yet another lazy morning. We can't really do anything constructive until we know when and exactly how
and where we are going in. This afternoon we packed up the two tents, both toboggans and sledges and
took our 557 and Commanda radios into the field. I had done some Morse with Norm in the morning,
and now feel confident enough to send/receive at around 6 to 7 wpm.
Naturally we almost lost the toboggan down a slot, about 4' wide and 20' deep. When the snowbridge
collapsed behind the toboggan, it took a while to extract the entourage. If it's like this around base,
what's it going to be like out there?
The radios worked fine, and it's nice to know this. We had perfect comms across the short distance
between us and Base on both sets. We are going to be glad of these in the field (if they work).
Somehow we found ourselves responding to Murphy's insistence that we go out and serenade seals. We
all dressed up in windproofs. The seals didn’t think much of it, though made little attempt to escape. It's
certain to say that any of them had been entertained by not one but two violins. Stereophonic rapture
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Some of these pictures made newspapers far and wide.
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Our recce flight seems finally to be set for 0400 tomorrow carrying the age of the Antarctic anti-hero to
its logical conclusion. We stayed up on gin until 0100. The seductive topic? Art, of course. Semper
effulgans.
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I am fairly certain that, for me, art is an abstract quality which occurs in many phenomena. Given
anything of a certain form, with certain limits naturally imposed, if an action goes beyond its limits in an
abstract way, or even inspires the watcher to a point beyond that which might be normally expected
from anything in that line, then it has a basic requirement beyond this rather intangible quality. It is then
a matter for personal taste to decide. When a whole lot of people who are idle and well paid get
together and find it is profitable to make their findings agree on any one of these works (actions) they
are able to isolate, then a fashionable opinion has been born. Furthermore if it then finds its way
through any one of a million vents into the popular media, then it is ensured of stature and following.
(Ed: sic locutus vinum)
THURSDAY 24TH RECCE FLIGHT
Woke at 0400 by Derek, on a miserable bloody start to a day. We hung about sipping tea with toast.
Arrived after a dull ride to Williamsfield at 0600, then we found they'd shifted the start time to 0800.
The 80 - 90° temp of the US airfield huts was too much. That early in the morning, surrounded by
lounging, disinterested Khaki-clad US jacks in crumpled Tshirts, I must admit I felt pretty anti-American.
The machines in their Mess! A chain-moving toaster which asks you to do nothing except feed it.
Actually I thought it ate it too since the first two pieces I fed it vanished without trace, until I realized
that I'd misjudged the time it took, and an enterprising Yank had jumped in and taken them. Machines
for squirting milk, orange juice, ice cream, and nobody using them very much.
Ross and I, being greenhorn, did a wide-eyed tour of inspection, sampling each one. I'd hate to get to
the stage where I took things like this for granted. They reminded me of discarded expensive toys in the
nurseries of an over-indulged child. No wonder the Yanks have admiration for the versatile Kiwi who can
tell you what the ionosphere is doing and lash sledges at the same time. If their bloody bootlace broke,
these Yanks throw the boot away.
We climbed onto the Old Grey Mare, and took off at 0800.

Low cloud, but skirting down the coast of Ross Island at around 2000', we finally could glimpse the open
sea. Some excitement when we all sighted the icebreakers. They were supposed to be locked solidly in
the ice. They looked alright. We circled them once and continued on. What a desolate coast to Ross
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Island! Ice on rock cliffs straight into the sea, and everything a different shade of grey. We flew past
Royds, and noted the thickness of the ice edge pouring out over thermal rocks at the shoreline.
I just had a talk with the Commander up in the cabin. Evidently helicopters from the icebreakers would
be useless , too small a payload. The icebreakers are not stuck, but are moving. to about 16 miles from
Hut Point today. They reckon to cut in a channel at a rate of about a mile per day, meaning that in about
2 weeks they will be at Mc Murdo. They reckon to have the first tanker into McMurdo soon after that,
about I month ahead of natural breakout. This is the way humans carve into the Antarctic, and no
wonder ice breakout is furthered each year.
As we flew up from the coast I made rough sketch maps of our approach to the treasured Mt
Murchison(more later) and notes : Keep away from the head of the Mariner. Mt Supernal looks ok with
an easy snow cwm. Travel pretty easy on the approach routes, but the head of the Meander and route
to Murchison needs much care. The first part (through under Mt McCarthy) looks good. Fantastic slots
and icefalls, this terrain is so enormous! We are now going down to a touch landing. The sastrugi seems
to cross our path of travel, so we may have to zig and zag with toboggans. Huge granite cliffs on Cape
Sibbald, the dykes vertical and horizontal.

FIRST LOOK

MT MURCHISON

VICTORY MOUNTAINS

(Ed: this aerial taxi-ride and visual information was invaluable since all we had was aerial photos of the
region. We were all VERY grateful to these amazing Yanks, Commander Frontz most especially)
They are now busy dumping smoke flares to mark the landing. A crew member dons a safety harness,
opens the fuselage door and throws them out. Desecration of the Polar Plateau (but not as much as we
will do later). There was an atmosphere of tension as the plane dipped and swerved searching for the
landing space. A lot of these planes have smashed, and none has ever landed on the Polar Plateau here
before. Touching NOW! CRASH, ROCK AND ROAR AND OFF, UP.
Piss OFF! I thought we had crashed. A few strained looks giving way to smiles and release as everything
staggered up into the air again. Dave L has the Lat/Long of the spot, and the pilot probably now is
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circling to look for the tracks. According to him over the intercomm, all that clattering and banging was
testimony to a good landing surface. The area looked so friendly in the sunlight, but I keep on feeling the
conflicting urge to get into the field quickly, with an equal reluctance to commit all our planning etc to
actual execution. There still seems so much to do, given now they are talking that we might go in as
soon as tomorrow.
I am jerked back from all this musing into the present as we swerve and turn again. Every change of
horizon or angle or judder makes for strained looks again. I don’t think anyone enjoys this. The smell of
fart is rampant.
Well we are down! Probably get out and have a look. 8500' on the Plateau at last! First ever to set foot
here, admittedly out of a C130, though Dave L was 20 miles away last year.
Perfect landing, perfect surface…and warm though high up. Absence of sastrugi here at around 7000' on
the Polar Plateau. Wandered around, looked across to Supernal and Murchison. Air of general relief.
Here at last! Plane Commander (Frontz) walked over and asked if we could be ready to go in this
afternoon! I knew it would come. I said we would do our best, knowing that if we didn’t get ready, we
wouldn’t be going. It's American Thanksgiving time, so McMurdo has ceased… everyone will be boozed
up at Base, and we'll need competent help in loading.
We clambered back in, strapped down, the plane began to rev up and the JATO16 kicked in as we
hurtled, rattled and clattered across the rough surface.

JATO BOTTLES
All rather tense again, but he got us all up. Reckon we will be back shortly, there's that sort of urgency in
the engines.

16

Jet-assisted takeoff bottles strapped to the fuselage to assist in lifting off at this altitude
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Six hours of hectic planning and loading, with Dave Lowe absolutely invaluable, and we are NOW back
on the Plateau tonight! After a perfect landing, a quick check of stores yields nothing light yet, bar one
44 gallon fuel drum. The ink is nearly frozen on my pen, but warming up as the primus heats up our tent.
We landed at 0120. Established radio comms with Base at 0200. Reasonable on ZLYAV with Dave Brown,
but we'll have to do better. Got all the stuff off the plane.

It's bloody cold even though there's not a breath of wind. - 31°C or -23.8F at 164°E 72°S some eight
miles north of the Pleiades, and approximately 1200 miles from the South Pole, but much closer to the S
Magnetic Pole.
The Herc seemed to take an awful long time to take off, vanishing downhill in a huge cloud of blown
snow, but then came back and circled us with a ceremonial farewell and good luck wing dip. I had
nothing but enormous gratitude and respect for these amazing Deep Freeze crews who serve us all so
selflessly, and at such great risk.
We sorted out the gear into dumps, and tied everything down. Then we retired to our tents for the first
real sleep in 48 hours.
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PART 2. THE RAGGED RASCALS RAN: THE VICTORY MOUNTAINS. (see Annex 1
for map)
FRIDAY 25TH
We are all out of phase. It is 1200, midday, beautiful sun and no wind Temp -10 C in our first and only
collective camp including both teams.

Everyone is commenting on what a good sleep we had, naturally enough, but it was bloody cold outside
last night, and owing to the comfort of our bedrolls, none of us felt a thing for 9 hours. We had had a
rough time prior to that, of course.
Up and to breakfast. Then we had to pack all our gear, six and a half thousand pounds on our three
sledges (while the other team did the same thing). We found it easier than we had expected,
nevertheless certain points to remember:
- make sure some fuel is get-at-able
- put 44 gallon fuel drums on top of the sledge tanks, crossways to save cross members, and
- tents are last on and first off.
It's too cold for my pen to write properly. May have to switch to pencil if it gets any colder. This is
indeed the coldest place on earth. Lowest temp to data recorded in Vostok winter -127° F or 159
degrees (F) of frost.
We said little to the other team, so concerned each of them and us were with getting ready for moving
on. But we did build a good snow cairn, and took a picture. Our spacy group is on the left,
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but we looked a lot scruffier then, so here is a field shot of each of us, taken at various times during our
journey.

THE REDOUBTABLE HANK

BRUCE THE IMMACULATE

QUINT-ESSENTIAL MOUNTAIN MAN DAVE

SUPPER'S UP, COME ON IN
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We made 8 miles today from the Put-In- Point (PIP) 164° 50' E 72° 45' S to the Pleiades. No human, so
far as recorded, has ever set foot on this ground.
We have a simple mileometer and cycle-wheel mounted behind our rear sledge, and it went from 0698
to 0706. we fueled up both toboggans at 0704 from the 4 gallon tin. Seemed to go well, though we
capsized our rear sledge tonight, so decided to camp by it.
The day has been good. Temp -10°C but tonight at 2100 -23°C
Had a hell of a job getting the two heavy sledges going, until we tied the whole train together. In future,
this should be how we travel in convoy. Starting is just a series of enormous jerks, and pushing.
We watched Ross and Co. vanish into the Retreat Hills until he was a speck. They seem to be going well.
Our initial means of travel were, in retrospect, dangerously experimental. None of us had any
experience of heavy sledging in totally unknown crevasse country, and we were very aware of the major
dangers of hidden crevasses drilled into us during our study, training and briefings, So we started out
quite nervously, knowing (and missing) the significant advantages of dogs in this kind of terrain, since
they would usually sense the difference in footing which would warn them early. The slots were sly,
sometimes completely covered and almost undetectable except for the slight change in gradient, a
colour difference in good light, or an imperceptible depression if looked at from ground level, which of
course low-slung dogs sense a lot better than upright humans. Here are three pictures, the first showing
how a slot is completely covered except for the opening beside the camera, although visible along its
length by the light gradient change.

The second shows the size to which these holes can grow, this one can accommodate several large
buses with room to spare, perhaps 20' across and 50' deep. The picture looks longways into the huge
slot from the snow bridge that we are crossing. At the far end, the tunnel shows how deep the slot is
compared to the thin-ness of the bridge. Many people and machines, even planes have come to grief in
these treacherous traps.
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The last one was detected late in our journey, and almost devoured our last sledge on which Bruce was
sitting, and was poked open with one of our probing poles.

Because all of us were eager to see how these things looked as we came up on the, we all piled on to the
front sledge, exactly the wrong way to go about this, casting a telltale shadow on the relentless white
canvas.
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The lookout had the pole, but the more we thought about this, the crazier it seemed. All the weight on
the most vulnerable link in our chain.

So, our next approach was almost equally freaky, send the lookout ahead with the probe to check the
route out, supposedly safeguarding the sledge train at his expense! We tried roping him like we would
if we were climbing, but the toboggans too easily ran over the rope.

So we settled for an uneasy compromise. If we traveled together, which we did less and less as the two
geologists split to get the most out of their time, we tied everything into one entire train. After a few
encounters, we realised that it was not only the front that was at most risk, but that any bridge we were
on could collapse under any of the pieces of our train. I did more and more skiing alongside, sometimes
ahead of and occasionally far away from the train, while the others either drove the toboggans or sat on
the sledge.
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Tomorrow we leave a large dump, and move off towards Mt McCarthy.
Cloud tonight in S and SE. No wind. Altitude 8,650'
Fuel calculations indicate we have a total of 206 gallons which have to be distributed between sledges
and caches, so we dump about half here.
SATURDAY 26TH JOURNEY TO CREVASSE CAMP
Woke to whiteout. Drifts of continuing cloud rolling off like a blanket by 1000, so we moved at 1200.
Made reasonable going but after a while under the Pleiades struck heavy sastrugi and had to cross very
slowly. Lunchtime temp -16° Wind 5knots SE, mileage 0713, with cloud cover again imminent.
We had lunch on a small outcrop, exciting the geologists over five different types of rock, all reportedly17
igneous, but showing more variation than might have been expected, including recent volcanics, much
of which had been blown out over the plateau in quite sizeable lumps. Everyone was very cold, hands in
sledging mitts , as well as feet even in mukluks. Some blue ice on a fairly steep slope with a few small
crevasses led to excellent surfaces, and we were able to make up time to the head of the Mariner
Glacier (Flatstick Nevé). There we have struck enormous crevasses and are camping tonight amongst
them, since it is much colder (or was)… a 15 knot catabatic struck up and made it very cold. Looks like
weather is coming in.

Now 2145 and -23°. We are at approximately 165° 40' 72° 33, at Crevasse Camp 7200'.
We are trying a communal meal tonight, though am not very struck on the idea, and would rather keep
to individual tents, but it is undeniably more sociable!
Mileage 0721 (15 miles)
Our simple system for toboggan travel seems very sound, and has worked well today over all sorts of
country. We keep far enough away to be independently safe, yet near enough to communicate, be there
for help, and get runner messages quickly (Hank or I drop off the front sledge and say a word or two!).
17

all my geological references should be treated with great caution, since I didn’t understand much of their
professional discourse, and still do not when I read the articles resulting from our expedition!
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15 knot wind and -28° . Had one of the most uncomfortable craps of my life tonight. Everyone in good
shape. My thigh is a bit rough, and have a bad headache, though am the only one. Fumes from the
toboggan probably, though we are on the front sledge! I think the wind was behind us! Ice inside my
nose this evening, and the wind is flapping the tent restlessly. Our donger18 was covered in ice after one
convivial supper inside the tent. To go outside and look at it was to find it almost erect, like a minichimney, arousing the poetic instincts of our bawdy balladeer. The cleaning fluid in Hank's lense case is
frozen INSIDE the tent. It does seem very cold. But it is most warm inside our down sleeping bags.

SUNDAY 27TH FIRST RADIO SCHED
All OK! Have moved 23 miles since PIP, though some rough sastrugi behind the Pleiades, and some blue
ice. We are now camped at the head of the Mariner approximately 165° 40' E 72° 32' S.

We have left dump food, fuel at the S end of the Pleiades on W side at approximately 165° 27E 72° 45 S.
Excellent weather, occasional catabatic winds for an hour or two this morning making things quite cold
(min temp -31 max temp -10 at midday 27th).
We are heading on around the head of the Mariner, some big crevasses, but hope to be camped under
Mt McCarthy tonight, and on Victory Plateau by our next radio sched.
Technical question from Hank, so that we can find out true north, when is true midday, 12 or 12.30?
Time check? love from us all (radio message) Ross is listening. Our scheds are in effect mutual listening
watches, for emergency response if necessary.
Bad weather closing in on our communal breakfast. Visibility going. Tentbound now in complete
whiteout, with lunchtime temp -18°, quite cold, visibility around 50 yards and snowing. Lunchtime temp
- 18°. Playing chess in tent at 1800. Outside temp -17°, though inside a balmy +3°, very comfortable, but
drinking a lot of brews (tea, hot chocolate) makes pissing a grind, but gives my leg a needed rest.
The useless fact for today: Algae scraped from the leaves of leaks form an important part of the Aztec
diet, says a Manchester University researcher.
18

the critical canvas vent tube at the top of the tent that allowed air to exit, and maintained some circulation in an
otherwise very tightly organized and insulated space
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In the tent, communal dinner, a bit of nunatak night-life. Gobey suggests a saucepan samba. We are
interested in our projected route through the crevasses amongst which we are now camped, and `good'
visibility' is defined by whether or not you can see the slot 50 yards away. Bruce suggests starting up a
toboggan, pointing it in the direction we want to go, and listen!
So this is antarctic whiteout, nothing very dramatic, just mist and snowflakes and NOTHING. The
complete white is in fact very hard on the straining eyes. Temp at 2210 is -21`°. Still not much wind, just
a breath to stir the tent wall now and then. The interesting silence, now the others have gone back to
their tent next door, none of the usual sounds of gusts, or avalanche, or ice movement usually
associated with alpine or himalayan existence. This is truly a remarkable experience.
Have just been outside to fix up the aerial for the Commanda, and to bring in both sets for tomorrow's
joint sched with Ross. We heard him very well today, and he is still just over by our dump, and working
the Pleiades. Will find out tomorrow almost for certain that he is pinned down like we are. Everything is
hung with feathery ice and fresh snow outside, cold as hell, and my beard froze the moment I got out of
the tent. Equipment slipped and slid around on the sleds as if sprayed with graphite.

White and grey faded into nothingness. I went out to the end of the aerial wire and looked in the
direction of down the glacier, and could see exactly nix. This can last for days , so it's sleep now and
hope for improvement tomorrow.
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We are most comfortable, enjoying each other's company very much, and already even talking about
what we will be doing when we get back. Thanks to the forethought of previous AEs, we are very well
fed, warm, and thoroughly compos mentis. To think that we might still be at Base! 0030 hours.
MONDAY 28TH
Woke this a.m. at 0915, slept through Ross's sched. Neither of our alarms went off, and unaccountably
all four of us slept through. When we finally surfaced it was to find a considerable wind blowing from
the SE and blizzard conditions starting. By midday it had worsened, and now we are really stuck. It's a
real effort to move even from tent to tent. All down clothing has to be worn, and one's hands get very
cold even putting it on. Drift seems t permeate everything. One can't really stop it, and the flapping of
the tent and the howl of the wind in the aerial wire. Lunchtime temp -23°, and gusts up to 27 knots at
the moment .
One result of this forced immobility was to arouse Gobey's scatological muse. Much of what emerged
was too chauvinisitc and generally Xrated to reproduce here, but kept us in a state of paralytic laughter
as much from the rate of flow of this always original (to us at least) rhyming stuff, but the dismal depths
of chaucerian lyrical style it plumbed. I was impressed by Dave's medicinal sense of humour, which
meant a great deal to all of us, and recorded a lot of it, but it will stay in my barely readable handwriting
unless one day someone has the stomach to transcribe it.
One milder example worth sharing was a kind of mini-comic opera not surprisingly named 'The Chastity
Belt': The dramatic personae consisted of five characters, each of whom Dave performed with gusto:
The Hero: who wants it
The Maiden: "

"

The Locksmith: who doesn't know how
The Baron: who lost it, and
The Pageboy: who knows how to get it.
The plot revolves around a sad tale of desire, and thanks to the Internet, can be read, along with
musical notation at http://www.traditionalmusic.co.uk/bawdy-songs/001837.HTM
I was brought back to reality by another really cold crap. Any of us who goes out for one of two reasons
has to get snow and weather readings. Temp again at -23° at 1700, and gusts to 30 knots. Since we are
on to chaucerian levels, I recorded that a crap in these conditions is an utterly miserable event, to be
conducted swiftly (sometimes with regrettable results only discernible once back in a warmer place).
Today's has been the worst. Remembering two winter seasons outside in the UK Lake District and some
fairly cold and evil sessions, but there's something vicious in the way the dry powder snow scores your
arse. Heine says don’t crap in the lee in a blizzard, because you get the `eddy' backup effect, whereas if
you brave the elements and sit it out, it blows past you. But in fact, there is no good way.
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The drift is piling round the tents outside, and noone likes to have to go out. I went to the toboggan to
get a funnel to pour kerosene into the little red plastic can, and found the carrier locker absolutely
packed full of powder. Interesting to note that the piled drift stops short of the object, but gathers
behind. This is (I'm told) analagous to the function of a wing. The drift meets the resistance of an object
and sidesteps or flows over it, and is sucked in behind the object until eventually it covers it from
behind.
We were singing an assortment of dirty ditties around 2125 with the steam from the pressure cooker
presaging dinner with the promise of a fine stew, and four intrepid polar explorers (IPEs) cock two
fingers at the weather's meagre challenge. We are exceptionally warm and happy in the tent. Everyone
seems first class company… remarkable and better than we could have hoped (though it is of course
early days yet). Humour, a sense of good fortune and anti-heroics are the story, though there is still a
strong sense of responsibility and awareness of our heritage, and the `shoulders' on which we stand. It is
customary to be iconoclastic. Mountaineers these days, especially the more intelligent one, lead the
ranks of those pointing fun and disbelief at what used to be perceived as heroic. It decidedly `off' to be
serious about Scott or the hardships of the Plateau, though I think we all privately and deeply respect
the Antarctic for its impersonal challenge even in fine weather. It has an awesome strictness, is
intolerant of even minor mistakes, and we are in rough country utterly unseen except from the air.
There is amongst us a sense of occasion which undoubtedly strikes through our natural flippancy.
Do you know how they circumcise whales, asks Dave? Well, they send down four skin divers.
The irrepressible mountain man has come up with a new one to keep us all occupied. Blowing into your
hands to make a tune. All four of us like idiots getting purple trying to harmonize. Hanks furious since he
tries so hard and cannot do it! Dave's reactions to this make us all guffaw until we almost threw up. We
seem to bounce from the maudlin to the obscene in great lumps. Maybe it’s the carbon dioxide?
Women back home keep us thinking. Sex and womanhood are seldom far away from our conversations,
and are guaranteed to be full of serious and sentimental revelation.
The wind seems to have dropped at 2200, but the temp still the same. I scribbled out a rendering of the
notation for the Mandalay Boat song which when I sing it reminds me somehow of Betty Patey's19 voice,
and of the drunk I heard singing while making up my waybill in the Brighton, Sussex HQ of the
Southdown bus company where I worked as a conductor, though his Puccini from a doorway was
infinitely superior to my feeble efforts in a tent.
I scored my logbook by overprinting my handwriting since the pen would hardly write, but the wind
dropped to almost nothing, and it seemed warmer.
We are fortunate to have as our Base Leader (Colin Clark) someone who impressed us even at Waioru as
totally competent, and found to be lacking in even none of the small things, a fair and sincere man. A
masterful, compassionate bloke.
19

the wife of Surgeon Lt Tom Patey well known mountaineer/ balladeer whom I climbed and partied with often
when we were in service together at the Commando School RM at Bickleigh, Devon.
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TUESDAY 29TH MCCARTHY'S CWM
1030 woke to clear skies and light wind. Got out and found snow dust packed into everything. `Fleas'20
showed one eye out of a mask of snow. The mist was backing off the mountains and the glacier was
clearing. But everything looked a bit stunned, as though it still hadn't recovered. Wind 7-10 knots and
temp -21°. Seemed unusually cold. My fingers and toes were painful as we worked to brush and clear
the snow from, and unbury our items.
It is as hard as they say it is, in fact quite an ordeal, packing up the warm tents which now absolutely
have our confidence. My toboggan started third go, and is now puttering away, warming up. Filled both
toboggan tanks - approximately 3 gallons.
Arrived at McCarthy Cwm after a quite easy journey from the head of the Mariner amongst the slots,
the weather letting us move at 1500. Looks like the Pleiades are still in whiteout. Arrived McCarthy at
1800. Mileage 0732 (11 miles). Temp -`19° at 2100, but down to -24° at 0030. We have feet very cold all
day, and too cold to write much , so to sleep, and write it up in the morning.
It was a good journey, though we had to stop the train to allow Dave and I to probe for crevasses at a
walk (no good expecting us to run!), and we drove a toboggan over one of the climbing ropes, chopping
it neatly into two tow-ropes. This threw into relief the need for keeping up a daily mileage average, and
the obstacles to keeping up our goal of reaching Murchison . We stopped and looked into the slot which
had been alongside us for so long. A memorable sight. Its architecture was formidable, 70' deep and 30'
wide and built like a cathedral.
We went `flatstick' on good surfaces until the last steep rise to McCarthy Cwm. Then we separated the
two teams, and got up individually with much pushing. The campsite is lovely, in breathtaking alpine
scenery.

20

`Fleas' was the name of a tiny toy head of a koala bear given me as a mascot by Patsy Benefield, secretary and
very special dear friend at Fisherman's Point OB School in Australia. He accompanied us all the way, and made it
also to the Arctic Circle, and the summit of Mt Denali with Tom Frost, who was kind enough to take him since I
forgot to pack him during my ascent.
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How lucky we are Dave says, to be in Antarctica, with such magnificent surrounds, and being paid for it.
The S face of McCarthy rises straight up behind us for about 2000', ridges and buttresses, a rock peak
above the perennial ice. We have found Camp Ridge quartzite on a nearby nunatak, and have done our
first geologizing. Evidently it is a good find according to Hank - so we are justifying our existence?

We are very grateful for our toboggan `taxis', which allow for considerable intra-team mobility without
the need to harness dogs into their various different configurations between resting and running. They
are gaining our confidence.

WEDNESDAY 30TH.
Up at 0730 for a practice. We all spoke to each other, then went straight back to sleep. We are all tired,
and all feel the cold and altitude (?). I'm a bit sceptical about this altitude business. As a layman, I don’t
really know the facts, but I suspect it is the cold not the altitude. We need so much more energy to
generate heat that movement is a serious expenditure of scarce effort. We pant like idiots after a short
burst, though at the same height many times in other countries I have not noticed this. Even at 14, 000
in the Hindu Kush, and 19,000 in the Himalayas, I did not feel this, though I was not there for as long. I
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think we will get better , but we all sleep very heavily, and need it. We are eating excellently (within the
dietary limits) and none of us have digestive or associated problems, though little ailments crop up in
this environment. Hank has a sore nose and cracked lips - not much relief from that- I have my thigh
which is still very stiff. Dave has muscular complaints of knee and elbow, the price aid for so many nights
in the open perhaps? He's just got out of his tent for a piss, having as he says lain in the pit and thought
about it for half an hour. He harasses the ambience with his voice as he adjusts his many layers of
trouser:
`Father's pants will soon fit Willy. Will he wear them? Will he hell!'
He takes the temp -16° on a lovely sunny morning, though has clouded over some since 0800.
`I must go back to the pit again'…..
Most of the problems of field-living in the Antarctic are all obviously connected to the extreme cold.
Yesterday, the sponge rubber mat over the lilo mattress were fused frozen by the condensation, and in
pulling it away I left a lot of it on the mattress. Our boots ice up also, since the temp is often below
freezing inside the tent. You open a sealed box that has been on the sledge for some time, and it is full
of fine powder snow.
I've decided to name the glacier running down the SE side of the Prebble Massif the Seafarer Glacier.
Now we must find a similar one to be the Wanderer. I feel also the Arthurian legend should have its say.
And since we are on a NZ expedition I feel we should have some Maori names too.
1700. We have just come back from a climb up onto the shoulder, and start of the S ridge of McCarthy.
Good view of approach to Prebble Massif. Looked slot-free and a good surface. Also looks not too
steep, but you can't always tell, although one of the ways we have `sold' our mountain climbing
addiction to safety-conscious bureaucrats back in Wellington has been the advantages of visual
information you can get from being on high ground. I think we might call McCarthy's neighbour to the
East Mt Colin, after Colin Clark. Also must remember Mt Anakiwa somewhere.
This naming dance is complicated. We are not allowed to name naughtily, or after friends, especially
girlfriends. There is manual, with instructions.
There is a name for example of a hill, near Gisborne, North Island called, deep breath TAU MATA
WHAT TANGI HANGA KAWAWA OTOMATEA POKAI WHENUA KITANA TAHU, and that's the shortened
version, since it is all one word.
After sharing this jewel, Dave allowed as how he wouldn't put notches on his gun, like a pilot recording
conquests. He reckons they'll take a section in a few years time and count the rings.
We found lichens low on the W retaining ridge of McCarthy Cwm, orange and green. This was part of
much good geologizing today, examining the variety of the Robertson Bay Group (RBG), and a possible
fault found (although my record of this is very unprofessional, and both geologists wrote this up in detail
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later21). Also possible evidence of volcanic activity, basalt amongst greywacke, and sandstone and
mudstone. (according to Ross, the Southern Party discovered `warm and gently steaming fumaroles on
Mt Melbourne' a few miles north22).
We had a look at the SW ridge of McCarthy to the west of us, about 3 miles from our camp. I skiid a lot
down some fairly steep slopes, getting reasonably confident, feeling able to tackle most slopes safely
now - not necessarily very beautifully, but efficiently-.
Cooking dinner tonight, hot soup, passing the mug around it was too hot for most of us except Hank. So
next time around came another oratorical outburst from Dave as he handed it to Hank `Too hot for me
mate…haven't got asbestos guts like you … 'ere you are tin belly, sired by a salamander, ole Hancox'.
Wondering how we will behave when we get back home, will have to watch our tongues… `pass the
effing jam mum'…
Dave has finally named the toboggans, Filthy Lil the first one, and Desperate Dan (#4) the rear one who
is sick, has a bad `knock' and is burning oil. It's used half a tank of oil since the PIP. Of course Dave is
quite sure of the cause, i.e. not catching up with Lil, and suggests we park them close together for a
while, turn our back and give them a little `peace'.
Temp-20 tonight at 2400, and no wind.
DECEMBER 1ST THURSDAY OUR FIRST CLIMB
Temp -18 with no wind.
Our first radio sched since splitting parties. We informed Base of Sunday-Monday having been spent
without moving, and gave our present approximate position 166° 10'E 72° 35 S. we only could get
through with Morse although we could hear Norm on the Commanda and occasionally on the 557. Ross
and Bill Lucy came up afterwards, could just hear them but only on the Commanda. We received a
telegram for Hank from ZLQ perfectly, must frustrating, since we have not had ideal comms with base at
any time yet. We picked up Bill on the Commanda briefly, and of course no problem with Morse, though
the bastard was too fast for me!
[Note: Mts McCarthy, McDonald and Burton all named after seamen on the Terra Nova durig the 1911
expedition, and Burton was a friend of Gerry Holdsworth. Mt. Lawrence in another part of Antarctica,
also named after a diesel mechanic at Mawson station ! Good for him!]
On opening the back of the 557 we found the interior modulator connection out. We had known we
were unlikely to transmit on the 557 since TX meter showed nothing and the modulator light didn’t
21

B. W. Riddolls & G. T. Hancox (1968) The geology of the upper Mariner Glacier
region, North Victoria Land, Antarctica, New Zealand Journal of Geology and Geophysics, 11:4,
881-899, DOI: 10.1080/00288306.1968.10420758
To link to this article: http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/00288306.1968.10420758
22
Chisholm R, and Nathan S. Geological Exploration in the Campbell-Aviator Divide. Antarctic Journal, June 1967 pp
482-5)
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shine, so we checked all connections and found this one missing. So our conversation slips from
technical to the highly intellectual, with much bawdy, horny and utterly improper banter which seems
so inappropriate now, but so welcome then. Dave could keep this up for hours without repeating
himself. Here's a printable sample.
`what can a cow do that a woman cant?
stand up to its tits in water without wetting its mickey dyedoo'
`what is purple, sits in a tree and goes putt putt?
Two stroke passion fruit.'
`What comes out of a hole at 80 mph?
a mole on a motorbike'
`What has four legs and flies?
a dustman's nag or two pairs of trousers'
It didn’t seem to be our day today. Lovely weather, perfect day, working out what to take to climb
McCarthy, looking for the general first aid kit, and we couldn't find it. The sun was warm on our backs
and McCarthy sitting there unclimbed, and one of our most important equipment items non-existent.
Two or three total searches failed to turn it up. No alternative but to go back to our dump by Crevasse
Camp. Absolutely sick we all were, swearing quietly and seriously, avoiding blaming anyone, but
frowning a lot as we glared at each other. Morale was going up and down like a yoyo these days. It was
my responsibility as expedition medic., and Dave was justifiably miserable we couldn’t go off and just
climb that beautiful 9000' virgin peak anyway. He was overheard to mutter to Hank the great
Australian curse `May your ear'oles turn into arse'oles and may you shit all over your shoulders'.
Well that was final judgment pronounced by the master pronouncer. So he and I as the supporters of
the scientists, exceedingly glum, saddled up Filthy Lil, and shot back over the prairie, Lawrence riding
high, scouring yesterday's slope with binoculars, like a tank commander. We had given the geologists an
hour. If we didn’t get back within that time, then McCarthy was off, and they could continue geologizing
on the lower slope.
Suddenly, and completely amazingly, we were off our tracks when we spotted this square black thing
among the sastrugi. It was IT! and when we got to it, we were still in sight of our tents. So we yodelled,
and shot back, organized ourselves and took the toboggans and our four sacs and climbing gear, and
drove one sledge as high as we could up the western bay of the cwm. We set up an advance camp there
with our Meade mountain tent with food and medical stuff. We strapped on crampons and started up
the head of the basin. Hank shot ahead (he was by far our strongest member) me trailing at first taking
two breaths for every step -must be rarer air- but we are camped only at less than 8000', and it seemed
much harder work than it should. At length I took over the lead, and tackling the steep snow direct, we
shot up through ice falls, over the schrund and onto the North ridge itself. We had some rather
argumentative, sharp shouts with Dave and Bruce who were by now far behind. We couldn't understand
why a) they were moving so slowly, b) not using our steps which we were foot-fabricating carefully, and
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c) cutting steps in what was fairly soft snow. At least we kicked all the way except for the last few feet of
very steep, hard snow. It was a sign to me of an incohesive mountaineering party that was fashioning
two separate sets of steps on the same route. So a suitably worded suggestion to Dave to use our steps
drew a firm counter assertion that he knew what he was doing (which he certainly did, and was leading
a complete novice). The angle which didn’t seem steep to us was to him, and Dave wisely chose a wider,
longer line which eased the appearance.
We got to the top of the perfect ridge and a gap which gave a good view of the huge basin behind
McCarthy where we expected to go tomorrow (?). Noone (as far as anyone knows) has ever seen those
snowfields from the ground before, and there is a huge peak on the ridge behind. Heavy snow cornices
on the peaks to the NW, and we wanted to take pictures, but were getting cold, so I took one of Hank.

We shouted down to the others to ensure they were still moving OK, singly and safely, and pressed on.
Some scree, rock and again hard steep snow with occasional patches of ice took us up through some
tricky moves to where we could, for the first time, see straight down the S face. Monstrous, probably
over 2000' since our highest point reached was 9900', and our camp at the foot of the face is 7200' and
certainly we don’t have to rise much to get to the foot of the face. We scrambled over scree and fairly
loose sedimentary rock in crampons, moving together most of the time except for the more exposed
spots until we could see the summit and the S ridge ahead of us, but on the other side of a steep and
exposed deep gap.
It was on looking down into this notch, and the next stretch up the other side, that I had the first doubts.
Descending into it was easy, but up the other side a considerable climb, exposed to begin with, on
smooth cutaway rock holds, and fresh powder snow all over. And we were really only half way, over the
low summit at just below 10,000'. However we pushed down carefully to the apex of the nick. Hank
belayed, and I began to tackle a very awkward step to get under a large gendarme, which meant
venturing out over the face, exposed, cold, and technical, very difficult moves in crampons and heavy
gear, and the holds were all sloping. It was gripping, but I made the moves after several attempts, and
got to safer ground to a belay.
I sat and thought for a while, looking out over the plateau, heavy ground cumulus layers were blotting
out Overlord and beginning to roll across the glacier. We were moving so slowly as a group. If I brought
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Hank over those moves, we'd all have to reverse them with our heavy Mountain Mules23 which had
caused us infinite problems so far. Also, a short excursion to the end of the rope showed, beyond easy
turning of the next big step, snow covered vertical buttresses, which though perhaps not
insurmountable, would put all that more between us and our return.
The speed with which the catabatic winds come down from the Pole, combined with the geologists'
unfamiliarity with movement over steep rock made us decide to turn back. On the low summit, we met
the others, who had agreed to stop there anyway. The thought of all four of us on the other side of
those moves on our first real mountain ridge was unthinkable anyway, especially considering where we
were, climbing a new route at almost 20 below. Hank was very cold indeed with almost no complaint
when belaying. We photographed continually, and here is a picture taken by the others of Hank and I
coming back up from the notch. This demonstrated how important really bright coloured gear is
anywhere in dangerous country, but especially in these remote regions where aerial spotting may be
crucial to any rescue. We can barely be picked out from the surrounding rocks.

I was not disappointed at all at our retreat, and we moved down well, along the ridge with some geology
thrown in, new basalt, an apparent confirmation that McCarthy was mostly sedimentary and not
igneous, though igneous faults occur. We also got a good view of the terrain we would shortly be
entering. Morale was very high as we headed back to the tents. Our pairs seem well matched. No doubt
Hank and I are now the stronger mountain team, though with Dave's wise and sound tuition, that may
change. He is refreshingly safe, though still uses the shoulder belay!

23

the infamous old framed New Zealand backpack
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Back down to the toboggans at 1945, and I donned skis and schussed down to the base camp,
magnificent, though Dave turned the sledge over onto Bruce! We are now drinking mug after mug of
fluid, and hardly pissing at all… shows our dehydration, and marks the effort of the day.
Gobey's hilarious grace before dinner: Confucius he say honorable woman aviator flying upside down
have honorable crack-up. He is merciless in expressing the national political tilt. He misses rice in our
meals. `Shanghai ballast' he calls it. An then there is pepper. He has not forgiven me for forgetting
pepper in the supplies.
We are not too tired to crawl out of the tent and look at the spectacular icebow. The wind is getting up.
10-15 knots from the SW and temp -18°. Cloud cover now all over McCarthy, so our decision to turn
back was fully justified. The wind is really whipping up.

FRIDAY 2ND DECEMBER
Woke at 0700 to a fine clear day, but thin wind 5-10 knots. A Ross radio sched. They are at 73° 0'S 164°
50' E near Overlord. A message for Colin, emergency watch: 2 questions about the RNZ frequencies. We
had perfect comms with Norm, changed the aerials around, one link was wrong. They needed our
position, and got it. Perfect comms with Ross too, very fortunate.
Fine weather, temp -16°, wind now catabatic from SW and 12-15 knots. They (Ross) had good weather
in the Pleiades, but on Monday it was `gale force' … otherwise they have only had one lie-up day.
It's a great advantage, morale-wise (and fact-wise), to be able to communicate with not only Base, but
the other field party en route. We are both hundreds of miles away from any physical settlement. No
doubt we could work quite well without it, but the ability is most welcome of teams to discuss
movement and organization in daily changing conditions, the scientific work of the geologists between
them (Simon Nathan and Hank had 20 minutes together today)… a real boon. Interesting to note that
Ross's chief topic of conversation on their one lie-up day was methods of education!
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Base wants us to use between-team comms at 0730 hrs. i.e. before our sched rather than after.
We all hoped for a whiteout this morning and could have done with much more sleep. Dave has been
morose, in fact fell asleep in the corner of the tent. `I'm not me bloody best this morning' he admitted,
peering finally over his knees like an owl. `Let's all go back to bed and pretend there's a whiteout'.
Breakfast conversation: what is the life span of a man; should we name features after ourselves as we
go, or wait for some cartographer to do it for us? Dave is reticent about naming it after ourselves (he's
nervous about what we should choose as his name?) though we don't want to leave it entirely to others
that might name us after a peak we haven't even climbed! 24
Concerning the life-span of a man, it's from womb to tomb, or as Dave astutely suggested, if you believe
in the afterlife, from erection to resurrection. He was irrepressibly eloquent , if anatomically inaccurate,
on the lifespan of an egg, from arsehole to breakfast time.
It looks as though we will spend less time on the Malta Plateau than we had thought. Geologists had
expected it to be the critical area, but it is not.
As regards our climbing activity, there has been little said officially. They know the majority of the team
is experienced, and they have put us inescapably into the middle of a bunch of unclimbed, unnamed
mountains. I think that the hopes are, unofficially, that we do climb, and put the NZ flag on a few
summits, though no clear directive has come either way. Funny how I was reading Patrick White's `Voss'
way back in Australia, and here I am leading a government expedition, on taxpayer's money. I think if we
climb well and succeed without accident, there will be nothing but acclaim. But if we have an accident
then the finger will be well and truly pointed. Quite a responsibility, but we have decided to take great
care, no (unacceptable) risks, just safe, enjoyable mountain movement, though of course the heights
and routes we may do will be considerable. We will ensure that risks are kept to a minimum. After all,
lives are at risk just being out here, so we might as well achieve as much as possible. We are a strong,
well equipped smart party with a very sound amount of mountain prep, and I feel yesterday's team
baptism, and well-considered retreat was a thoroughly efficient piece of work.
Temp midday -12°. Seemed to take us a long time to pack. We were all rooted after our `blooding'
exposure to our first serious Antarctic ascent. So we moved off at 1500. We really were slow. None of us
likes this packing up and moving house, especially from prime residential real estate like the McCarthy
Cwm. Before leaving I spent some time lashing two broken sledge hoops with very cold fingers.
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actually what happened. The NZ government independently named something after each of us, with, at least
from me, no personal input at all. Names we suggested for other features however stuck, and I'm delighted to see
the region peppered with names we had originally discussed, particularly the Webb Neve, and the Seafarer Glacier.
Also, we eventually DID climb Mt Gobey.
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We shot off finally in great style with Dave in the lead hunched over the wheel urging Filthy Lil forward,
and Bruce making himself generally useful as always. We circled through easy territory between
Chocolate Nunatak and the eastern abutment of McCarthy, round under its imposing E face.
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It was here, under the E face of what we called Mt Colin, after our leader25, on a slight traverse, we
turned the rear sledge over. Hank went for a `burton' sitting on that part of his soul that Gobey
considers the most prominent. Guffaws all around, and it took us only a few minutes to unpack the
overturned sledge, right it, and repack it. That is a mean assignment, though it sounds simple, and was a
performance we repeated probably dozens of times throughout the journey. Morale was low, so
thermoses were hauled out, hot soup, , biscuits, butter and jam ingested, and we got on the move
again.
We were looking for the passage through to the snowfield behind McCarthy that I remembered seeing
from the Herc on our air recce, and we could see it on our aerial photos, but couldn't find the entrance
on the ground. This perpetual endless snowfield rising around us in such vast extent makes distance
deceptive and grades undistinguishable. So Dave and I commandeered Filthy Lil for a 5 minute dash
away from the caravan up to a vantage point from where we looked, straight down, onto the passage. It
was steep and crevassed on the NW side, but looked as though there was a good lead to the nevé
above. Certainly we could get up and around under McCarthy, but how, and how long it would take us
we didn’t know. We returned to the others and harnessed up and started on the long pull. Soon we
bogged down in the soft snow, and decided to relay, moving in series, one sledge at a time.
Comments were tense. Everyone was less friendly to everyone than before, and all sorts of ideas were
rampant. Finally we all pulled together. I drove the lead toboggan and we got one sledge up with both
toboggans pulling, 600' to a height of about 7400'. A large crevasse loomed ahead of us. There looked to
be a bridge on the left, so we turned around to go and fetch the other sledge. I nabbed a pair of skis
with polar bindings and skiid on down.
I wont do this again. Sloppy and very dangerous in soft snow. I tried to turn once, but decided against it
and went straight. Exhilarating but bloody dangerous with all this gear. Will ski with proper boots and
firmer bindings in future, these floppy connections are beyond me.
Arrived to find that the others had harnessed the last, heaviest sledge. Set off with Hank breaking new
snow instead of using tracks. My irritable self got the better of me, and we finally got up by sheer
bloody-mindedness. Sweating (yes!) irritated and cursing, but the toboggans pulled marvelously. From
the crevasse we made good time over the bridge, up onto the nevé into the shadow of Mt Colin where
we experienced the same wind and drift we had on the col above our advance camp yesterday.
Suddenly we hit the sun again, spirits rose and we found a tiny outcrop at which to stop. Up until now
we had either been too busy or to pissed off to really look and see where we were. I took our breath
away.
PHWOOOOOOOUGH… On scanning around the cirque of faraway spires, icefields, cornices, pyramids
and snowblown mountain faces, we were all very moved. `I prayed for this' said an unusually liturgical
Gobey… `to be surrounded by virgins, plenty of tucker, good equipment, lots of time and a comfortable
bedroll!'.
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according to current maps it is now Mt Burton
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The beauty of this place has affected us all.

Back in our usual spirits. This afternoon's trials have already become a joke, and we are able to have a
thoroughly good meal and talk about our plans.
-17° at 2400. We intend to move on down toward the Malta Plateau for a way, though Hank thinks Mt
Supernal on the other side of the Glacier is the critical area to find the contact. This afternoon's effort,
while proving the toughness of the toboggans, has sobered us as to the sheer hard work needed to get
laden sledges up long slopes. This may prompt us to leave a dump here.
The mountains around this place give the whole area an ethereal fairyplace setting. It seems like we are
knights, winning through thick and thin to reach a sort of camelot, so we proposed calling this the
Avalon Snowfield, and the steep entry Merlin Gap26. We are looking at all the ten thousanders around
and wondering if we dare name them ourselves. We feel dubious about our presence here in this
awesome ground, so massive, and our intrusion so insignificant. We went off to take some pics of our
camp.
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regrettably these names do not seem to have survived, other than in climbing lore (NZAJ 967)
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The further we moved back, the less we seemed to be other than trespassers in this gorgeous, pristine
wilderness.

Im having to warm the pen now over the primus at 0210. Will sleep til I wake in the morning.
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Bruce in exceptionally good form today. Is proving most sound and useful around. After a resonous fart
at teatime in usual polar appreciation of a relaxing few moments, he remarked menacingly `the next
train down is the goods'.
NOVEMBER 3RD SATURDAY AVALON CAMP 7800'
Had such a hard day yesterday we slept really fine. I dreamt an involved, twisted and unsettled dream
about some girl I have never even met or seen before, but whom I fell in love with absolutely. Very
warm night. A billy of snow in Dave's tent was mostly water in the morning. Midday temp -12°, and sun
feels hot, no wind at all.
First indication this morning and yesterday in Bruce's remarks that his baptism by fire on McCarthy's S
ridge was a bit too much. Certainly we climbers are strange people, and our determinations and
aspirations are difficult to understand from one outside them. We are definitely not here only to climb,
and the responsibility of our survey is well felt by us all. Nevertheless in the spirit of Hillary's extra
efforts on TAE, we can do a bit more to place the NZ flag on a few summits!
Food left over from 2 packs on 8th day:
24 BS stews 8 beef minces
3 packs bacon 10 1/2 meat bars
10 soups 5 biscuit packs
4 bars choc 6 lbs suger
3 pkts veg 2 tins buttter
1 tin jam 1 pkt tea
1 bag onion egg powder
Felt a bit spewy this morning. Ham and pea with bacon. Gobey of course offered pithy advice `wont do
any harm if you spew anyway, you'll have the pleasure of eating all over again… only one owner… good
value!'.27
We are having a quiet day today. We have been amazingly lucky so far with the weather, only two days
out of nine out of service, almost too much! Dave says (he'd make a uniformed undertaker laugh) that
he's not used to all this good weather, stuffs him… he feels lovely as soon as he sits down.
We are naming where we camped the Round Table, since Dylan Thomas' `Under Milk Wood' says `by
mountains where King Arthur dreamed'. We are building a rock cairn with a Nescafe tin, our names and
the date. [Ed: such romantics!]

27

little did he know how he was to reap the consequences of that sage advice later
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The other names are the Seafarer and the Wanderer after two epic anglo-saxon fragments, and which
apply to the exile of soldier/sailors from their native lands. Also the line in Dylan Thomas, applying either
to a point far inland where the gulls are blown by storms, or a point far out to sea where `the gulls come
to be lonely'. Also will name a mountain after Andy, calling him the master in charge of expeditions at
Timbertop, and something after Sir Kenneth Wheare?
Our cairn on top of the Round Table has our names and addresses, and is actually a reverent memorial
to our signal, humble respect for the fabulous territory that relented , briefly, to accept our presence.
We mended skis, decanted petrol, and bust a thermometer while clumsily recording -17° tonight. We
have a radio sched for tomorrow. We took the opportunity to rest a bit while navigating, and sharpen up
our appearance for the ubiquitous camera.
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SUNDAY 4TH DECEMBER
Twenty days to Christmas Eve. We have used 22 gallons of petrol so far, and we have 60 gallons left.
We've traveled a total of 66 toboggan miles per toboggan so far, and that's an average of 6mpg fully
laden. We have three drums of kero28, and are not through one yet. When we are through 1 1/2 we
must be prepared to cut down a bit, and turn back. One of the factors in our low kero consumption is
that we have only had one lie-up (2 days) in ten, and have spend little time in our tents other than to
sleep. And it is another perfect day today. We brought 12 gallons of kero - i.e. at 1g per tent per 5 days which allows 30 days at that rate of consumption. So in 15 days, we should have used half, and
theoretically should turn back. That gives us a further five days on the Malta Plateau.
More orange lichens found on the Round Table. Temp -12° at 1200 and -16° at 2400.
We had a Ross sched at 0730 from 166° 22' S 72° 35' S, in our position described as behind Mt
McCarthy. Our questions of them: how much fuel used? their toboggan mileage, weather, named any
features yet, and how is their watch (timekeeping) going in the cold?
Huge problems. All morning spent on the bloody radio, trying to follow earlier received instructions from
Norm. It is like the colonel who contacted his BHQ to ask for help (not that we need help!) and gets the
reply 'some reinforcements, we are going to advance', and by the time it gets through it is understood
as `send three and four pence, we are going to a dance.'
Our morale was noticeably lower this morning. We must have given both radios a hefty clout when the
sledge rolled, since neither worked. We couldn't get through at all, and spent two hours collectively
swearing, soldering, testing, fusing and scratching festering connections. At length, at 1100 Hank
fortuitously picked up the Commanda mouthpiece, furrowed his formidable brow, grunted some
pleasantries and other assorted monosyllables into it, and like the mists clearing off Cloggy29 a surprise
packet came in from Dave Brown loud and clear. A distinctly indistinct Norm was dragged out of bed,
came and directed operations and managed to get our sets working by proxy. so we had lunch, packed
up, and all of us took Lil and one sledge up to the gap between McCarthy and Colin. We cramponned up
to the crest, looked over and saw fine weather, so started up the South ridge. I had looked at the
summit of McCarthy from our camp, and knew the difficulties lay ahead on the last section of the climb.
We moved easily up over exposed steep snow, steep scree and every now and then clear ice. The snow
was very granulated and dry. Sounds like treading on thousands of harvest mice (Gobey).

28
29

kerosene used in lamps and stoves
Clogwyn D'ur Arddu, a famous and favorite rock climbing haven in N Wales, UK
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Eventually we came onto two large cornices overhanging the S face which we had seen from below. We
stopped and waited in the sun for Dave and Bruce who were going in fine style, and took pictures of this
memorable next part of the ridge. On up ahead, slightly steeper ground allowed us some glimpses down

over the S face, though on the whole we kept to the other side of the ridge. Bruce got a muscular
seizure of the lower leg and ankle which inhibited his side cramponning and made the steeper slopes a
bit tricky. Finally we came around a corner, and up ahead of us was the rock step I had noticed and been
waiting for.
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There was however a way through despite some exposed rock moves which we protected well, then on
up steeper snow to the summit arête. This proved the most serious part, with fierce drops to the
buttresses on both sides, a rather loose crest of snow, and blocks on the very thin ridge necessitated
belays all the way to the summit for both parties. Out of great respect for Bruce's performance on his
first ascent, we stood aside and saluted his placing his foot first on the top of this impressive peak.
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Here is Hank on the summit, looking North with the amazing array of unclimbed peaks around us.

It was especially good to look down on the N ridge which had baulked us on our first attempt, and a
good job we turned back sensibly since we had done only half of the ridge.
Hank found a different and unexpected type of rock near the summit. We could also get a good view of
our route by which we had come down to the Malta Plateau, and would have to retrace, so there was
no question of unjustified ascents! We toasted Mt Supernal in thermos chicken soup, and built another
small cairn and placed our names inside a plastic bag underneath it. We looked at the aneroid, which
clearly said 10.400'30. Dave celebrated with a cigarillo.

30

It is now officially recorded as only 9400'. We seemed prone to over-estimating ascended height, a bit like
fishermen and their reported catch.
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A fine peak , and one which we all wanted very much to put under our belts, and one which had a sting
in its tail. On the way down, Bruce made the mistake of trying to take the lens cap off his camera with
his teeth. His lips froze instantly to the focus ring. When he stoically pulled it away, most of his bottom
lip came away with it. Startling afterwards to look at the camera with white skin all around it.

Sledging back, the sledge almost overturned again, driving Hank's ice axe against his thigh, ripping his
trou and scratching his leg, luckily not badly. Then Gobey's wagon train ran out of petrol about a
hundred yards from camp. Must get a red can full of petrol as a safety measure.
Looking back up at the peak we had just climbed, we felt good. Here is a pic taken by M Laird on a later
1981-2 expedition which shows the center notch perfectly. The main peak is on the right, as is the ridge
by which we made the summit. We effectively covered the left half as well, turning back from the
obvious nick in the middle.
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MONDAY 5TH DECEMBER.
Lie up day. We were all tired, and a strong wind blew all night 20 knots from the west, catabatic and
cold, drifting around the tents at 0800. Woke up for sched with Ross, but not very keen. Failed to raise
him at 0815, and the wind was still too disencouraging to move, so went to sleep again. No movement
from other tent, and all gear reasonably tight.
Woke again at 1300! Temp -10°. Warm sun, wind dropped. Communal breakfast of biscuits, honey and
real coffee! Opened a new food box today, discovering luxuries like curry powder, gravy makings,
Bournvita and cocoa, and best of all, porridge! It's something we have all been looking forward to. Lack
of breakfast bulk is a big thing, and now at least we will be supplied with some.
We pottered today, arguing pleasantly about men's clubs and women farting, hiking with women, and
the things a man likes to do by himself without female companionship. We came to the conclusion that
there is no `woman's way' of going into the hills. They must do it the same way men do. Lack of pectoral
muscle development, build etc. may make it hard for some women to do the work men do, yet why
shouldn't they go into the mountains? Their presence on a lengthy trip may make for better male
manners, greater cleanliness and a pleasanter atmosphere (e.g. P at Fisherman's Point, or J or A in
Nepal). But there are exceptions, and we shared examples of pretty raunchy degradations in mixed
company.
We watched Bruce mend his crampons, looked for some Gelusil tablets for Dave's heartburn, but didn’t
find them in the FA kit which contains in a space not much bigger than a shoebox, enough to do a minor
operation. We did find excellent tinned fruit cake, Cross & Blackwell, American, delicious.
The weather is fine but we have deliberately taken a rest day. I think one a week is not exorbitant, and
gives us a chance to do little personal things, catch up on logs, fix broken gear, and we've had no chance
since no bad weather for a week. Tomorrow we'll move out of our Avalon snowfield, and get as far
forward on the Plateau as we can. We have no need for worries about food. There's plenty of hard
rations, enough to survive on in the `finished' food boxes. But the high part of the Plateau ahead looks a
wild and woolly place, and food and fuel could well dwindle quickly in lengthy travel or bad weather. It
looks like we are entering a horribly unsheltered dome of ice, although won't be much worse than our
PIP on the Polar Plateau itself even if closer to the sea.
Dave has dehydrated oesophagus trouble, only minor, but similar to what I used to get in Australia. He
also has a raw nose and lips. Bruce has sore lips where the camera bit him. Hank's leg where the ice axe
broke his skin is bruised and sore, but not serious. We are doing alright. My thigh hurts only when we
wake up in the morning, and I hardly felt it on the climb yesterday.
Dave's Great Thought for today: has the bottom dropped out of your world? Take two of Dr Carter's
Licquorice pills, and……. Dave when Hank asked him to pass a new pack of sugar, raised high heaven
with a laugh and said he'd passed many things, but never a package of sugar. The conversation
deteriorated into long diatribes and thoughts which take up pages in my log, but do not bear repeating.
To further document the descent , I noted that I lost two chess games in a row to Hank tonight.
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TUESDAY 6TH DECEMBER. JOURNEY TO THE MALTA PLATEAU.
Woke 0600 to the alarm, put on a brew, and caught up on the weather log. Porridge for breakfast! The
others cooked up hot water for the thermoses.
We finished breakfast by 0830, and were ready to pack. Wonders! Fabtastic! The tents, always handled
with care, were our most fundamental safety factor, as not only shelter, but protection against the
elements and indispensable rest. They were always last on, and first off the sledges, with fast release
ties for emergencies.

Anyway, enough for celebration, and we were away by 1130. Wonderful warm weather -10° lunchtime
temp saw us in shirt sleeves. Bruce took up his usual position on the caboose, and we stopped every nw
and then to check our route..

I skiid down off the Round Table, and we broke a throttle cable on the hard part. After filling up on fuel,
we harnessed both toboggans together, dropped 800' , then spent the rest of the day climbing to 9,550
on the Victory Plateau. We arrived up on the high point overlooking the white dome of the Plateau. A
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very hard day, and then we had to dig in our tents on a slope about as steep and incline as the
toboggans would take.

Crevasses yawned below us, with a large nevé beyond, and a nunatak outcrop on the right. On our
rudimentary map it is about four miles across. We'll soon see if this is right.
Our plan is to spend tomorrow geologizing, the next day on the Plateau, and the next day on Mt Hancox.
We were all a bit tired. A hard day, and a bit tense. I became argumentative, and was a bit pissed off
with the little things that had gone wrong, and also largely pissed off to find that to take our camp any
further onto the Malta Plateau would mean a gamble with fuel. Luckily, it is not necessary to do it now,
since apparently there is no geological incentive for forcing forward over this great ice field. But it is
irritating to find that a) our fuel requirement was impaired by leaving a 44 at Scott Base because of
weight, and b) our mileage at present is still stuck around 6mpg. So Dave as usual came to the
atmospheric rescue. `After 5 years of intensive study, I got 2% in algebra'. The headmaster wouldn't
allow him to drop the subject, but took him into the office. `Gobey' he said `it would be waste of Kent
County Council's money and your time if you were to sit for mathematics in June'
This our halfway camp on this leg. Looking back, we have had excellent weather and favorable
conditions, virtually no wind although sastrugi and blue ice behind the Pleiades, and more and heavy
sastrugi on the upper Victory passage. Still, we have only had to relay twice, once in Merlin Gap, and
once through Victory Pass. Crevasses have only been slowing down, not stopping us. We were slowed a)
near the head of the Mariner and Pleiades b) Merlin Gap, and c) Victory Pass, and of course the Portal
(see below).
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Filthy Lil outdid herself last night. I was driving Desperate Dan in the rear, she was in front pulling the
heavy sledge very slowly but effectively. She was bit slow so we unhitched her on the move, and took
off. Later Dave said `we had a few quiet words, threatened to kick her up the exhaust pipe' and she
seemed transformed, pulling the heavy sledge now exceptionally well over heavy sastrugi, when it
bogged Dan down once!
7TH DECEMBER WEDNESDAY THE PORTAL.
Woke late. Breakfast 1000. Lazed and talked until 1300, then got up in a leisurely way and prepared to
go about our several tasks. Bruce and Dave started Lil to go over to a 10,200' exposed rock peak about
700' above the Portal which they call Vista Hill, while we took Dan up to 10.050 to another peak we
called Edisto Hill after one of the old icebreakers31. We had a good view of the whole Plateau, found
some nice crystals and plenty of quartz, and then I had a good ski back down. It was notably colder up
there in a 10-12 knot wind. Hank had a slip which could have proved nasty, but did a good ice-axe arrest.
I skiid across the Portal and climbed until I met the other pair. They seemed pleased with their climb and
had found some ice crystals embedded in the RBG rocks. Dave looked tired, and said he felt so. I started
down a very steep smooth hard slope, side slipping, my heels came round too far and I lost it backwards,
and took off, gathering speed, but had my skis in the air, and had already made sure the runout was
good, so when I could I got my legs over my head and jumped up. Horrified looks from Dave, since Id
gone about 100' very fast, but perfectly OK. Bruce, inspired, tried a glissade, got out of control and
nearly bounced into some rocks. Three out of four of us fell today. We must be more careful.
We got back fairly cold, and cooked up tea. Dave said he didn’t feel well, but couldn’t describe any
specific symptoms. Unlike him, didn’t want to eat, so we put him to bed, and he has slept so far all the
time. I made out a list for sledge equipment we need to take tomorrow onto our last sortie across the
Plateau, and include here just for the record:
1 toboggan; 1 sledge +tank and distance wheel which has the mileometer on it; Commanda and morse
key; toboggan spares kit and sledge repair kit; 2 x 4g gas cans and full tank; 1 polar tent; 2 shovels; 4 ice
axes; 2 ropes, prussiks, crampons; 1 food box; FA kit; 4 bedrolls; I kitchen box (with stove and cooking
and eating utensils; personal gear; crevasse probes; tent floor; 1 full kero can (yellow).
Hank and I got headaches playing chess this evening but seem alright now. Ive strained my back, in the
middle of right scapula. Odd place, pinpoint of pain, difficult to lie comfortably.
THURSDAY 8 DECEMBER RADIO SCHED.
We rose at 0615 to a fine, clear morning though a lot of high lenticular cloud suggests high wind up
above. Didn’t sleep well last night, the rice pudding didn’t go down well, first since we came into the
field. Almost tipped the hot brew water onto Hank during breakfast, the first mistake like this Ive made

31

none of these names survived unfortunately. I was particularly sad about the Arthurian rejections, and the
Wanderer Glacier, now known as the Trainer Glacier. But the `Seafarer' survived!
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so far. One tries so hard, and yet its somehow bound to happen32. Dave feels OK now. Our radio sched
was better than the last. Good connectivity on both sets: exchanged information: our position at this our
sixth camp was 166° 54' E 72° 42 S at 9550' as we measure it with our altimeter. Hank got his degree
results, second class honours, and the offer of a Junior Lectureship at Victoria University. Sitting at over
9000' on a polar tent in virgin country, few can have experienced this. But he soon got smacked down,
when Bruce went out for snow, filled the billy and asked if it was enough. Hank, still on cloud nine, said
`Oh yeah, just pass in a bit more now and again!'. `Now and what?' growled Bruce, `I'm not effing
staying out here now and again!'.
Colin Clark came in on the sched today with two issues. The first was the length of the radio comms
between Hank and Ross at Crevasse Camp. I defended them by observing that this was the only area
where they were both working, and that it was necessary, and anyway would not happen again. Second,
we left our spare clothing in the hangar! What a blue! But we can do nothing about it, had already
missed it and hoped it was at the dump. Still, we have bags of needles, stitching and material, and wont
really need it. We don’t stink as much in the cold and we have our own personal spares.
We now have a clear weather report for 24 hours, so are launching out towards the Malta Plateau for a
long trip.
At 2110 I record that we were back from another `hard day', 19 miles and up to almost 11.000'. Eating a
hot curry, talking about keas, wekas and goats. The old story, many a kea has ended up in a
mountaineer's dinner pot. The secret is to cook it along with a stone about the same size as the bird for
fourteen hours. Then throw away the kea and eat the stone.
But here is what happened today. We were away by 1100. My back was very sore, but I warmed up by
skiiing down the slope to the Plateau. We crossed this and headed up the dome. Crevasses were
everywhere, but mostly closed up. We got to the first outcrop, basalt, oliveen and general volcanics. Up
to the next one over some slippery blue ice and had our hot thermos of soup at about 1400 hrs
overlooking the most magnificent view of the Admiralty Mountains blueish in the distance across the
Tucker. Herschel seems to attract its own shit, and we may get some of that weather, though the
American forecast has been reliable, and we were quite warm UNTIL WE GOT BACK!
Our lunchtime outcrop was at 9800'. Lil was feeling the altitude, missing quite badly, and the clutch, or
belt drive seems to be weakening. After lunch we kept climbing, all pushing and only just making it.
Finally we left the sledge just short of the highest point. It didn’t seem to make any sense to pull
everything, including our emergency gear right with us all the way in such good weather. We took Lil up
as far as the ice cones, three of them soft on the sunny side, odd structures, like a pressure ridge but a
sort of puffball texture, almost hollow, and perched up 15-20' above the surface. Dave's was 30' up.
This point, the highest recorded so far for our toboggans, was 10,800'. We peered across at the Mariner,
and again to the Tucker in the north, and I took my skis, and stomped about a mile up to the summit of
the Plateau, about 11'000', an extraordinary domed shape. I finally could see MT Phillips an estimated 132

this remark in my log was strangely prescient, but not internalized enough, as future events would show.
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12 miles ahead. A bleak, featureless and uninspiring space, so I skiid back down to the sledge and we
started home. I skiid back down to the flat, about 5 miles, and waited while the others took the filter
bowl off Lil to clean it, after which she improved. I felt a bit rooted, so lay on the sledge and slept. Quite
warm, but woke up after 30 minutes and the wind was getting up. This is a COLD place! As we
progressed up the steepest slope we've yet encountered, we all took great gulps of air. I think this
chilled us all. It was -20° at the top, a fair wind and we were all again quite frozen. Working back to the
campsite, we put up the other tent, and it was obvious we were pretty tired and cold. When I finally got
inside our tent, my hands were too cold to pump the primus. It has taken a hot curry and several hot
brews to warm me up. We all agreed that temp and wind combined into a sudden and quite startling
apparent drop in warmth. Certainly our camp at McCarthy was paradise compared to this. Here perched
in our eyrie, we are very exposed, and it is always cold though we are OK now inside our tents.
Spirits are high. We are about to have our first instant pudding. Nice to see that our barometer aneroid
read exactly as they did when we left. We must have dropped to 9000' on the flat, and up to 10,800 on
the plateau, down again to 9000', then up to 9500 to the camp. We figured a twenty mile round trip.
Hank's description of the Victory Plateau: a couple of coalesced shield volcanoes with the odd spatter
cone on the surface, small flows, same throughout the RBG.
We spilt our instant pud, chocolate all over our crud bags. Bruce dropped it. No worries. We'll let it
freeze, then chip it off in the morning. Temp -20° at 2230
9TH DECEMBER FRIDAY
Here's the text of Hank's telegram to Prof Clarke: THANKS FOR ESULTS. VERY KEEN ABOUT JUNIOR
LECTURESHIP. MY POSITION UNCHANGED, EARLIEST DATE OF APPOINTMENT MAY-JUNE. PLEASE ADVISE
CHANCES OF PhD NEXT YEAR. KIND REGARDS HANCOX.
And what strife we had getting this bastard through. Two hours of furious frustration. The Commanda
was all ends up. We could hear Norm perfectly, and all his directions to Ross to relay regarding the
Commanda. It was infuriating, and since Ross was wanting to move, it was even worse! Still finally we
rigged up the 557, were able to apologize to everyone, and get the telegram straight through. I got
biblical , told Ross he was now free to go `and do what thou hast to do'. Norm quipped in `someone
once told me to go out and multiply'. It is terrific when we DO get good comms, to feel this light but
genuine thread of friendship and trust which links us all in this very extended endeavour. Norm's
bottomless and good-natured patience, and tireless technical help with what must have been one of the
most clueless and irritating field parties radio-wise that Scott Base has ever known is bloody salutary!
We are going to have a go at Mt Hancox today. Our climbing is defensible on the counts, at least to us!
1) the direct geological value of examining exposed rock, effects of weathering etc. at these altitudes
2) the value of being able to look over terrain. The advantages over the aerial photos are that we are
closer, and the time is the present, not past, so we can see actual conditions now, and
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3) we are a competent, experienced and well-equipped party charged with mountain exploration. Bruce
has proved himself with all doubt to be a reliable, sensible and always capable man in any situation.
Apart from the psychological, geographical, scientific and geological data from these ascents, the
competent climbing of a NZ party in one of the most mountainous regions in Antarctica will surely be
welcome33. The responsibility, of course, of knowing the dividing line between these justifications and
human folly is always quickly, and not necessarily ably arbitrated on after the event by uninvolved
parties. If we succeed, we have done well. If not, we fail badly, though the situations governing the
actual attempts are in many ways the same, we surely will be blamed. This I feel acutely, and therefore
can only continue to take every precaution possible. We have all discussed this, and are prepared to
take extra efforts to ensure the safety of our party at all times. Weather we can see. We wouldn't dream
of climbing unless visibility was perfect34. We take survival spares and a tent with us always plus a
toboggan so our retreat is quick and efficient. Our abilities I think are sufficient, and we have a copybook
attitude towards technical protection while climbing, mountain movement that would delight any
climbing purist! Above all, we were constantly aware of the distance from any outside help, and the
consequent magnification of the effects of any accident.
We are really all geologizing, within the obvious limits especially of the mountaineers as contrasted with
the geologists. But we were also observing ourselves and our environment analytically. Physiologically,
we become absolutely stonkered often but all recover quickly. It amazed us how quickly we recovered
after being flat out from some effort. We had a long day yesterday. Today I woke to the alarm at 0715
and felt perfect. Dave even feels `a box of birds' i.e. chirpy.
Lunchtime temp -17°, and well, we've turned back again. To prove all our guff on safety, we retreated
when I think we might have safely gone on. We left the toboggan quickly, myself and Hank again in the
lead (perhaps in the future we must contain ourselves more, and put the slower rope in front) and we
were well ahead by the time we got to the col. A local wind was coming on from the west, with drift, and
it crossed my mind that our steps might become invisible in a whiteout retreat. The others were well
behind, and we were just gaining the ridge when Hank put his foot through into a small slot. Turning
round to warn Dave, we got a stern injunction to wait. They caught up while we got colder, and pointed
out the valley mists which were rising up from the glaciers. High level cirrus meant winds up above and
some wind and drift were visible over top of the ridge, and a definite darkening of vision. So we argued a
bit, Dave and Bruce for going back, and Hank for going on at least until we could see over the other side.
But finally the gusts and drift made us see sense, and we drove back in a semi-whiteout. I skiid a bit and
fell over because I couldn't see the bumps. The toboggan slipped out of gear at a dangerous moment
down a steep slope, and Dave baled out. Hank has been denied climbing the mountain named after him.
Now we are bored, dissatisfied and in whiteout. The temp is quite warm, 17° and no wind, just a pall
over us. We tightened up the tents and changed the carby on Filthy Lil, not a very pleasant experience,
but she seems to be grateful and pull better as a result.
33

Antarctica's highest mountain, Mt Vinson, was actually being climbed while we were in the field, and I met and
traveled back to NZ from Scott Base with their expedition leader, Nick Clinch.
34
It didn’t take us long to violate this principle in the Retreat Hills!
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Here's snippets from our irreverent discussion of supper after two weeks in the field, with the typical
complaints always present about our personal fuel that we need so badly, yet are so dissonant about..
`I wouldn't mind a de-hy stew'. `Just a little one perhaps, makes you fart' says his tentmate.
`with eggs?' `I'd rather preserve the sanctity of omelettes for breakfast'
`It's a very mundane sort of bloody approach - it's a wonder there's not more variety in main meals in
those boxes… macaroni cheese, flour, rice, I suppose it is not too bad really.
`How about frying the bastard? Let's face it, there's FA variety about de-hy stews'
`Nice fresh bread' …dreamily…
Finally, the solution.
`Hey, hop outside, get a packet o' biscuits and open up another pot of jam'.
Today, we found basalt high on Mt Hancox, didn’t expect to, but not surprising, as we have found the
RBG filled with scattered volcanics which are recent. Hank can't wait to get to the Supernal area on the
other side of the glacier to see how it all ties up.
I scribbled this poem tonight, simply entitled.
WHITEOUT Victory Plateau,
Inside ochre screens
marking the warm perimeter
of our tent,
life is a working primus
and goosedown sheaths.
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Our clubfoot clock,
deficient now by many teeth,
limps dutifully along the minutes.
All sounds are thoughtful
and exclusively human.
Outside, you cannot hear
the fine filter-fall
of new snow,
you cannot hear ice form
around our gear,
nor the cloudwall build.
Peaks recede
like a book quietly closing;
there is no edge
to this frozen world,
mountains and sky merge
in ultimate cadence.
Minds are lulled
with whiteness;
sleep drifts in
with the silence.

0045 hours very cold, slight wind and snowing. Have just got out of my pit to pee. Almost total whiteout.
All gear OK, temp -20°. Very glad of tents well pitched and our good organization. Would hate to be
caught out in this lot. Fingers now too cold to write. Clock has stopped. Have left my down clothing in
my rucsac outside so have hard pillow tonight. Looks as though we may not move tomorrow.
DECEMBER 10 SATURDAY.
Physiological Note: Our noses seem to be often full of mucus. The Antartic drip. The tip of the nose is
always sore and light blood always discharged into tissues. This applies to Hank and myself.
Woke at 11.30 to light wind (we've never been without this wind up here) -19° C fine, quite warm… will
move down to a more comfortable height today. Interesting to see that cold drinks don’t seem so nice
these days. Perhaps it's too cold, or something to do with the snow water, but you don’t taste the stuff
if it's cold, seems much better hot.
The names we gave to the toboggans show our basic disrespect for machinery. We would have been far
less raffish with dogs. But recently, they have become affectionately Dan and Lil, since they have proved
themselves, and almost seem to have acquired separate, dependable characters.
We (Hank and I) had a game of chess over breakfast this morning. Life can be so pleasant and civilized.
It's purely what one makes of it. e.g. we are saving marmite jars for liquour glasses for Christmas. Quite
gentlemanly.
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Such a variety of moods and atmospheres between these four canvas walls. We have felt good, felt bad,
argued, been irritated, angry, friendly, helpful, all within the same yellow enclosure. Theoretically it
would seem possible that the entire panoply of life could take place in this close environment. Every
behaviour, or attention to trivia, or habit of the other man in your tent affects you, and of course vice
versa. No good being anyone but yourself, but little efforts to be unselfish are easier here than back
home. Everything is more genuine, or elemental. I couldn't possibly sweep a neighbours' footpath
without telling them! Even if I did it! But here somehow, it's easier to do that little extra for any one of
the other three without telling them. Hank's buttering a biscuit for his brother at home would definitely
be a suspicious act, but here is taken with genuine thanks and a reciprocal feeling of co-dependency.
Somehow much more genuinely gentlemanly behavior than any of your smart parties at home where
the atmosphere is often one of smug self satisfaction or justification.
2255. Another hard day. Eleven miles, and we have dropped almost 3000'. Yet temp is still the same -20°
and same thin wind, very chilly NW. Travelling between 1700 and 2100 the last hour was very cold. We
made good time downhill all the way. On the steeper slopes we put rope brakes on both sledges. but
otherwise just on the rear sledge. My right shoulder is worse and Hank a good and sympathetic
masseur. There's a great knot of muscle there.
I skiid all day, over at least one crevasse, but being apart from the sledges allowed for many photos of
us as we went in and out of whiteout. I thought we were going to get all packed up, yet perhaps have to
stop and repitch en route due to uncertain and shifting light making travel quite risky. A rolling valley
mist was coming up from the Trafalgar and Mariner Glaciers, sometimes almost covering the Plateau. It
looked better further down towards the Avalon snowfield, so we headed down. We were surprised to
still see our tracks of four days ago were not blotted out considering the winds.
Dave was not his usual cheerful self today, seemingly demoralized by the lack of soup for the trail.
We were coming down in mist and sometimes conditions of semiwhiteout, and sometimes reluctant
sun. Colour and shade effects were quite lovely.
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The thickest and coldest part , °-20 at 6600' was just in the main passage through to the Mariner, we
called The Misère Passage, and it was just there that a graunching sound made itself heard in Lil. A new,
neat hole had appeared in the drive belt guard, torn by the key/pin which held the drive pulley onto the
shaft. The part, which we had argued about at Scott Base, not included in the parts list, does have a use!
The key was half out, badly twisted, and doing a nice job of enlarging the already sizeable hole in Lil's
fibreglass guard. So we had an immediately enforced camp in very similar conditions to what we had
just left. A thin biting wind, -20°, though a band of quite superb lighting effects above the Mariner.

Pitching the tent, I felt my back quite badly, as well as cold hands and feet. Glad to get into the pit. I
think we all were. Not much talk tonight. Eleven miles without fuel refill, dropped 3000'.
SUNDAY 11TH DECEMBER. CAMP NECESSARY AT MISÈRE PASSAGE
Radio Sched. 166° 30'E 72° 40' S
-18° C weather: snowing, whiteout No wind. Midday temp again: -16° but wind now 15-20 knots from
the SE.
The wind is really getting up. We played liar all morning, nice to relax. The wind whirling, making
Antarctic-type noises. Conversation rambled from the bawdy to the less bawdy, not worth recording
here, though my log unfortunately does.
1600. Well, this is the real Antarctic. We are all four in one tent (not an easy business, since negotiating
the double tent sleeve entrance in full gear, bringing in snow from the outside, and then divesting some
of all of it inside, needs tricky navigation). Bruce and I have just gone out to get snow, checking
everything is anchored and nothing is blowing away, and have a pee. I checked the wind 26-28 knots
from the SW. We've actually had two days of warning, hogbacks and what looked like a NW arch that we
might have seen in NZ. Then at about midday, she struck. It is not very bad yet, but getting worse.
Visibility down to a few yards, drift piling over everything.
We checked to make sure our donger was free of ice. Drift is whistling up against the tent though it is
not particularly cold 19° , but of course the wind chill makes it feel much colder. Drift piles up your face
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and ears, with fine grains in your eyes like sand. It's OK if you stand with your back to the wind, but you
can't look into it.
Back in the tent, Hank is, with acute concentration, trying to light one of Bruce's pipes, and a box of
matches is almost gone. Our matches seem often not to light down here, they burn like a slow fuse
often without flaring.
One is very conscious of the frailty of these thin ochre walls. Yet our previous knowledge of severe
storms under canvas helps a lot. We would be absolutely stuffed if the material ripped, or the wind
blew the tent over. Confusion not to be thought about, except when carefully pitching these things. All
our existence depends on the strength of the guys, poles and fabric, and there is little else you can do
other than choose shelter from wind or external threats where possible like avalanche (which is
relatively rare here due to the low precipitation) . The drift snow is an added safety factor, piling up
around the valances and holding everything down. Hank's eyes are streaming, the tent is becoming
unbearable, but he won't give up.
Makes you realize how brave Lawrence `Titus' Oates was35. It is not friendly outside, and the knowledge
can press on you that there is absolutely nowhere to go, no place to run to, noone to help etc etc , like a
small boat in a very large ocean . Sailors go through this often. Here it seems even more dramatic, since
the space is so tiny, movement so limited, and the elements so fierce. One (merciful) difference
between this and a boat, is there is no motion other than the maniacal flapping of the tent walls. We
entirely rely on the design of these big old tents, their proven structure36, in which many have survived
much worse than we will. Nevertheless, there is still some blind trust involved. The concept is excellent,
the valances to form the foundation under the weight of accumulated blown snow, the pyramid shape
so the wind blows on one side digging in the others. (Hank has now given up to our relief).
If any of us became seriously ill now, or we had a bad accident (scald etc) 37we would really have to fend
for ourselves. We can see now the danger of traveling in iffy weather. Getting caught out in this without
tents up would not be good at all. Like those two poor English bastards from FIDS (BAS)38 . We'll have to
watch our ventilation since there is now drift around the door.
Broke our last bloody thermometer this evening, got trodden on in the blizzard, so from now on we'll
have to guess temperature! Might ask to have one air dropped?
`Christ we've eaten a bit of tucker today' (quote on lie-up day). Anyone who says we need less to eat in
bad weather is very wrong. I think it is a time for general mental and physical recuperation after long
days of extreme physical hardship and mental concentration. The body needs bags of food and lots of
35

Ive always been glad his first name was Lawrence. This exceptional soldier, slowed by gangrene, gave his life for
his mates on Scott's last expedition by deliberately walking out in a storm to his death in the (unfortunately
unsuccessful) hope that his absence from the party would let them move faster and with more supplies to safety.
36
we were told these were designed by the legendary Gino Watkins, four pole, double pyramid, foldable, always
lashed on the tent with poles extended so as to allow speedy pitching in emergence.
37
again, a presage of what was to happen
38
Tom Allan and John Noel of the British Antarctic Survey, found dead in May 1966 about 20 miles beyond the
Stonington Island base after having been hit by an unexpected storm, and unable to get their tents up.
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sleep. One does tend to eat more than one needs, but the mind relaxes, books cards, discussion, logs
and of course chess. It is amazing how comfortable one can be in the middle of a polar blizzard. The
wind is making music in the donger and radio wires. Yet we are snug in our bags playing chess. These
little tents seem to cock a snook at this our first real storm.
We've just had our first piss inside the tent. Ive only done this once before in my life, on Sty Head during
the `frostbite' course at OBMS Eskadale, but this is much more efficient, and solves all problems. Just lift
the groundsheet near the tent door, and you have your back to your tentmate, it makes a neat little
round yellow hole in the snow and freezes almost immediately, and save damp clothing from melted
drift on return to the tent and also the deluge of wind and powder that sweeps in whenever we open
the tent sleeves. The snow in the half-light under the groundsheet glows with an unearthly
phosphorescent sort of blue, looks to be in 3D… what have we been drinking?
The entrance sleeve is bulging with snow. Looks as though Bruce's joke about digging us out tomorrow
may well be true. Wind shows no sign of dropping from 30-35 knots. We are in a very exposed position
and not by choice. We are right in the middle of Misère Gap, involuntarily placed here by Lil's broken
key.
As I get my head down, the entire structure trembles and shakes. My rucsac pillow definitely vibrates.
It's a restless, noisy, violent atmosphere now, one in which one is very conscious of one's isolation. Yet
there is a whole-hearted confidence in my mind, not at all contrived or nervous, based on knowledge
that, for example Scott's tent (pretty much exactly the same as this one) stood for more than six months
with zero attention. Or many other expeditions have withstood all sorts of storms in these things in
winds over 100 mph. But Im still a bit apprehensive of having forgotten something, to find many things
lost when we finally can get to dig out our stuff, although I took pains to stack everything together last
night out of habit, and I went out again this afternoon to check. Only a few things were poking out that
were out of place. I should say we will have to dig around the whole area.
This is an interesting experience. I never worried in winter conditions in the British mountains, except
for the OB lads out on their own. I felt personally on top of those hills, but one could not fell `on top' of
Antarctica in the same way, however experienced one might be. Now about to go to sleep (?) with the
wind tearing at the canvas, I feel very aware of things like the work this blizzard will mean later when it
stops, whether it will get much worse, whether the snow will burst through our sleeve etc. etc…
The creaking of the poles and the throbbing howl of the wind … it's liking being in a small boat now
riding out a storm. There's nothing you can do, all's done that can be done, and you rely on your
previous work, and someone else's design!
0345 woke to find a lot of snow in the tent, wind still howling fit to bust, and Hank being violently sick
into the pressure cooker. Am brewing him a drink, but I hope he goes to sleep first. I don’t think it was
lack of air (CD poisoning), although possible, but unlikely because I feel perfectly OK. Anyway, Ive
checked the donger, it is fine and the stove is burning freely.
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At least all this has one advantage over storms at home. There is not the extra factor of dark. No
fumbling for torches or candles, just this pale yellow light and the incessant flapping and banging.
Hank has just woken up to be sick again, so Im brewing another lemon drink.
MONDAY DECEMBER 12TH

STILL STORM

I woke intermittently all through the night . Hank seems OK. The wind is very strong. Some brave guy
ought to go out and measure it. The snow was piled up between the two tent layers to the height of
four feet. We didn’t do up our outside sleeve , and the snow packed round our inside tent while we
slept. There was snow actually a foot deep around our sleeping bags. Took us half an hour to clear the
stuff away.
Now we have a brew going, and Hank is his usual self. We have contacted the others by shouts and
whoops, and so far as we know, all is well. Hank had a look out to see if their tent was still there earlier
this morning. The wind really cracking and howling. We seem to be fighting a losing battle with drift in
the doorway. It piles up with great force driving the food box back into the tent.
The biggest problem all day has been to crap or not to crap. Dave and Bruce were out this morning.
Hank has finally decided to take the plunge after 8 games of chess, of which I lost 6, and he has been
encouraging me to clear my arse which might help my brain. But Ive given myself a day's storage before
now, and never for such a good reason.
Hank's just come back in, commenting that it is indeed very dangerous outside. It is actually the worst
conditions either of us have ever been through. After just 5 minutes he came back in a whirl of drift
saying that the wind was now gusting to 40 knots (that means, judging by the noise level, that it would
have been up to 50 knots last night) and that his hands were very cold. Warming them in clothing and
close to the primus soon got some life back, but my hands got pretty cold just tying up the door sleeve.
There's no delay at all, once that icy wind and stinging powder gets at you, you immediately begin to
deteriorate.
For the record, the story with a crap is this. You wait until you are quite sure you want and need to go,
then up and out of your pit, take off warm underdungers, put on just windproofs, down slippers , and
upper half enclosed in usual windproofs, balaclava and mitts. The with hand on trou, dive out, round to
behind the tent, do what thou must, up trou and dive back in, with hair, neck, crotch etc full of drift,
shivering and cursing.
We are now boiling out the pot into which Hank spewed last night. It is our only food pot inside the
tent. Amazing what one can put up with! There is no escaping the noxious steam, but somehow there's
no alternative so it's not nearly as bad as it sounds.
The wind seems to be getting up again. Hope it doesn't go on too long.
2025 It begins to get on your nerves. Hank reckons some discarded meth fuel dropped into his stew. A
whiff of it as he was lighting the stove tonight brought it all back. Im very sympathetic to the idea of
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one's stomach's intelligence and connection to the nose in telling you what made you vomit if you come
on it again soon afterwards. Anyway, he seems quite ok now, and neither of the others were sick at all.
We'll all be mightily glad when this has stopped. Although it is warm and comfortable in the tent, the
inaction and constant hardship of getting snow from the draughty entrance sleeve flap, organizing
oneself in the cramped space, brushing snow off bed rolls, or the bottom of the brewpot so it doesn't
melt and drop all over the primus is definitely tedious. However, if this was rain instead of snow, one
would be far less likely to be so comfortable inside the tent. The temps here combined with the wind
make it pretty hard to survive outside even if moving, and I cant say many conditions in the English hills
or NZ mountains would be so rough that you couldn't hope to survive if keeping moving and in the right
gear. Here you can't see where you are going. With the wind chill, whiteout, and blowing drift, it would
balls you up in no time flat.
There is now a two foot scoop in the wall of blown snow just outside the front of the tent. The food box
is perched in the doorway, and the inside sleeve is untied so we can get at it, perched on its mantel of
snow. To get water, all we have to do is dig mugs into the white pile between the tent walls, and melt it
into a brew on the stove. It's nice to know we are experiencing what we were trained to expect, the
worst of Antarctic weather. I can imagine the hopelessness of Scott, but can't help marveling at Oates'
courage.
TUESDAY 13 DECEMBER
Woke 1130 to very light wind. My nose was pouring blood for no apparent reason, but the peace and
relative quiet, although there is still a 5-10 knot wind, is marvelous. The occasional gust as the wind
gives the tent a malicious kick indicates all is not over yet, but life sounds somewhat more supportable
outside. Snow is packed up around our heads two to three feet high between the walls. How it got there
I don't know.
Just went out for a crap and inspection. The wind has dropped to 20-25 knots and still drifting. Much of
our gear has disappeared. Here is how our gear looks.

Strange how the drift is sculpted round clear of the windward side of the tent, but is piled high right up
the leeward wall, pressing on our heads as we sleep. This snow is packed hard, become sastrugi, difficult
to get a shovel into. Visibility is about 200x when the drift lulls, but we cant see any of our surrounds.
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Bruce and Dave seem happy enough. They have a bet on that we will move tomorrow (Dave) or the next
day (Bruce). At present, as far as bets go, Hanks and I are all square on the case of beer I won for over
9000' camp on Victory Plateau. He won it back for a less than 40k wind on Sunday. At present Dave
owes me a case for what he considered the poesy in the phrase ` up to nogood boyo in the wash-house'.
If our chess was anything to go by, I would already owe Hank a lot of beer.
A crap today was quite pleasant, a sort of purging effect in the bracing wind and blowing snow, rather
like a cold dip, the only bad part being that you have to take your mitts off to clean yourself, and hands
get so cold so quickly, and it hurts. Toes keep warm in the down slippers, and arse and environs seem
well enough insulated, although the actual moment of dropping trou, there is a gentle thud as the
thermostatic scrotum whips the contents up against the abdomen! Retractable undercarriage!
We calculate we are only just over 100 miles from the South Magnetic Pole, and so the behaviour of our
compass needle is most erratic. Officially, the declination here changes with every mile, and stands here
at approximately 15°E, so the N needle would begin to poke around a bit, and I had already lost faith in
the compass as soon as I got down to Scott base since on Ross Island the amount of iron in surrounding
rock throws the compass off anyway. Our means of knowing where we were was to shoot the sun at
true midday, since at 12pm in these latitudes, the sun is at due N, and in similar latitudes in the N, the
sun is at due S. Another weakness of compasses is their distortion by metal gear, e.g a camera around
your neck.
We see the moon occasionally, but stars never, since the midnight sun takes care of that.
During the storm the strangest thing happened which had an immediate and profound effect on our
group cohesion. After Hank had filled a whole pressure cooker with vomit on Sunday night, I thought
that the easiest and kindest way to get rid of it was to throw it out into the blizzard to freeze. The wind
was howling and it was almost four in the morning, and it would not have helped to start boiling up the
semi frozen pot to clean it there and then, as the steam from the savory brew would have filled every
corner of the tent, hardly contributing to Hank's recovery. So I tossed it out, fully prepared when the
weather improved, to take it outside and heat it up and clean it. However, I did not tell Bruce or Dave.
Along they came the next morning, wishing us a cheery gooday, saw the pot and since there is almost
always frozen leftovers from last night's stew, took it without thinking as some sort of fortunate extra
rations. That evening, preparatory to tea, they emptied all their remaining freeze dried stew to add to
what was already in for a good meal. On it went to the primus. I wish I could have been a fly on the tent
wall as the slow realization crept across their faces as the ghastly steam began to rise. It took a while for
the truth to dawn, then with several imprecations, the offensive mess was hauled out the door a second
time. They aren't speaking to us this evening. One wonders at exactly what stage they found out what
was going on. A pressure cooker usually generates quite a lot of steam before one takes off the lid and
looks inside to stir. We hoped they hadn't begun to taste it.
2340 the wind is almost completely down, and we should be able to move tomorrow. Enjoying a
delicious hot lemon brew before sleep, having just opened a new tin of peach jam, and we'll open a new
food box in the morning.
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I'm running out of space in my log, and will have to write double lines in future to keep enough space for
all our time in the field.
It's surprising how we have not seen either Bruce or Dave for two days, just the odd shouted word,
usually imprecatious, but little if any sight of them, remote in their little world. At the moment they are
playing cribbage.
WEDNESDAY 14TH
We seem to have a routine for lie-up days, wake 12 hours, sleep 12 hours. Woke this morning to a
thermos of hot lemon drink at 1145. Looked out the tent sleeve and could scarcely see the crevasse
poles which keep the radio aerial up. Slight wind, and again absolute whiteout. Moustache and beard
wet with melting ice on waking, and rime all over the edge of my sleeping bag. Toilet paper gets used for
everything out here, much more than it was designed for, washup, nosewipe, towel. We wipe clean all
plates mugs and eating irons immediately before they freeze.
I spent some time this afternoon trying to dig out our stuff. Everything, our packs, even closed boxes had
been invaded by the drift. A real time-wasting job was cleaning out the snow from the toboggan
toolbox. Every single item, every nut and bolt had to be hand extracted, sorted and brushed , though the
fact that I used my un-mitted hands for more than half an hour means that the temp was quite warm.

There was no wind, and the cloud was heavy over us until around 1500, then slowly receding through
the evening like someone rolling a white rug back off the snow.
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Sledges were three feet deep in snow. Dan wouldn't start, the whole engine was force-filled. We found
his carby-filter missing the filter part, so had to take the carb off to clean it. It's on the kitchen box
beside me now, another good use for toilet paper. My back hurt like hell again this afternoon after
digging, so may have to look forward to that for the rest of the trip.
Dam good job we got down from 9500 even when the weather was iffy, or it would have been a
miserable four days up there. Bad enough here!
Saw the other s today. They've been playing euchre, cribbage, German whist and chess. This afternoon
Dave was singing and reading Under Milk Wood to Bruce. Hank and I have played our 8 games of chess
today. I won the first 4, then Hank woke up and slammed me.
We hope to move tomorrow after our radio sched, and do some geologizing as well. Quite clear here
now at 2330.
I wrote this in the tent today.
THE NEW ELIZABETHANS
We never see the stars
only the moon
as a pale disc
occasionally
Every step we take
is the first
we name mountains
and glaciers as we go
On a diet of meat bars
off an ex-army spoon
we assess risk
occupationally
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And we're on the make!
the explorer's thirst
is quenched at the fountains
of blown snow
For the land we travel
is childhood's dream
a fairyland of crystals
the glass mountain
hanging valleys of ice
and the shimmering aurora castles
Yet always breathing
at our backs
along the thin line of our tracks
crawls the dragon of cold.

0020 Have just been out to have a pee. The view is fantastic, perhaps the best we have seen.
Very cold, estimated -22°, certainly almost too cold for my pen even inside the tent. Looking
back towards the Trafalgar, from where a light breeze is enough to frostnip the ears in a few
seconds, the mist is wandering up into the air like brushwood smoke. Edges of the peaks are
well-defined, as if drawn firmly by Wilson's pencil. Faces of the near outcrops are all plastered
in new snow. The sastrugi seems almost musical. The sun is copper-coloured, and low, which
throws shadows up. Back up to the Victory Peaks, it all looks fresh and clean. Of course there is
no vestige of our tracks across the Mariner. Mt Supernal is marked by a neat contour of white
morning cloud, thin as a veil, and surrounding the mountain like a neck-halo. The start of the
Polar Plateau is still fleeced in rolling ground mist, and the peaks separating the Mariner from
the Seafarer gleam in the midnight sun. Stillness after the storm, all violence quelled. This
strange goddess of the Antarctic can step forth purged and shining again!
As one parts the sleeve and looks through the tent door, millions of tiny ice particles slant and
dance across the light. Our camp, with its discarded wraps, boxes and tins looks like a rather
sordid triumph. Why didn’t all our gear come out white and shining like everything else?

THURSDAY 15TH DECEMBER RADIO SCHED
Apparently there has been complete radio (what can I say) blackout even with NZ- and
McMurdo couldn't raise the Pole Station, so conditions have been pretty bad radio-wise.
Our position 166° 30' E 72° 40 S
Our news
- we've been tied down since the last sched
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-weather fine today, all well and raring to go
-estimate geologizing on Mariner edge today
- somewhere on NE side of the mountain range39 separating the Seafarer from the Mariner
Glacier by our next sched
- by next sched will be near our PIP dump
-looking forward to being on or near Mt Supernal
-Any messages: possibility of an air drop?
Message: December 24th airdrop, mail and clothing.
Message also to Simon informing him of MSc with 2nd class honours (borderline 1st) and
congratulations from Colin.
We moved 8 miles finally today, to our 8th camp on a flat within a short distance of the Mariner
and at the head of the Seafarer, on the Dexter Webb nevé. Those few miles were actionpacked. We started by going over to Battery Hill, at the NW side of the mouth of Misère
Passage. We had aimed to leave our dud Commanda batteries there, but we overturned a
sledge twice traversing in the soft snow (Dave's of course) and lifted it back onto its runners
again (Hanks' amazing strength). This shows how lightly we are laden, and how one person
instructs while the other does the work.

39

now known as the Lawrence Peaks
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Hank confined himself to a sample of rock which had dropped and rolled well below the peak
and we headed on round the corner to what appeared to be a slight rise. We had started at
approximately 1300, no wind no cloud, perfect weather, but Dan wouldn’t start. We switched
plugs, then carburettors, and took 2 hrs with gloves off to diagnose an exhaust pipe blocked
with snow. Dan has no guts to its air filter, so snow got sucked into the carby too.! The knock
seems worse today and we had to put two pints of oil in. However she had run well until this
slope we had just come onto.
Dave overturned the sledge again. The soft new snow was a bloody nuisance. Downhill runners
bit in, and we almost turned over ours, until at one stage, in the middle of a zizag turn, I was
pushing so hard with a hand on the brazed throttle that it snapped clean off. We came to a
solid stop, and it took ages to break the sledge out, and extremely frustrated, I was a bit eager
with the gear shift, and broke that too. Exasperated beyond all measure, with Lil puffing away
gently at the slope 100x above us, I yielded to impulse and hurled the bloody lever as far as I
could across the white, impassive snow. At length, Lil came fussing down, and pulled us and
sledge up.
We are now camped below McCarthy again. It looks very impressive with fresh snow plastered
all over the S face. We mended Bruce's crampon straps, Hank sewed his trousers, and I fixed my
anorak pocket and rips in my down trou, also took that blasted thumb knot that somehow
appeared in the sledge rope brake, and made a couple more wire hooks for socks and gloves to
dry above the primus in the tent without dropping into the soup.
Fine and sunny, but wind getting up again from NW, so am going out to make sure gear is OK.
Very cold, probably in the -20s again though very clear.
FRIDAY 16TH DECEMBER RADIO SCHED
Ross at 73° 20 S 163° 42' E has done 198.6 total sledge miles and 250 toboggan miles to date.
Message from Colin: Airdrop by C 117 or DC 3 on 24December
- one drop on the Aviator Glacier for Ross, another on the Mariner for us, then onto Hallett to drop mail:
- will contain mail and essential items by disposable parachute: we need to mark the drop zone by a
large triangle and plenty of smoke to indicate wind.
- on the night before (25th) 8 pm radio sched for weather and position, and another 8 am for
confirmation of flight.

Fine very cold morning, with sounds of mournful song coming from the next tent. No wind, but
some high cirrus running from the west, and excellent visibility. The day absolutely made by
good comms. We heard Ian Smith over the Commanda easily, though Ross came in and out. We
got over Bruce's telegram with no mistakes in Morse, with Norm fairly jumping up and down
with delight. Ross was perfectly clear on the 557 to Norm at 0800, seemed to me to be rather
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thick-skinned, asking for all sorts of things, but maybe he's just doing his job. Meanwhile Linden
Lea is coming through in two parts from next door's sound theatre.
It clouded over considerably during the day, and looked quite dodgy in late afternoon over the
Polar Plateau, with a familiar ice ring around the sun this evening.

We had a rather heated argument his evening, all rather pointless, but we all probably feel the
better for it. It was on the aims, goals and main priorities of our expedition. I see beyond the
geological task, and see it as quite a bit more. I place highest priority on making a success of the
expedition as a whole, not merely the geological programme, but our safe movement, ascent of
new peaks, travel over new country, our image as a responsible group, and our logistic
efficiency. In short, I consider the highest aim of the expedition to be to ensure competency
and efficiency in all aspects of the effort. The geological programme is clearly crucial, but one of
a number of other important objectives, though I feel it is only a label, and in some ways a
cover, a justification for NZ working in the Ross Dependency. Of course I was howled down by
the geologists, and Dave took their part, probably somewhat stunned by the directness of my
arguments. I really feel we are all the better for it. Some steam has been let, and we have had
one of our best and most pleasing days for a while, very relaxed.
We drove 16 miles out to the edge of the Mariner, to an outcrop which proved to be CRQ40 all
the way, with some good examples of ripple marks, evidence of early water current flow, and a
really good view of the Mariner below.

40

Camp Ridge Quartzite
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I skiid over, took the last bit straight like a nit, and had a huge pile-up when I caught a tip in the
new snow and bust my ski, a bloody shame. They are such lovely skis. My back didn’t hurt at all
this morning. I was winded a bit by the fall, but clambered up and must have skiid another half
mile on a broken ski (a greenstick fracture).
The we drove further west up to a beautiful little ice peak above a quartzite outcrop, with a
corniced summit, only room for one at a time. Hank and I went in and out of ice caves and slots
all around it, and then watched as the others went to the top.
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The views were spectacular all up and down the Mariner, with plenty of good info on possible
routes down onto the glacier from this point if necessary as an escape route. We drove back to
camp happily, with cloud coming down to semi-whiteout.
2215 no wind, very warm. Blessed sleep please… my back is very painful. Dave had a especially
good day today. Found some more lichens, and interesting crystal formations. The salts on the
rock intrigue me, having often mistaken them for lichens. They resemble organic spores. Dave
also found what looked like wood and some fossilized worm casts from a former seabed.
My memory is probably flawed of Hank's attempts in my tented graduate course in geology, but
my log records my understanding of it. Hank has a theory that the sedimentary rocks of this
area i.e. RB rocks, deposited in deep water, and the CRQ in shallow, cease at the Mariner.
Volcanics, he proposes, are recent, within the last 5-6000 years, by virtue of his view of their
cone-shaped topography. He thinks there is a fault down which the Mariner flows, and on the
other side, near Mt Supernal, we will find the granitic rocks which we are looking for. [He
proved right.]

17TH DECEMBER SATURDAY WHITEOUT
A day of discussion and argument. Bruce did an excellent job of gerry-rigging on Dan, especially the gear
lever, two holes drilled through the broken shaft and the gear box handle, and two soft alloy bolts used
as rivets, and turned over at the ends. Worked fine.
The weather improved slowly, so we went back and forth as to whether we should pack up and go on
tonight and gain -or steal- a march. Hank and I as usual were for action, and Bruce (surprisingly) and
Dave were not. Dave said it was my decision. I responded that my approach was not to make unilateral
decisions, despite knowing that occasionally a driving or determined choice had to be made by one team
member. Things generally however are far better if four sensible, constructive heads nut out a common
solution. There are subtler ways of getting things done than deeming loudly that they `shall be'!.
So eventually, amid groans and chunters, albeit with good humour as always, we began to pull the tents
down in the midnight sun. Dave's inevitable editorial `shit, we are dumped in here by Herc, drive the
toboggans around a few hundred miles, and go back again'.
We broke all records. The cold and sense of purpose made it necessary to keep moving. We were away
in 1 1/4 hours, in the start of a night. There was no wind but a dull lowering in the sky over by Mt
Tukotok. Hank started walking to get his feet warm as I finished the sledge lashings and did the final
check. He looked very small (as we all did so often) , walking out across the nevé towards the plateau,
down jacket and fur halo akimbo, yellow mukluks and his endearing erratic gait! We caught him up
soon. It was obviously going to be a mean and cold night's travel.
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Some of the Victory Plateau and further down the Mariner had mist, but the Prebble Massif and Mt
Supernal which had dominated our vision all the last three weeks, stood out loud and clear. The sun
was low like a copper pan, lending a silhouette character to the mountain ranges, etching them sharply.
For sheer scenery and ambience, this hour beats all others. It is coldest, everything seems pristine, and
the texture of the surfaces we are traveling become easier to see, and feel with the mind's fingers as it
were, because of the low light41.
Dave Lowe apparently did much of his movement by night around the Campbell Glacier last season. It
must have been cold, though he was down in the glacier, lower than us which might have made for
higher temps. We got older and colder as the catabatic winds began to knife into our clothing, and the
first snakes of drift started to stream towards the toboggan's snout. As we came up to the Chocolate
Nunatak, it was bitter. A quick stop for refuelling and hot soup and chocolate made for grins, and morale
was good. The gusts by now were fiendish, now at 25 knots, and drift everywhere, making for difficult
driving over awful sastrugi, finally impelling us to stop and pitch tents in high wind.

SUNDAY 18 DECEMBER CAMP CATABATIC
Radio Sched: spoke interestingly to Ross and Simon; they have managed to smash a sledge runner.
Position: 165° 35 E 72° 40 S on the N edge of the Pleiades.
Air Drop may now be on Fri 23rd December, will confirm on Thursday's sched.
Dave Brown: all well at base, and Colin's Vostok trip went well.
News of heli accident off AMP Building at Circular Quay42
1400. Woke to 40k wind and drift tugging at the tents. We are pitched on an ablation patch, so don't
ourselves get bothered much with drift, but see it all around us. Our tents have no snow on the
valances, since we can't dig into the snow. There is blue ice further up, but we are right next to rock, so
seem well placed. I wish the wind would drop. Yet again, the great advantage over being in a small boat
is the lack of motion.
It's amazing how snug and comfortable we are, sitting, or half lying actually, playing chess in all this
noise. The others are probably still sleeping. There is a smell of petrol on my side of the tent. One of the
4s must be leaking a bit. Will have to investigate.
We came well over 20 miles last night in just under 6 hours, arriving at 0550. Dave dropped three iceaxes in the appalling sastrugi (the worst we have seen) and had to go back 1/2 mile for them. It's an
exposed and windy place, but a fine view.
It was a strange sort of twilight `day' today. Having arrived at our camp at around 6 am, we put up tents
and had our radio sched, slept until 1400, then ate porridge and played chess until 1700, slept until

41

vision and judgment of the snow surface is an existential factor to be considered in all polar travel
Three people killled in Sydney, Australia on December 10th when a helicopter taking pictures crashed due to
failure of the rear rotor.
42
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2100, and woke for tea! My lips are badly cracked, the wind I suppose. It was a source of amusement for
Hank and I watching each other trying to talk through almost immobile lips back there on the Plateau.
2130,time to go out and get food and kero for the primus. Wind steady at32 knots, gusting to 37 from
the SW. Visibility fine, apparently no drift. Ross's remark in our earlier sched that the Pleiades is a windy
spot is right on. The Plateau looks fine. We will attempt some geologizing tomorrow.
The last day's travel has been much more what I had expected of Antarctic journeying. Hard, rough, cold
and pretty biting. I reckon that those who say that toboggans and motorized sledging have taken much
of the sting out of polar travel just haven't tried it. They should ride a motor bike across northern Russia
and see if they find life easy. It certainly won't be as hard as tobogganing on these little skidoos down
here. Sledging in soft new snow and a 25 knot wind, starting the wretched things, pull after pull on the
starter rope, filling with fuel in a wind and having sub-zero gas all over your mitts, then trying to do
mechanical repairs with your gloves on except on the occasional days when it is ok to touch metal with
bare hands (if your hands stick, you are left with something like a burn). Hank has had an ear frostbitten,
but it is only tender now to remind him, with no complications. I spent half a day without snow goggles,
and got sleepy eyes.
0045 and the wind has increased to over 40k, though the visibility is still fine. We had a vigorous
discussion on societal views of elderly unmarried men. We traced it back to tribal roots, unproductive
stigmas etc…

MONDAY 19TH
Woke at 1215 to still violent winds. We've had 19 hours sleep in the last 28 hours! Despite the wind, we
broke camp and got away by 1630. The others explored around some local outcrops, while Hank and I
took Dan and the emergency sledge further afield to geologize and recce for tomorrow's route. The
Pleiades is a remote and soulless place. We have had these strong winds since we arrived, and resulting
hard sastrugi makes all movement a bloody grind.
We have seen (again here is my naïve relay of a tentmate's efforts to educate me geologically) the
Pleiades consists of basalt with granite intrusions. We found basalt with trachite zenoliths, and also vice
versa, and a high variety of vocanics along with our first traces of granitics, making it fairly certain that
granite is present lower down, and that the bed of the Mariner may well be granite.
Dust from scoria made my eyes sore tonight. We went up to 9,000' today, when I climbed a small peak
and got a good view of Mt Supernal, though it will take a fair amount of time to get down there safely.
Dan's jerry-rigged throttle stuck again, and we had a lot of trouble on blue ice. We were searching now
for our dump left when we first arrived at the PIP, and spent much time scouring the distance through
binoculars for our cairn, sometimes late into the halflight.
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Travel down through the blue ice, sastrugi and packed snow slopes gave us a lot of trouble. Sedges
would overtake the toboggan even with rope brakes in place. Occasionally a runner would hit a crevasse
edge and lurch the load putting great stress on every element in our not very intricate haulage system.
Hank put his foot through one small slot and was lucky not to go in deeper. All this made me want to see
the last of this place.
2330 wind steady at 42 knots gusting to 47… no wonder much of this area is blue ice, too much wind for
anything to stick. We put a battery and broken thermos on top of an outcrop cairn with our names in it. I
want to be in the Retreat Hills for Christmas and we are already talking about returning to Scott Base
tonight!
TUESDAY 20TH
1115 woke to reasonably warm conditions, clear and fine visibility and the wind had dropped to almost
nothing! We decided not to go any further over the blue ice but to take the longer route over snow all
the way. Crevasses everywhere were big enough to eat up toboggans and sledges both, the only saving
grace being they were pretty obvious, and could be seen in time to avoid them. Still Hank nearly went
down one, unroped, which would have been an instant crisis.
We moved from camp at 1445 in warm sun and almost no wind., skirting up the side of blue ice until we
found level, good surfaces without the appalling (dangerous) lack of traction you get. In fact, despite
trying all day to avoid it, on the only small patch we had before lunch we had numerous overturns, and a
semi-amusing sight of a 4 drum of petrol skating away downhill upside down, while we prayed not out
of sight (down a crevasse). The process would go as follows: we would check the rope brakes, head
down the slope , each sledge team separately, the back man leaning out to balance the sledge like a
dinghy in a wind.
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Then we would hit a patch of blue ice. The toboggan driver would speed up to try to keep ahead of the
overtaking sledge, which would begin to yaw and turn sideways and everything would end up
cattywampus, to much swearing and plenty of loud, free, unsolicited advice.

Some hard falls, sledges going sideways, but we soon knew the difference when we again got onto
sporadic hard sastrugi., another of our least favourite field challenges. There travel went down to
walking pace, and we found it yet again possible to overturn a sledge uphill due to the huge bumps and
variation in surface levels.
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Loads kept on loosening, and the sounds of the toboggan tracks and sledge runners juddering away,
and the hammering at front skis on Dan's nose, were most unnerving. While both Dan and Lil are A1,
tough as nails and twice as resilient, I am troubled by the battering they are taking.
We stopped for lunch at 1715 because a bedroll was coming off our sledge. Had a pleasant warm lunch,
good company, good morale, warm. Moved off down the Plateau. Rough, overturned often, bloody
sastrugi and blue and white ice. Another unpopular feature of the Pleiades is the constant little spots of
grit in the snow. One has to dodge these windfalls just as much as sastrugi. We geologized a bit along
the edges of rock outcrops. Nothing new, and Hank has decided to fill in details with photos and notes
for his article(s)43. We'll move on to the Retreat Hills tomorrow, weather permitting.
We did 12 miles today, and at 2130 finally arrived at our dump well ahead of the other party. I
remember seeing the cairn suddenly about where we expected it after successful dead reckoning
navigation. It had been pleasant weather but MOST unpleasant travel. We had found Ross's earlier
Pleiades camp about 1 1/2 miles N of ours tucked away in the moraine. We found that we were ahead
of Lil because they had run out of petrol and broken a rope brake, so Dave was chuntering on arrival, but
soon mollified since we had now enough spare at the dump, which, as we checked what we had, gave
us a whole new lease on life.

43

See Riddolls B.W and Hancox G.T. The Geology of the Upper Mariner Glacier Region, North Victoria Land,
Antarctica. NZ Journal of Geology and Geophysics Vol 11, No 4, November 1968
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All is well except the inevitable wind, now from the E is growing, up to 25k just to keep us alive and
moving. The drift started at 2100 hrs.
The weather is of course the ultimate arbiter of our progress here. It changes quickly, but the sky is our
information screen. We started in no wind today, hot sun, and able to lunch, even drive with bare
hands. But a curious `W' shaped radiation started from central point over the Polar Plateau on the
western horizon. At about 1900 we began to notice the same, only not so forbidding in quite clear blue
sky to the east. At 2100, the drift started, quite suddenly, coming down off the Pleiades, or more
precisely, over the S end, from the east. We found when we arrived at the dump (which we had had so
much difficulty discerning because it had been almost completely covered by drift) that entire surface
was entirely different after only two major storms. AS we checked around, there was no trace of the
original ablation patch on which we had first camped, and there were large sastrugi all around our dump
with the majority on the W side, meaning the main wind had come from the E. (I remembered the SE
wind through the big blow in MIsère Passage because the drift came in our door!).
There were magnificent auroral effects around the sun this evening at 2100.
WEDNESDAY 21ST DECEMBER SLOT CAMP 9,250'
Woke at 0600, not absolutely refreshed, but it was strangely still outside after quite a warm night, and
more cloud than yesterday especially to the NW, but lighter in colour. We will try and steal another
march today on the weather, which is such an unforgiving taskmaster. We are all truly looking forward
to getting into the Retreat Hills. Gobey was chuntering again at such an early start, offering scatological
queries` wharrarrer? did you sh*t in your effin sleeping bag? I was driving an effin toboggan less than 8
hours ago. Christ we didn’t finish our tea til 6 hours ago… keeeeee RIST!' He was even more direct to
Hanks cheery `Good Morning!'
`Up yer nose, yer effin insomniac'. Bruce slept with his head in a cloud of kero fumes from late cooking,
and felt a bit sick, and Hank and I are positive fart factories, sort of shades of last night's stew, rather
disgusting, so we are not the most illustrious example of a tight crew. Hank and I whistled and sang the
theme to the César Franck A major (last movement) to make us all feel better. As if to bring a fresh
perspective, a skua circled and landed, the first bird we had seen at all since we arrived on the Polar
Plateau.
We finally got moving at 1200. To our dismay, after much decanting of fuel, we found that our second
tin of lubricating engine oil was nowhere to be found in the dump. I cant understand this. It's not
marked on my inventory list as being left at the dump, and it is strange I didn’t notice that when making
up the stockpile.
We made our way in steadily worsening conditions across the edge of the Plateau, over a surface much
better than yesterday, though still quite large sastrugi, turning over the last sledge at least once. We put
the heavy stuff (2 x 44 gallon drums) on Dan's sledge (ours) and gave Lil two lighter sledges with as
usual the one with the bicycle wheel at the back. Slowly, the visibility lessened, it got noticeably colder
even while we were moving, until there was complete whiteout. We still could see the sun dimly
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through the mist however, and steered by keeping it over our left shoulder, allowing it to creep round as
the day wore on. It shone like a beacon through the grey cover, and we seldom lost sight of it
completely.
At length, mutterings from the driver's seat of Lil made lunch a diplomatic necessity, but I asked for a
further 20 minutes, and we breasted the rise, and saw the Retreat Hills as if under the mist, and the
Mesas in the distance. Our excitement was shortlived however, as the whiteout returned like a curtain
being drawn over that huge stage, and suddenly, shouts came from the back as the rear sledge turned
over into a crevasse, with Bruce who had been riding on it, half buried, up to his waist, holding onto the
bicycle wheel. The first thing upon finding yourself in this plight is to stop everything totally, and ensure
the safety of all before doing anything else. Bruce clambered out and lay there breathing heavily,
rejoicing in his luck. Then one of us ropes up, and takes the crevasse pole, probing to find the extent,
direction and any tributaries or addition to the crack we are in. Only when the whole area is safely
probed and flagged, can we set about moving, and in this case setting up camp. When we opened up the
slot where Bruce had almost vanished, we found it about 50 deep and 3' wide.

I took us a while to flag out a safe campsite, and pitch the tents immediately.
THURSDAY 22ND DECEMBER
RADIO SCHED
- position 165° 11' E 72° 55' S but we will move further South than this, our final position on last sched,
where whiteout forced us to camp on ice, in an unsatisfactory site, on the slope.
-airdrop list, radio spares, and oil.
- our airdrop will be Saturday 24th at midday.
-Saturday morning 0800 radio sched
Colin came on this morning, laughing, joking in response to our two further requests, the first he had
already packed, and the second `no trouble at all'! Marvelous!
Telegram to: Lawrence, Tel: Hook Norton 321, Oxfordshire, England. `Warm thoughts from a cold place
A toast to the family from the Polar Plateau. John'
Bloody cold on waking this morning, and I realized I had to go outside, with four things to do: bring the
anemometer from the sledge, get ice for the stove, bring in the aerial wires to connect to the radio, and
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have a pee. I wondered as I climbed out of the sleeve entrance whether I'd remember them all. So I
measure the wind at 18-25 from the East. Even with the primus on in the tent, my hands are freezing. It
was bitter on the nose out there, and drift everywhere. It will be difficult to move today. Most
ridiculous, rare pleasure today to listen to a woman singing on the radio briefly, either Purcell or
Handel, lovely with one of those affable, bowtied, tweedy voices chatting about the programmes.
I noted last night several new holes on the outside of our tent. They look like acid burns, but there is no
evidence on the tent storage sheath.
I felt pretty crook this morning, in stomach and head, but we pushed on, in good visibility, but strong
wind, 25K sustained from the East, some drift and pretty cold as we were striking the tents. We were
away by 1200.
We turned the back sledge over in a crevasse before long and had great trouble righting it. We had to
cut a channel in the ice to stop the runner slipping sideways when we lifted the loaded sledge. Once out
of the ice, we geologized (Hank and Bruce) with Lil, while Dave and I relayed the two heavy sledges up
fairly steep ground for a mile in Dan. We then geologized in the NW rocks of the Retreat Hills, found
some volcanics, but mainly quartz biotite schist. We continued on through steep country towards the
really good looking peak we are going to call Mt Gobey. A sharp ridge runs down towards us, it may be
over 11,000'. We finally relayed again up to our present campsite with a terrific view.
On the way down to get the second sledge, we just pulled up in time to avoid a large crevasse. Our route
with the first sledge had skirted it fortunately, since the steep slope had forced us over to the side of it.
Returning quickly and directly with the two unladen toboggans, on the last ride of the day, we were
lucky to see it. I stopped before it, drove to the lip, and hanging firmly with both hands on the nose rail,
tested it, and went through! Only with a foot, but we detoured with great care.
The final campsite is excellent with a beautiful view to the SW, with the Renwick Glacier filled with mist,
Mt Supernal poking its head over the rise, and Mt Hancox looking far too dominant! I recorded 5 miles
today (885).
FRIDAY 23RD DECEMBER RETREAT HILLS CAMP
Radio Sched 2000 Our position 165° 14' E 72° 58' S
Telegram to Pat: `VERY MIS NO WITCH FOR CHRISTMAS. REMEDY NEXT YEAR.'
We are now camped on the neck of the col between the main V-shped Retreat Hill, and the one
immediately to the north. There is a passage East-West between the hills, with a snow nevé just below
our tents. The weather at 2000 is fair, wind from the S at 10k with visibility 1 mile to the SW and about
10 miles to the N.
Our air drop will come in from about 300' ?? We should remain in contact from 0800 until the drop
(Norm has a hot line to McMurdo and thus presumably to the plane), and will have a listening watch on
the Commanda. There will be a sched at 1000 on Christmas Day.
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Ross came up late, breathless and cold, still traveling, and had done ten miles already today somewhere
at the top end of the Styx Glacier, with six miles still to go. Again I thought his communications a bit
tactless, but he was probably pissed off at the half hour we took! Then Colin came on with a virtual grin
and the information: `if you see a dark, handsome man in the rear window of the plane tomorrow,
that'll be me!'. Ross replied rather stiffly `Ho, very funny, very funny,' and a howl of laughter rose
spontaneously from us four in our tent. I think the rivalry between the two parties has reached a slightly
iffy note over the Retreat Hills, but I also feel we have some right to name the hill if we climb it44
Ross apparently moved 400x yesterday up a 35° slope, to 163° 45 E 73° 43 S. I had to get a city or
town for posting the last sched's telegram to home, so chose Banbury and sent it over the Commanda.
Then we had an abortive and rather irritated sched with Ross. They had covered in a general sort of way
all the Retreat Hills, and `haven't thought of naming them, though suppose we'll get around to it by the
end of the trip'. Very frustrating, since we will be climbing the highest peak, and Dave would like to
name it for his own as a result. I couldn't get through at all after this, so the whole thing ended on a bad
note quite out of my control. Bloody frustrating, since this could be so simply sorted out. We'll do it
tonight.
We had a thoroughly good day today, lazed until midday, and slept a bit. My back is still bothering me,
same with gut and head, but OK. Dave and Bruce shot over to the NW to the nearest outcrop, and found
Simon's footprints all along. Hank and I after I had changed over my ski bindings onto a nice new red
pair, took Dan up to the V-shaped hill, lower ridge, covered in interesting folded Muscovite schist, and
simply climbed to the NE summit of (estimated) 10,800', with a good view of the high peak, which I
thought might be over 11,00045, a worthy peak. I think the S ridge will be more practicable as a route,
since the rock is perhaps too technical from the other side. We watched whiteout gathering over the
edge of the Mesas, and decided to dash down along the W ridge to Sphinx Rock. Some steep snow and
ice in places necessitated rope and step-cutting. But we didn’t don crampons in deference to the rock
ahead. We found a pleasant ridge with good views, and stood on the top of the Sphinx after a moderate
climb over quite good rock, turning the main overhang by an easy ledge to the right. The mist had now
progressed beyond Mt Overlord, and was encroaching fast. There was slight snow in the air, so we hotfooted it down to the S, back to the col, and traversed very steep snow, roped up and cramponned to
reach a steep shingle slide and thus across to the toboggan, and got home just before the whiteout
enveloped us.
Excellent spirits tonight. got news of Bruce's Honours Second degree, had guavas, fruit cake and
Drambuie as celebration, with a good game of Liar afterwards. Now0030 and must set the alarm for
tomorrow's 0800 sched .

44

The highest mountain in the Retreat Hills was officially named Mt Gobey after we left the field.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Gobey
45
these estimates turned out to be joyfully ambitious… Mt Gobey is now recorded at 10,250'
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Gobey
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SATURDAY 24TH AIRDROP
Weather 5k wind from SE, good visibility, light ground mist near the glaciers, and some high cloud.We
had a good sched with base this morning. Colin has stayed back, and Dave Lowe is on the plane. Colin
sounded a bit frenetic. There must be a hell of a lot of organization for Christmas at Scott Base, airdrops
everywhere. We heard John across the radio from Cape Byrd, Ewan Young on ZLQ about a heli leaving
for Cape Byrd, worrying about mattresses. Colin came up again a bit later and told us the plane was
delayed until 1000 takeoff, with a new sched to start listening watch at 1030. Finally we heard that our
faithful Gooneybird had taken off at 0800.

We hung around by the Meade tent pitched out near our drop zone. Bruce and Dave had written a large

THANKS in stones in the snow. Mist began to wind around us from the Mariner, and still no plane, so I
took a toboggan and went back to the tent. I heard Colin working the Endeavour on the radio, and gave
him our latest weather. Then suddenly we heard the plane, much lower than we had expected, coming
in right on our marker Typical efficiency of Dave Lowe! It was highly exciting. The DC3 made three runs,
one straight through the passage, and two across. On the second pass, from the North, the parachute
fluttered down, and an object (the cover) detached itself from the chute. The whole thing landed most
efficiently, and we all danced around like little boys. (I still cannot understand why the parachute had to
be coloured white, and not something more photogenic in all that ice!)
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I have never had such a Christmas present. The thrill was inordinate and indescribable. One felt so damn
GRATEFUL! Especially when we found how carefully everything was packed, right down to oranges, a
case of BEER, and loaf of fresh bread, with several amusing notes from Colin and Dave, all very
encouraging, especially a tacit envelope addressed to John Lawrence, Mt Murchison, so the unspoken is
there, and we must justify it46. There were cakes and packages from well-wishers we didn’t even know,
from church groups and other people from back in NZ who wanted to support the `explorers'! Splendid
treatment, everything terrific, Now we are sitting back gorging ourselves, enjoying beer, cigars and mail!
Though it was interesting to note how we all went off into our cocoons as we read letters from home,
the first contact for weeks with the outside world.

The next pages of my log are disorganized, full of pencil scribbled thanks to remember to communicate :
Happy Xmas to all at Scott Base, John and Ewan at Cape Byrd, Bill and the Ice Shelf party, and VUWAES.
Personal thanks to Colin for his handwritten notes, especially since we are really a fly in his ointment as
far as administration goes, to Norm for all the telegrams, to Dave et al for the careful way everything
was packed, the surprise goodies from groups and individuals back in NZ47, big thanks to Brian for the
fresh bread and oranges, and special thanks to Robin and Bob our revered mechanics , and best wishes
for a good pissup after having done such a good job on our toboggans which have gone so far so well.
The parachute will be brought back, though Hank wants a strip as a scarf for his wardrobe (we promised
we keep him tied up most of the time).
We sorted through all the various messages, in an a joyful and bawdy atmosphere, and finally collapsed
in a happy haze.

46

This was in reference to the unwritten hope that we would plant the NZ flag on top of Murchison, something to
which we all aspired with great expectations, but were in the end denied even the attempt. Colin could not
formally ask us to do this, since it could be interpreted as too risky, but they had left us in no doubt as to the hope.
47
e.g. the women of the Christchurch Antarctic Society.
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XMAS DAY 1966
We seemed to start rather slowly today, with an excellent communications over a 1000 sched. At
midday . Everyone pitched in. We were informed from Cape Byrd of their new, pretty brutal cocktail, 2
pints of Adele blood and one can of beer. Ross came on over with all of his party, and we sang our pitiful
rendering of Come All ye Faithful to the apparent and noisy delight of all. Base responded appropriately
with Good King Wenceslas (footprints in the snow) but Dave and Murphy added `when a poor man
came in sight gathering meta fuel'.
At midday the Governor General rang Scott Base and wished everyone well from the mainland.
Meanwhile we were getting all victualled up, with several beers, in a balmy -16°.
The rest of the day sort of collapsed on itself, and my log is full of hilarious anecdotes, filthy ditties, too
raunchy to divulge beyond the confines of a yellow tent. I can share our gourmet dinner menu: Chicken
à la Marine, with studiously diced vegetables with a rather greasy knife, and brandywine sauce.
Norm (what a man) has seven kids and will winter over at Scott Base. He is the truly best radio office we
could have wished for, knowledgeable, cool, funny and inexhaustibly patient. After the seventh kid, his
mother sent him a pair of pyjamas with the front sewn up.
I learned some awful songs from Dave, faithfully recorded, but always remembered since, including a
second verse to the poem about animalistic perversions, which is not as good as the first:
The sexual life of the camel
is more ambitious than anyone thinks
in the height of the mating season
it attempted to bugger the Sphinx.
Now the Sphinx's anal orifice
was plugged with the sands of the Nile
which accounts for the hump on the camel
and the Sphinx's inscrutable smile.
Certain researchers at Oxford
named Johnson and Thompson and Hall
conclusively proved that the hedgehog
could not be buggered at all.
But more recent researchers at Cambridge
assisted by students at Yale
successfully buggered a hedgehog
by shaving some spines off its tail.

The conversation continued to deteriorate. Dave recites `You wanna beware the Mt Cook sandflies. You
can always reckernize them, `cos they got a yaller spot right b`tween their eyes big as a billy lid.' `Hank
chimes in `That's nothing compared with those down Jackson's Bay. Those bastards sit fair up on the
tent roof, and one says to the other `shall we eat him here, or take him back to the swamp? And the
other one whose a big feller says with a shiver `let's eat him here, quick… if we git him back there, the
big 'uns `ll take him orfus'.
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Then a lull, as everyone searches the lewd library corner of their brains. Mine is pretty empty. Someone
says `I'm not bored, I'm just listening'. Another voice brings up the tourist in New York `Excuse me, can
you tell me how to get to Carnegie Hall?' `Practice, man, practice'.
This is worse than a Bob Hope show.
Dave comes to the rescue again. He recounts his personal history, when applying for immigration toNZ,
during his medical, he couldn’t pee for a sample. So the doctor said `you'll have to make another
appointment and come see me when you're in a more productive mood.' Well Gobey lived miles from
the medical centre, and refused to come all the way out there to do something he could do perfectly
well in the comfort of his own home. So he waited until a day when he felt he could spare some, found
a watertight bottle, carefully filled it, then proceeded to wrap it up, address it and post it to the doc. He
never heard back, but subsequently spent five years in NZ, so he thinks it reached its destination. Never
reduced to running out of material, on the way out for a Christmas crap, he mused `gee I'll probably
shit holly berries.'
Well it's a hazy Xmas night. Hank leans out of the tent to empty some gunge out of the billy. I am writing
and just about to put my log away, when I hear a startled grunt, and look up and see a thoroughly
preoccupied tentmate sitting with smoke coming out of his nether regions, a great eruption of feathers
protruding from amidships in his sleeping bag. He thought he was on fire, I only thought it was bloody
hilarious. I kept laughing, and he just was astonished. He'd leant over the primus and melted quite a fair
section of his bag, and is now sewing it up.
In sum, what a magnificent Christmas! Time has seemed to merge into itself. A whiteout this morning
disappointed Hank and I, who were looking forward to a celebratory climb. But in fact the day unrolled
itself gently without urging into a very contented and altogether excellent day. I had had misgivings
about the cramped company inside the tent, gorging and boozing and getting fed up half way through,
but nothing of the sort. We had beer for breakfast, and the others came into our tent for a brew at
0930. At 1000 Ross was the first to come up, and then Scott Base at last. Norm came on and it sounded
as though the entire base was crowded into the little comms room. His warm voice wishing us well
induced us, rather shyly to render our carol. This was so well received, in fact encored, that all reticence
was swept away, and the sheer friendliness and strong spirit that was generated along that thin
laboured frequency was something that I will never forget. I handed the mike to each of the others, then
Colin cam up and several of the Scott Base people. Then Ross and each of his party, all exchanging
cheerful and ribald greetings. The Cape Byrd came in, and Ewan Young's dry and drastic humour made
us all roar. Then Colin with his usual humour and drive had them all suddenly singing the spontaneous
rendering of Wenceslas gathering meta-fuel, quite terrific. The way people kept coming to the mike and
sending us such interested and transparently heartfelt greetings and good wishes was really moving,
almost equaling the emotions of receiving the airdrop yesterday. Finally, and most reluctantly, we all
signed off and found ourselves back on the Polar Plateau.
We soon got to work and had the chicken in the pot, topped with our parachuted brandy and wine,
some uproarious hands of Liar, getting boozier and boozier while the dinner was cooking, then finally it
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was ready. An instant pudding full of (more) brandy and Christmas cake topped off our fine meal that no
restauranteur worth his salt would have turned down. I t is amazing what alcohol can do to improve
one's perceptions of almost anything, even at those latitudes. It gave us the excuse to toast families and
loved ones, and thought each of our own. We then toasted Mt Supernal and Murchison, both firmly (we
thought) in our sights. A Penguin Book of songs emerged from the depths of a rucsac, and were happily
gone through, producing some good harmony (Hank is such a musician!) Altogether a most rewarding
and enjoyable day.
The weather is clearing with Mt McCarthy now visible across the Plateau, although it looks more dodgy
over that way towards the Rennick. While measuring -17° I broke another thermometer from those that
had been in the airdrop.
The others have now left to go to sleep for the climb tomorrow, and we are settling down to a last game
of chess. Today has again proved the excellence of good company in the mountains, with almost
nothing except four canvas walls, a primus and a cardboard box full of goodies, we've had one of my
happiest Christmases yet. Just shows.
Awaiting sleep, I was plagued with loss of musical memory and a theme that reminded me of my
brother Jeremy, the amazing cellist and best musician in our family. My late night entry is pictured from
my log below. The bottom sentence says `thought of the last one suddenly just before sleep. To the
disgust of Hank!'. He was indeed a long-suffering tentmate.

26th MONDAY MT GOBEY CLIMB 1430-1830.
Woke 1000 to whiteout again, and had a leisurely breakfast, waiting for the weather to clear, which it
did a little by lunchtime. It was very mild, with no wind, and odd patches of sunlight, so we loaded up
the sledge and toboggan, and shot around to the col. We kitted up, took a confident photo, and
attacked a steep short snow ridge up from the col at around 10.000'.
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This was the short, hard-looking rock ridge we had seen all the way, and though it was direct and not
long, the technical difficulties looked considerable. We were fully prepared to turn back, but we were
moving so well that the first few rock steps flew, and we had soon left Bruce and Dave behind, since
they have to belay where we move together. After some steep traverses and some sharp rock steps , we
came to the major problem, the buttress. Coming to the foot of it we saw a rake leading off and up to
the left, which proved the answer. A brief steep traverse appeared to lead to what we thought was the
summit. Yet we had to drop a lot of height (anathema to a climber and the mountain still towered above
us, much more steep rock remained, more than we anticipated. But the weather was thick and warm,
now snowing slightly, but we could still see to move. We pushed it forward, along the side, hoping for a
let out, and a gulley or rake upwards. Finally, I went for a nick on the arête ahead, up vertical snow
which ended in ice. It was a fortunate move, since I almost turned back. It led us to an easy shoulder,
and thence to a short traverse of the three summits.
Realizing the now worsening weather would have likely turned the others back, we took two photos on
the top, and went hell-for-leather back down. This is the photo Hank took of me, and he has the one I
took of him. He looked little better than I do. We were clearly more pressed than usual, and probably
still hung over from our celebrations of the previous day.
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Even on the pitches we had to belay, we thought we were moving like lightning, and got soon down to
better visibility, and saw the others already walking away from the toboggan down towards the camp. A
shout stopped them and soon we were enjoying a bar of chocolate together and basking in the usual
friendly insults that mark success on a climb. The ride back was welcome as the mountain ridge we had
just climbed began to recede in the worsening weather.

We are back tonight, and a thoroughly convivial meal plus a celebration with a lot of Drambuie at -17°,
no wind but whiteout and snowing at 2330. I am very tired tonight. Dave was his usual incorrigible
quipster self, with an Andy Capp apocryphal `Move yer bum a bit faster Florrie, they open in ten
minutes.'
Oh dear….
DECEMBER 27TH TUESDAY
1000 woke to same conditions of semi-whiteout, and we can see vaguely for miles around i.e. Pleiades,
Mesas, and one of the Tukotok hills, but the glare is such that you can't make out horizon or surface.
The height of the Retreat Hills above the Plateau makes it obvious there are crevasses all around them,
and since Bruce was extremely lucky again coming down from Mt Gobey, I think we would really be
pushing our luck to start out in this poor light with laden sledges. We have only one more day with full
train, that's the frustrating thing. I so want to get moving into our new area which looks so interesting.
I'm afraid we may not be able to reach Murchison. We've been here five days, almost a week, and time
is slipping away, though it is a lovely place and we have thoroughly enjoyed ourselves here.
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The temp is -20°, noticeably colder this morning. Ice crystals form in the tent above our heads. The wind
is steady at 10k from the NE and the barometer still stable at where it dropped to yesterday. Have just
lit the primus to cook breakfast and warm things up a bit. Dreamt last night of women in general, most
unsettling, and certainly missing it. Life seems full of insolubles, and women are certainly one of them.
We talk quietly about our own, and the character of each girl grows out of the telling until we all feel we
know each others'. Polygamous man! How we all miss the clean, warm soft touch of a woman who
loves you. I don't think I would enjoy the ordeal of wintering over. At least I've only got five or six weeks
to wait.
This is only our eighth lie-up day in 33 days, less than 25%, and our first full lie-up in 16 days, so we are
not doing so badly really. A day spent in the tents talking, playing chess and watching the weather slowly
get worse. I can't help being reminded as the wind rises of the Chesterton lines `naught for your
comfort' and the theme from the slow (3rd) movement of the Brahms E flat horn trio (one of my father's
favorites), which I traced out again, rather basically in my log.

Yet another evening where we tie our sleeve tightly, and retire to our inner sanctum. A short excursion
outside tonight, after tea and a few hands of liar, was highly unpleasant. -20° and 35 K wind, and drift all
over the place. In your hair and eyes in no time. Both Hank and I had painful eyes by the time we got
back in. The barometer dropped yesterday and has remained low, but stable all day, so I suppose this
blow was to be expected. Now we are both scribbling hard while the walls flap and the wind sings in the
donger. Of course the primus is on and hot lemon drink is the story. We'll have to have a full check of
stores when this lot blows over. Some blue sky suddenly, weird, perhaps just a nocturnal pressure
change. The wind is from the East so unlikely, because that's where the sea is (sort of NE!).

28th Wednesday.
BLAST THE WEATHER. Woke to the now familiar chorus of the wind, creaking of poles, and the gritty
sound of drift, almost like rain on the tent walls. Luckily we are pitched correctly this time, across the
wind now 45-50K from the E, and I'm on the western side, so all the drift piles up on me, and I have to
push the bulging walls out from time to time to give myself more room. This happened to Hank at
Misère Gap, so now we are all square.
I went out this morning for the necessary and got snow and goodies. I stood in the whirling drift and
lowered me already undone trou. Christ! what a thoroughly miserable experience. A few yards away I
could dimly make out Hank engaged in similar pursuits, just a hazy figure squatting surrounded by a pall
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of drift. I took pics of him as he moved around and came back in. It is rare that one can actually
photograph in this weather, because only moments can be survived standing still.
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It took us about half an hour to recover largely because I was totally disorganized and stood cursing in
the tent and left the door open! The instant accumulation of drift followed by melt up one's shirt, and in
one's trou tries even the most stoic patience, though the more ranting and roaring, generally the less
serious, and the more amusing the occasion. Hank reckons that the Misère storm was worse. The wind
speed was greater there, and the temp probably about the same (around -15° at midday). However, the
sastrugi drift formed outside the tent seems bigger here. We have watched the tent sleeve with
interest. The wind streaming past outside sucks the sleeve itself into a bell making an attractive puffing
design around the door.
Now we are inside and making a brew, and can listen to the storm outside with a little more comfort,
once again grateful for our amazing equipment. I had thoughts on marriage in a blizzard. and wrote out
the famous lullaby and tune in my log `hush little baby don't you cry'. Love seems so special now. The
kind of life I have led for so long now makes the company of a woman so looked forward to, so
romantically prized, that almost to accept it as commonplace or everyday, would ruin it. I don't
particularly crave to perpetuate myself, though it would surely be nice to sing the above to one's own
child. But even then the illusion might be only fleeting. While heaven lies about the infant (Wordsworth)
it isn't for long, before s/he grows up to take your money, wreck your car, and be bored by his/her
parents! Hank says this is wrong. Not all children! Certain sorrow, uncertain joy (A). Would the
excellence of a girl's company be spoiled by children? Some are able to cope with it well, unselfish? Why
is it that romances, Arthurian, mediaeval, epic love is all outside marriage? Is young love the richest of
one's life? Because it is too much effort, too rare, too difficult, and society, collectively protecting its
weaknesses, calls it irresponsibility and brands the offending pair. Being alone is unconscionable, but
being bound inescapably, character-wise, and in thought to someone with whom one is forced to be
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perpetually intimate is perhaps worse. When you are alone, there are always moments of joy to look
forward to - chance acquaintances, brief and satisfying encounters- but alternatively, ominous,
repetitive familiar mundanity??
There is of course another side to this which seems attractive often, though I quite definitely still
question the wisdom of entering into what is virtually a contract in 17th century terms in the middle of
the 20th century. I'll be married in two years, Hank tells me48.
I've just been outside again to bring in the radios for tomorrow's sched, and get some makings for
supper. Patches of blue sky and occasional sun broke through the clouds of incessant drift, but it is still
unsupportable out there. One gets a bit pissed off with the continuous hassle of that damn drift, finding
every hole like graphite, each fold. It films up over everything in a second, covering eyebrows and beard
like freezing flour and making visibility bloody bad, if only because of the miniscule fine grains in your
eyes. And then coming back into the tent, powder snow blowing evilly in through the momentarily open
sleeve, and packed in your clothing everywhere. Brush brush brush, the old ritual, and get it off by the
entrance before you bring it all in and it melts in your living space. In such cramped quarters, it is best to
organize it so you don’t both go in and out together, since the operations are confined and scrimpy
enough even when one person is doing it. One of us is best staying in keeping the stove on, and the
warmth maintained, because you dare not both go out leaving the stove on, fire being one of the
greatest threats to survival. It is certainly as rough as one could imagine, though I would rather have dry
powder snow than rain. It is such a non-humid atmosphere in the tent that all moisture either
evaporates or freezes very quickly.
I just turned the radio on to one of those ubiquitous, nauseatingly friendly American bubble
programmes. They always seem to beam out into the most unlikely places, as if the folks that are busier
than most actually need such anemic drugs. Only one good thing: a sibilant rendering of Hark the Herald
Angels which we were able to put some spunk into with our own raucous accompaniment.
The wind is still 32-40Kfrom the East and the temp -17°, but the barometer is going up, so with luck we'll
move tomorrow. The drift sound almost exactly like rain hitting against the tent, and it is not difficult to
imagine oneself back in the Ruahine, Tararua, or the English Lakes, though not the Hawkesbury bush
where it rained very rarely. To give an idea of the futility of putting off the basics of life even under such
pressure, Hank after several hours of listening to the wind howling, and the granular assault and piling
up on the tent walls, acknowledged the similar process going on inside him, and suddenly amidst some
symphonic theme or other we are humming suddenly comes out with `Christ if I fart again I'll shit' and
heads for the door.
THURSDAY 29TH RADIO SCHED
Notes: expected pickup a the PIP 22nd January with a week in base before leaving .

48

he was only off by 5 years.
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Well instead of the expected relief and quiet this morning upon awakening t 0600, I found the tent very
cold, the clock frozen at 0315, and the wind outside if anything stronger than yesterday. Not much hope
of moving today, not a Buckley's!
Colin came up on the radio with the above message, and here we are like birds in the wilderness, pinned
down for four days, now well behind our planned itinerary. Ross came up afterwards, avowing he had
no wish to stay in the field after 22 January. He will put this to Colin tomorrow, so we'll hear the results
then. Evidently there is an Erebus trip planned, for which they want to nip one geologist (Hank?). That
will be about the 25th, so life is narrowing down into the customary funnel.
I just went outside again, and the weather is utterly vile. I stood up to wipe my arse and the paper took
off at a rate of knots like a mediaeval pennant. Even the cardboard roll tube shot away leaving me
disconsolately holding onto one end of a horizontal piece of bumpf 30' long. In my efforts to wrap it all
up so as not to lose it, I stepped back the fatal half-pace. Dear god what an awful place. My endeavours
to clean my down slippers in the snow were proven, upon return to the tent, to have been in vain. These
are times when one longs for an indulgent, lengthy hot shower and a really clean set of clothes.
The wind around 35K gusting up to who knows what. I didn’t take the temp because my right hand was
nearly done. And now Hank's porridge? %$#@*&!!! So we are thanking Norm again for the sched, and
Scott Base for the Christmas bonhomie. He said if they'd made our day, we'd certainly made theirs. He
said that the thin little voices wavering in over the wireless from out there in the cold really was
something `even a little sad' he said. When I asked him why, he answered `well, you out there in a tiny
tent in all that cold!' I must record this quite genuine and moving touch from our radio officer. Shows
how lucky we are.
The wind dropped a little at 1600, down to occasional gusts by 1800, but still whiteout. We are now
listening to the news, amazing that we can hear it out all the way here. The wind has got up again,
though the barometer is still rising. China exploded another nuclear device yesterday, believed by
`experts' to be a prelude to a hydrogen explosion. Aprés moi….We got Radio Canada tonight fr a treat,
someone who sounded like Joan Baez, a pretty tune which I only just could write down.
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FRIDAY 30TH DECEMBER

MOVE TO S RETREAT HILLS

Awoke at 0800, finally to great improvement. Visibility reasonable, and clouds clearing away fast. Wind
is down to 15K though still very cold (-21°) at 1000 after a solid breakfast of Hank's porridge. We both
got out of our sacks and clambered outside, straightening up stiffly to view a depressing scene.

What a scene of desolation! We began the backbreaking task of digging and brushing everything out.
Extraordinary that the only sledge not completely buried was the heavy one, that was standing quite on
its own, and not in the lee of the tents. Of the others, only the wheel was showing of the light one, and
nothing of the other. A great heap of snow around the door of the other tent, and a rather irritating lack
of urgency led to some sharp requests. Our moods were not good finding ourselves vertical , faced with
very heavy work after days spent horizontally. Dave and Bruce (said later) that they had hurried so much
that they ate their porridge before it was properly cooked.
I remained rather bad-tempered most of the day, since my back was still just as painful as ever even
after five days of complete rest, so it looks as though I'm stuck with it for the rest of the trip. The only
thing we could not find after two hours digging and prodding was one of those red plastic kero
containers. After three hours the sledges were semi-packed, one tent was almost down, and everything
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was out, so at 1330 we retired to the other tent for a welcome brew of onion soup. This is a really tasty
soup for some reason out there, tangy and different, with several biscuits and lemon tea, a lie back and
a smoke, and it is already 1500! Up and away by 1700. We had encountered a lot of trouble digging out
the toboggans, and now we had miserable difficulties with traction.

The snow has got into the casing of the clutch and drive pulleys, then melts as the engine warms up and
fills the housing with water. We had to take the housing off, clean all the snow out, and run it at high
revolutions for a few minutes in neutral to dry the clutch out.
Filthy Lil, under Bruce's able directorship, was ready first, and they started off towing the heavy sledge
up the considerable slope in front of us. We harnessed up to the remaining two, and leaving a broken
ski, one flag, a sledge hoop surmounted by an empty 3 star Napoleon brandy bottle (that brandy was
off!!), we laboured away for a mile in thin zig-zags, until utterly exhausted, we stopped on about our
fourth bog-down in the now very soft snow. No sign of the others, my irritable conclusion that they
were smartly lazing and smoking out of sight on the top was later confirmed. So we began hauling one
of our sledges up, leaving the other for a competent looking Lil, who appeared puttering over the rise.
Mt Gobey looks less impressive from this angle, but we are higher here, and it was a powerful little ridge
we climbed. It was a bit later, around 1820, that all sledges were entrained and we were headed upto
the southernmost of the Retreat Hills. We all agreed it was unusually cold traveling, but I was the only
one without down clothing so I really felt it. A lot of soft snow about, clagging up the toboggans a bit,
but on the whole a perfect surface. Am going to ask for our pull out somewhere on this great nevé. Mt
Supernal is looking grand, and our morale is good as we get to Dump Camp, level with the last Retreat
Hill at -23°, though the wind has dropped to 10K from the SE. Quite a lot of cloud sweeping now up from
the Meander. We were in bed by 2300. A hard day, but perhaps we've done well to shake off the drift
snow so quickly! We did seven miles today.
Saturday 31st December.
I woke at 0700,and the two geologists were away by 0830 to the Retreat Hills. It's too cold for my pen,
so I moved to pencil, and recorded our total fuel at the dump. They were back by1100, and we packed
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up and were off by 1230, seven miles across to the start of the climb up towards the foot of Mt
Supernal. We had carefully planned it so that one complete sledge was packed with all the gear we
would need on the mountain. The others would just be unhitched and left holus bolus as a sort of base
dump.
We started up the slope after lunch and a bit of rockhopping, ascertaining, as Hank had surmised, that
Supernal was indeed granitic, though there is the usual basalt infusion. The climb was tough, and much
steeper than anything else we have tackled so far. I was, and still am convinced that anywhere
toboggans go, you can get a sledge, even if by winching and belaying. After we had turned the
surprisingly heavy sledge over, I decided to winch. The method we tried first was to drive Lil up first to
make an anchor. Then using a rope through a pulley on the sledge to Dan, we tried driving him up the
slope, using a 2 x 1 purchase. It didn't work so I tried a more drastic one, putting the pulley on Lil, and
passing the rope from the lower sledge through the pulley to Dan alongside, then head him down the
hill. This worked so well it pulled out the anchor picket holding Lil, and upended Lil, smashing her
windscreen and bashing her around a bit.

There was a real danger of sledges or toboggans running away down the slope. Finally Hank's idea was
to skip back to the dump, unload and bring up the other sledge, thus halving the load between two
sledges which we quickly did. It took us 2 hours to get from the Retreat Hills Dump to the bottom of
Supernal, and the remaining six hours were spent hauling sledge loads up to our present beautiful camp,
very cold, at an estimated more than 11,000' in the cwm just below the long summit ridge. Hard work
but worth it. Midnight at -24°.
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SUNDAY NEW YEAR'S DAY AT CAMP SUPERNAL AT 11,300'
Our position 165° 40' E 73° 4' S High in a Northern cwm on the approach to Mt Supernal, with
magnificent views of our whole route traveled so far, and although only at our camp, we have taken
toboggans higher than any summit we have yet climbed in Antarctica. We had a terrific struggle
yesterday to get up this far, relaying, belaying, winching and turning Lil over in the process. But we are
all well, fit and in high spirits.
My notes continue with a discussion (presumably from radio comms) on our proposed pickup point
(PUP). Frontz (the Herc commander on our put-in flight) semi-OKd it for our PIP, but it was too far S for
us to start from. As a PUP however it has a surface better than the Plateau, firm snow, no ice, no
sastrugi, like a bloody billiard table. It would save us at least two days travel, and we have left our dump
there close to the Retreat Hills at 165° 17' E 73° 2' S marked by a snow cairn and a pair of skis. Close
to Supernal, the sastrugi starts again, but across the wide nevé itself, it is clear as a bell, absolutely
first class travel. The best surface we have struck yet. The surface may have changed around our PIP
because we struck nasty sastrugi around the Pleiades on our return and the surface up towards the
Plateau from here seems the same.
We have learned that Ross has changed his PUP to a 8000 ton ship, an icebreaker, on Jan 13th when a
heli will pick them up and take them out to their maritime saviour. Colin came on and told us that we
now would have a lone pickup. He has asked for a date, and confirmation of a landing site. So naturally,
we requested a gunboat up the Mariner.
We thanked him for the special attention, told him we were still uncertain about the date, but said we
would inform him immediately after finishing the Supernal area which appeared critical to the
geologists. I told him we had a perfect PUP, best surface yet, better than the Pleiades site at the original
dump. It is at 165° 20' E 73° 5' S between Mt Supernal and the southern Retreat Hills. I think
Commander Frontz liked the area on the recce, but of course we can backtrack to the original PIP if
necessary.
We had a good sched. Dave Brown seemed relaxed compared with yesterday, allowing as how he would
get back into his pit when we were finished. Must have been quite a party yesterday.
We left the tents at 1030 with both toboggans and climbing gear. Perfect day, no wind, hot sun
necessitating goggles and glacier cream for all bit the most thick-skinned. We had some sporty moments
when the toboggans hit blue ice and stones higher in the cwm. They won't steer at all on the ice, just
slide willy nilly back down the fall line, like a horse that has taken the bit in its teeth and is hell bent on
return to the stable. Very hard to stop them. We would slip and slide everywhere ourselves trying to
shoulder them over to a patch of blown snow where the front skis could catch and get some traction. At
length after many hectic and uncontrolled side-trips, we got both toboggans up to the col at the bottom
of the true W ridge, or more precisely where the West ridge turns North. Here is my rough map of the
Supernal massif from my log, showing the route we took in our first ascent/traverse.
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The north side of Supernal is a rounded kind of `W',and we traversed the first `V'. We donned
crampons just above the first ice, and climbed onto snow so hard that it squeaked. Silhouetted against
the steep snow shoulder with the whole of the Victory and Admiralty Range as a backdrop gave us
magnificent climbing shots. Up over the shoulder, through a rock crest, and out onto the blue ice again,
with Murchison looking at us disapprovingly.
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This was a great blue icesheet coming down off the ridge we wanted to get onto. Hoping this wasn't a
presage of what was to come, we skirted up the edge , crampons clinking on occasional granite, and
slipping in the new powder still lying loose from the Christmas blizzard.
At length, Hank's pace grew into his usual semi-trot, a sure sign that the angle had lessened above us,
and that the demi-semi-trot he uses for steep stuff was no longer relevant. Panting like the proverbial 11,000' in that dry cold atmosphere was warm, and very hard work - I came onto the crest and saw
about half a mile of long thin snow to the orange rocks which marked the summit ridge It was just a very
exposed walk, pussy-footed along the blunt white knife-edge, sometimes stumbling through as the soft
snow-crest (another Christmas aftermath) gave way. Hard snow on the SW side dropped straight down
to the plateau 2000' below. On the other side, fresh soft snow led down 700', not quite so steep and
strewn with odd rocks, to the high NW cwm we had seen from the Pleiades. Another photostop allowed
the others to catch up, and we exchanged mild insults about the weather, which was too hot, and the
snow which was bothersomely inconsistent, and our pits which were too far away, then carried on.
At length we reached the first of a line of granite blocks, and found ourselves on an enormous, flat ridge
the size of a hockey pitch as we cramponned through, rather than along it, the huge rough boulders
stood like sentries impassively alongside us. Rather like walking amongst those long lines of statues In a
museum. We seemed to be intruders. The impudent tap-tap of a geologist's hammer was the last straw
as dignified monoliths suffered bits of themselves to stuffed into a mountaineer's rucsac to be argued
over and dissected, finally even perhaps rejected as of no further interest.
I felt very conscious that (as far as we know) we were the first humans to tread this ridge. We are such
an iconoclastic crew of AEs that this did not stop us and lead to two minutes silence or thoughts of our
mothers, flag or nation, but nevertheless the atmosphere was quite thoughtful since the spot was so
impressive. A cheerful shout from Dave told us that the actual summit was the amazing spillikin we had
seen from our camp. Terrific.. a 20' rock needle which suffered as each one of us affected a jaunty pose
on top.
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Then I pitoned up the side, making perhaps the first thoroughly unnecessary artificial rock pitch in
Antarctica. Serves me right that out of habit I made the mistake of putting a peg in my teeth. The sting
made me pull it our instantly, but half my lip came with it.
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After leaving a cardboard cable drum on our block, surmounted by a cairn, Hank and I decided to go on
and `traverse' the peak, and descend by a different route, continuing down the N ridge to the col
between the ridge and the great outlying Buttress on the end of the N ridge, about 1000' high which is
so clearly visible from almost all points on the Plateau (George IV Buttress).
We organized a rendezvous time (roughly) with the others, who would return to camp over our previous
route up. Being on the two opposite sides of this part of the W we could or should be able to see each
other much of the time. So, we shot off into the steep snow couloir that led from the summit, giving us
the first views of enormous scars and gulleys dropping down for thousands of feet into the large
Misconception Cwm we had seen from the Victory Plateau. Pigeon-holing backwards down this (Hank
had the ridge and cwm shafted already in his mind) but we made our way down with care over some
awkward steps, but slightly too far to the right. It would probably have gone easier if we had kept to the
ridge. We found ourselves on a steep face necessitating two ropes lengths to the left to get back onto
the crest. We soon crossed a further huge gulley dropping out of sight into Misconception Cwm.
Threading through needles and more great blocks brought us to a second, northern summit of blocks
from which we yodelled to the others clearly visible on the ridge to the west of us. Then, steeply
dropping, one or two more awkward steps, the main difficulty being to balance our mountain mule
packs, and we arrived at the col above the King George Buttress at 1530. A fairly dangerous snow slope,
very steep with occasional thin snow lying treacherously on top of the base (just enough to tease a
crampon and send you flying) led down 1000' to the NW cwm. This section proved the most exhausting
of the day, not steep enough and too long to pigeonhole, but dodgy enough to strain ankles and legs
considerably. If we hadn't had a perfect runout below us, we would have been forced to prudently
belay most of the way. A brief stop at the bottom for chocolate, and a further half hour saw us back at
camp 20 minutes after the others at about 1700.
It was a good day. We all felt exhilarated, though very tired. I had a windfall, one of those times you
think you've lost something, curse noisily, and resign yourself to it for a significant period of time, and
then find it again. My favorite little `spade' peg, one I found on the terrace before the crux, Grade VI
moves on the N Face of Crater Bluff in the Warrumbungles, was missing with half my other pegs. I had
taken a crab off with several other pegs attached, high up on the ridge when we were traversing back
onto the crest to try and get a peg in for protection. I thought I'd moved on without picking them up,
and shrugged it off, thinking it had a noble resting place, but in reality I was damn piqued at losing my
favorite peg which had got me out of trouble several times. A half hour later I found it, hanging with the
others on a sling I had overlooked. Rejoice!
At some point, Bruce decided he had to get down to basics, and change his underwear. As far as I
remember, he was the only one to feel the need for this after just a month or two in the field, but he
was resolute. The question was, what to do with the cast-offs? He thought of burying them as deep as
possible as his lasting planetary legacy , but we dissuaded him of that. Putting them on the sledge was
out of the question, lest they get mixed up with the food in some way, and taking them back to Base
unaccompanied could lead to serious charges. So we came up with a solution, we burned them, with
the appropriate respect, which will surely become a primer for antarctic waste management,
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except it began to take on an almost sacramental flavour after we realized what we were doing.

So, nothing better than to inebriate! An experience indeed. Our bottle of George IVth (the obvious
source of the name for the impressive buttress above us) was waved about ceremoniously for a
moment, then who knows who was toasted and who was damned, but it wasn't long before the bottle
made a hollow clink as it hit the snow six yards from the tent door. Speech was slurred, movements
strange, and repartee excellent.
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At some stage we spilled out in our down slippers with ski poles and the odd ice axe, and we ascended
the little peak behind the camp. The sight of Gobey in heaps all over the place trying to climb quite steep
hard snow in his down booties was totally creasing. At one stage in the climb he was heard to mutter
`there's feathers coming out of my feet.' `Get plucked' someone shouted sympathetically, and the hairy
ascent went on.
It was only about 100' when we looked out at it again this morning, but last night it was a Nordwand.
We threw stones from the top like schoolboys, then for some reason, surely overheating , Dave took off
his shirt, and stood boldly asserting something. (We had many moments like this during our trip, where
we joyfully cocked a snook at the elements that we honored so much, and which tested us to our limits
almost every day. The Antarctic triggered so many interests, and engendered so much admiration, that
we had to, every now and then, just shout out).

So, not to be outdone, I stripped starkers, stood on my socks, and raised an iceaxe to the moon and
King George. The sounds of my demoniacal utterances were mercifully drowned in the click of many
shutters.
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Rather shamefacedly, I dressed again, and consoled myself with a hurly burly glissade on my bottom,
arriving all ends up somewhere near the tents. There was still quite a bit of energy left. Gobey seized an
ice axe and strode towards our tent with another summit on his mind, and loud intentions of cutting
steps up it. We hastily disarmed him, and offered him instead a crevasse pole to throw as far as he
could. He managed this with gusto. Thus are the germs of new olympic sports introduced into new
settings. His prowess sparked off a series of competitions which slowed us down considerably and
wiggled the whisky round inside us to the point where it again became noticeable, so we dribbled off
into the tents. Some had a brew. I remember seeing Bruce with a large grin on his face and MY sleeping
bag pulled all the way up to his face when I finally got back in. Contemplating the high cost of renting it
for the night, plus the unsavory idea of my taking over his (he was the most scrupulousy clean of all of
us) he handed it over.
I slept like the dead, and woke up like it too.
JANUARY2ND MONDAY JOURNEY TO ANAKIWA CAMP
I got up with that birdcage taste in my mouth, and drank four mugfulls of lemon brew and sweated like a
pig. Very hot, 16° and no wind even this high up, with perfect visibility, but with slight lines of cloud to
the NE. Lazy morning. Judging from the lack of movement and insulting replies from the next tent, they
are feeling it too. So a slow start to the day. We got packed up and ready to move by about 1530, rope
braking both sledges, since we were all very aware of the dangerous descent ahead. We decided to put
Hank in front with Dan, with no necessity for him to be held in gear (i.e. cruise in neutral). Two sledges
behind, and good old Lil acting in her capacity as brake van at the rear, with Bruce holding her in gear.

I skiid down, 1500' probably, the longest and probably the most enjoyable of my life. Very difficult
surfaces, ranging all over the surface spectrum, soft snow, blue ice to hard sastrugi, but I fell only
seldom, and then only really just a touch and up again. I found a tendency for the sastrugi to grab my
uphill ski a lot.
The baggage train worked a treat. We were down in an hour, down the slope it had taken us six or seven
to get up. That I without doubt the most efficient way of negotiating steep slopes downhill with loads.
The front sledge must keep moving though and not stop without plenty of warning, otherwise
everything folds. It is almost impossible to stop when going straight downhill anyway, a fact to
remember when going through slot country. Perhaps double rope brakes are the solution.
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We loaded up at the dump at 1630, had lunch and took off downhill again at a spanking speed over
good surfaces, five miles round the base of Supernal to a smaller peak which we had seen from
Supernal, and which I named Mt Anakiwa, after the NZ Outward Bound School that had kindly let me
go for this expedition.

It was the most prominent and geologically interesting peak we had yet seen. At last the RBG (darker)
rock was juxtaposed with the more photogenic granite orange. Large sills of the paler granitic were
visible intruding into the older rock, giving us the clue that the contact we are looking for is to be found
on this side of the Mariner.
As we travelled east to Anakiwa, the weather was still fine and warmer. We arrived at our camp site at
1800, right underneath the nose of the S ridge of Anakiwa, where we turned over our sledge on the
steep, hard white snow. Sharp escarpments towered up 1200' above us, a very fine and dramatic little
peak. Bruce and Dave had exhibited no particular desire to tackle the obvious climb necessary to get on
top of this peak, but expressed their preference to examine outcrops on the edge of the Mariner to the
North of us. [They eventually traveled 8 miles out to Onlooker and back, where they found fine corniced
ridges which yielded schist samples and pyrite crystals (fool's gold!)
So Hank and I got our tent pitched, kitted up, and took our toboggan up steep hard snow to the NE ridge
of Anakiwa. We geologized for an hour, sampling the contacts, noting distances, heights, dips and strikes
and so forth. Hank was excited, clearly. We did a dangerous traverse almost to the foot of a short
couloir leading to a col where the NE ridge joined the main mountain. I looked up through the couloir,
and saw some very steep ice and rock, and was in some doubt as to which route to take. We were
starting our climb at 2000 hrs. It was obviously not going to be easy, and the others were miles away.
Premonitions flitted through my mind. It all looked a bit formidable, however ,we cramponned up easily
to the col, which we called `Amber'
Here was Hank examining the options above us.
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To our left, rock walls rose up sheer to the S ridge. High, and further to to our left, an obvious gap in the
S ridge could be gained by a short, very steep snow lead, but the ridge beyond looked full of vertical
steps, and I didn’t feel like embarking on a long route now. I noted the col in the S ridge as a possibility
for descent since we were now out of the sun, and the -16° temp was beginning to become apparent.
We plumped for the steep snow shoulder abutting the NE side of the peak as the obvious fastest though
probably the most exposed route.
This was my sketch map of the mountain, and our way up to the top:
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Several moderate icy snow pitches led up the gulley close to rock all the way, and we moved one by one
with belays until we got to a prominent rock needle which marked the foot of the snow shoulder on our
side. On the way up, to the south we could glimpse Mt Murchson around the edge of Supernal.

At length after some tricky moves over powder snow on rock we reached the summit buttress.
Overhanging walls led upwards for 100', not time to start tangling with Grade VI rock. So we pushed
round to the point where the N ridge joins the summit. We gained the N ridge quite easily, only to find it
jagged and pointed, with another considerable rock pitch to gain the summit itself. Using pitons for
belays in the rock, we traversed around to the NW and finally right round to the S ridge again, thus
completely encircling the summit, before tackling steep rock from the SW, where a Grade IV route
(unnecessary) got me to the summit. It was difficult to find a belay on top, but I got a peg in, and
brought Hank up. This was our most difficult (technical) summit to date. The tents were clearly visible
right at the foot of the S ridge. The view to the north was spectacular.
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It was 2100 hrs. We decided to descend the S ridge, and the traverse to the col I had seen on the way
up, climb down the short steep snowwall to our couloir below Amber, and back to the toboggan. We
moved together with crampons off, belaying occasionally over exposed steps. This route down was
expose and loose, with very variable snow. I should have been more aware of the late hour, our
tiredness and the boozy night before. But we traversed OK and got to the S col in the ridge. A few feet
further saw us onto the very hard, steep snow section.
Rather than go through the tedium of refitting crampons for just the few hundred feet (and I hate
cramponning down these slopes anyway) we decided to do controlled glissades on shaft belays. I
lowered Hank on a mediocre rock belay which I changed in midstream to round my iceaxe.He at first
was rationally apprehensive, but my confidence swayed him, and he shouted up that it was easy and
well-controlled. He took a good shaft down and was ready for me, and I started down in good shape.
At this stage he was about 70' below me. I had a schrund and rock to my right about level with him, and
then I couldn't see any further, since the angle steepened considerably. Standing on the packed snow,
without crampons, and axe in hand, my feet suddenly shot away, and I was on my back, going like a
train.
I remember trying to roll over and use my axe for a pick-stop, but my instinctive roll was to my right (as I
had always practised, and my axe was, unaccountably, in my left hand. Powder snow from my feet was
blinding me, and I was not able to brake. Dimly, I saw the schrund coming up, and the rock block sticking
out towards me. I used my left leg deliberately to steer myself away from this, and I think I slowed up a
bit, though the speed of fall was terrific. About then I lost my axe, and my hands were out sideways
trying vainly to scratch some grip. The powder from my feet was getting in my eyes continually, and the
sense of plummeting downwards was actively horrifying. Suddenly I saw the rocks and boulders ahead
marking the start of the couloir. It was like looking at the verge, or median straight ahead of you when
you are in a car which leaves the road at high speed. Quite clearly I knew I was about to hit those rocks
flat out. My one and only idea was to stop this crazy stuff as quickly as possible (I remember this very
clearly today). I hoped to stop at the first rock by making myself as soft as and spread out as I could and
thudding into it and just STOPPING. I relaxed consciously, felt no fear at all - extraordinary - with only
interest in how quickly I could stop this nonsense. A sort of relief. I knew the rocks had to stop me, and
this ridiculous undignified descent would be over. I hit the first one with a sort of glance on my favorite
thigh (left!).. no pain… shot into the air off it, and then came grotesquely to a halt as the rope stretched
and dumped me. Hank had saved both of our lives. Precisely at the instant I hit the first rock, and went
airborne, the rope tightened, saving me from crashing into the main clump immediately below.
As usual, my first impulse was to stand up. Perfect. Like Piglet. Actually nothing didn't work, and I stood,
watching Hank's concerned face and shouted questions above me over the crest. I shouted an amused
OK. His craggy endearing face looked very worried, but he'd saved me. His chief worry was that he had
too much rope out. At first he had thought I was fooling around, because I sometimes glissade on my
back, but when I gathered enormous speed, he lost sight of me because of the plume of powder snow as
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I initially tried to brake with my feet (the snow was so hard that I skated over it, otherwise I would have
flipped head over heels). Finally I disappeared over the crest, and he applied the dynamic belay as soon
and as shortly as he could. He was very worried that I would hit the rocks before the rope came tight.
Perhaps that is the luckiest break (pun) I have ever had. I fell 140', and precisely at the moment I hit the
first small stone (!) the rope came tight. If I had pulled Hank off, we both would have funnelled into the
couloir, and would probably have ended up somewhere near the tents at the bottom of the S ridge. I
should have been ashamed, and was. THANKS Hank.
On return we had a good cup of tea and slept for 9 hours straight. Temp -17°. No wInd.
3rd JANUARY TUESDAY
I woke at 1100 hrs to a slight wind from the S, with gusts to 15K. Fine though some high cloud over the
Plateau blowing off the edge of the NE ridge of Mt. Anakiwa, like leaping flames, a coloured crest which
catches the sun. Anakiwa, the goddess venting her wrath at our violation. One which so nearly caught us
in the mountaineer's snare.
Discussing Mt Murchison in the tent this afternoon, after a good sleep, we are going to try to do our
geologizing in slightly better visibility when the sun is down a bit and the sastrugi more shadowed so we
can see the surface better for travel. We all agree that our next section will be hard, and the most
difficult part of our journey is yet to come. I believe firmly, looking at the aerial photos that we have, if
we can fight to get our camp into the high cwm below the summit, we can climb it. However, on the way
there, there are slots all the way down, and steep slopes which we have to negotiate with the loads,
plus crevasses and icefalls all the way up the mountain. We are all determined to make the best of it.
Our next radio sched is on the 5th Thursday. I will ask for our pullout date to be on the 26th January, a
Thursday, which gives us just three weeks to get down to Murchison, climb it, and back.
We all want some time at Scott Base to declimatize, get clean (!) have a PX visit, and Hank doesn't want
to jeopardize his chances of an attempt on Erebus, naturally enough. It all depends on the weather. We
might be ready earlier, and certainly if out new PUP is accepted by the US Navy. I'm working on the
principle that we can always fill in time profitably, and we have food until Feb 3rd, but will only cut our
chances if we are rushed for some reason.
My last night's fall was a warning. Too tired, must take care. 3 weeks to go. We've done so well, both
toboggans and people, working like FFs, would be a shame to spoil it now. It is true that Murchison
hangs on us like a trophy.. she's hard, and has the power to make or break us. Last night I dreamt I got
home (Bishop Monkton) and was consoled by an indulgent family for not getting Murchison! I want
very much for us to climb it, but am soberly determined not to be pushed into an ascent for which we
are not really equipped. Our toboggans and sledges are capable of carrying polar tents, but we have only
one portable mountain tent, and our expedition is geared to motorized transport. A major mountain
and icefalls may beat us simply because manpacking would take us so long. However, where there's a
will….. and there are four of us.
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One realizes how things have changed since the old days. Shackleton's incredible 800 mile voyage and
traverse of S. Georgia, Lt Greely's exploits in the Arctic, Ejnar Mikkelsen in `Two against the Ice' in
Greenland, who got to the stage where the man with the gun always walked in front, or Peter Freuchen,
the vagrant viking who dug himself out of a hole in Greenland snow with one of his own copralites. I
wonder in an objective way whether we could ever reach the stage of `eyeing' each other with that kind
of suspicion.
The advantages of our trip are:
i) we are working, as it were, on the shoulders of hundreds of others
ii) we are not carrying full loads all the time
iii) we have machines which are reliable - after all Scott had them, and would have used them had he
been able, and we are working in a good tradition e.g. Hillary's Fergies
iv) we have air support and radio
v) we have good air photos of the region, and
vi) we have much better equipment, clothing and food.
We sometimes objectively compare our own expedition -traveling through new country - with the old
ones and wonder how we would have survived, whether we would have been the first to go, or the last.
Dave says that the British tradition is that the `great' explorers who did exactly what we are doing were
either Arabian scholars or Naval captains, i.e. someone special. The idea of the ordinary man round the
corner, like ourselves, doing it makes it difficult to equate our own trip with the epics, though in many
ways we are doing the same, at least experiencing the same conditions and weather.
Bruce says there are many men who, if you offered them £1000 for three months in Antarctica would
firmly say `no'. Others of course would pay for the privilege. Others would say no and wish yes. Others
might say yes, and when it came to the point, make the cruel decision that, for various reasons they
couldn't quite manage to spare the time, or `leave the farm' etc
We hopped out of our tents for a day's geologizing at 1700 hrs. Fine, warm (-12°), no wind, but the usual
radiated warning from over on the Plateau. We shot up on two toboggans to the granite sills we had
seen yesterday. Hank and I tangented off to take some photos on the NE ridge from which we climbed
Anakiwa, which we named Amber col. We went on up to the highest point just off the end of the NE
ridge, saw slots ahead and a very steep slope, so traversed back down and round the nunatak on the
Supernal side, over fair surfaces, to a small icefall terraced with crevasses at the foot of Misconception
Cwm. Hank wandered off alone among the crevasses trying to find his own route, looking like Christian
in the slough of despond. After much stopping, peering, probing and generally farting around, we finally
got through, and made off for the NE end of Misconception.
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That was where Hank found the contact, at the end of the ridge. Great excitement from Hank, whose
geologist's nose had sniffed out this spot. His professionalism was a matter of pride for him, and I
respected that very much as did Dave.

I must however honestly confess that it stupefies me to think of the money that has been spent (and
lives risked) actually on such an insignificant piece of information. I clearly don’t understand geology. It
seems to me to be a very approximate and opinionated subject for a science. The jargon offends my ear,
and after all's said and done, what is left but a rock? Search for specific minerals, yes, but just a
hobbledehoy rather haphazard general recce of an area, I simply cannot see it justifying danger to life
and limb and literally tens of thousands of pounds in expenses. It merely cements my opinion that there
is much more than the pure geology involved in the raison d' être for this and similar expeditions.
Anyway, notwithstanding my private feelings, great rejoicing! I was glad that our work in this area was
now finished. I think we have covered it all fairly fully. I skiid on down to the nevé, and we shot across to
the outcrops on this side of the Mariner to ascertain again they were granitic arms from the contact
Hank had found at Misconception. The weather looked to be worsening. We shot good views of the
Mariner under the now familiar warnings in the sky, climbed back into our toboggans and made good
time back to our camp. A full icebow surrounded the sun, and thick dark cloud now enveloped the
Plateau. We argued inconclusively about going on to the dump. My policy is never to try and enforce
something as `leader' unless I'm certain of the issue in my own mind. The others were unanimously for
NOT going on. It was about four hours more to the dump, weather worsening. They seemed to think we
would have better weather tomorrow, though I was fairly certain of the signs, and wanted to get
psychologically finished with this leg while we can. It seemed a crime to sleep in weather in which we
could travel, when we could sleep all day tomorrow in weather we could not. So I was fairly
disappointed in the lack of response, but felt we had done well, and had three hard days after five
utterly wasted days around Christmas when we slept and ate like gluttons.
Well it was all sorted out for us by fate's fickle finger. The lid was finally put on the evening when the full
saucepan of boiling water upset all over Hank's legs while he was logging his rock samples. The tent floor
slopes, and the bubbling pot must have sidled along to the edge of the cooking box on which it stood.
Anyway, he screamed and shot out the door. I followed and whipped his trousers off and got snow onto
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the area. I think it wasn't too bad, but extremely painful, and Graham was very shocked and in no fit
state to do much. We got a brew going and I put optulle on his ankle and bum, and smeared antibiotic
ointment on one shin and knee, and a small part of the other leg. I bandaged him, gave him three
Disprin and a hot sweet drink of tea, and a half hour he was OK. The others cooked him a parsley
omelette, then he carried on filling out his log, and slept well. Apart from a nasty patch on his ankle, I
think the rest is superficial , though he will be limited in movement, wearing boots etc… Temp -15° at
2400 hours.

JANUARY 4TH WEDNESDAY
Woke to whiteout. It was snowing, and a wind from the NW. I knew it. If we'd moved, none of this
would have happened. But now there is no way we can travel in this, and Hank is sore and glad of some
time to recuperate.
A sleepy day. I read Rascovich `The Bedford Incident'. Thoroughly absorbed me, and I liked the
Shakespearian catharsis at the end. The character of Finlander was far outshone by Schrepke. But a fine
book.
I dressed Hank's scalds again this afternoon. One foot is extensively blistered, with the leg just red and
inflamed. The buttock we left alone, along with the other leg. It doesn't look so bad as long as it does get
infected. The weather seemed to be clearing despite the N wind this morning, but there was still cloud
over the Plateau and Mt Supernal just South of us.
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THURSDAY 5TH.
Fine, no wind, but some cloud rolling up from the Mariner in a kind of circle from East to West. Our
position is 165° 41' E 73° 1' S. We are just off the southern tip of Anakiwa, directly to the N of
Supernal. We have found the contact we were sent into the field to find, and we are all very pleased,
and are proceeding back to our dump by the Retreat Hills Nevé, and so on to the last leg of our journey.
Notes for next radio sched. We will request pickup at our most convenient date January 26th. We have a
slight accident to report. Extensive scalds to left foot Graham Hancox Jan 4th 0200 hours. Lovemaking
may be difficult on return to NZ, but responding well to treatment so far. Is expected to pass driving
test for toboggan soon, meanwhile is walking on his hands. Nothing serious yet, will keep you informed.
Telegram for Bruce Riddolls.
When we got through, we heard news this morning from Radio Australia that Donald Campbell was
dead, and the NZ racing ace Kerry Grant seriously ill, two NZ climbers are missing on Mt Cook , and a
giant crab was caught off the NSW coast weighing 23 pounds, two feet across, and the pincers could
break a man's arm (?).
Query about the pickup from Colin as to our PUP, in a long discussion this morning with Colin and Ross
about his being picked up by the icebreaker Staten Island on the 13th. The ship is coming down via
Hallett, and sounds as though it will steam through open water to Cape Washington, then break in to
pick up Ross, all very dramatic compared to our mundane return to our PUP.
Just heard the Kookaburras on Radio Australia, all the way from Melbourne, making me ridiculusly
nostalgic. Today, for the first time, I look forward to getting back to civilization. Ross has finished his
work. Murchison seems remote and difficult. Hank's morale is very low today. Driving the toboggan, his
foot was most painful even in the least necessary movement. He is conscious of his inability to take full
part, and this contributes to his misery. Also he does not feel he can get high altitude boots on in time to
climb Murchison.
It is a difficult problem. WE have three weeks as from today to do about 100 miles and climb a major
mountain. Every step we take toward Murchison from here has to be retraced (uphill) to our PUP. We
will need four men, though not so much on the downward journey toward the coast. If his leg gets
better on the way, and on the mountain itself, then he will be able to pull his weight back up. Perhaps it
is fairer not to go down at all, apart from the pure safety angle, so that, if one misses out, especially
Hank - the one with the most stamina in the party- then we all miss out. We can make up for it on Mt
Cook when we get back. Our purpose after all has been achieved. It would be a great pity to go back
wishing we had in fact bagged Murchison, but far worse to go down there and risk Hank just for the sake
of tribal ambition. I think we pray for a lie-up day tomorrow to relieve us from having to make the
decision immediately. Depends mainly on how everything shapes up in the next couple of days,
weather, Hank, and our general spirits and determination.
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To my mind Hank's is not intrinsically a bad injury, just awkward. The big danger is infection, though that
we are taking care of with antibiotic ointment and powder. Also, after a half day in mukluks it is not sire
at all, but quite comfortable despite some trudging beside the sledge. Hopeful!
We slept after the radio sched this morning, and packed in a leisurely way to the accompaniment of
steadily worsening weather coming in from the Plateau. Soft new snow, up to a foot deep in places,
exhibiting for us some of Antarctica's rare precipitation on the night before last.
We left the site at 1700 hrs, with me skiing behind Dan's sledge. I hurt my back a bit, so gave it away and
hopped on the sledge. Dan started coughing and seemed to overheat. We checked the oil , and that was
alright, and the carburetion also checked out, but the engine seemed starved. For a while, he stumbled,
then miraculously picked up, and we had no more trouble. [These toboggans were truly amazing,
putting up with all kinds of abuse and hardship].
The whiteout began slowly sliding in on us from the Plateau. First we watched as it covered the Pleiades,
then Mt Gobey, and finally the sun became an orange disc. We still seemed miles from our dump. We
happily followed Lil's tracks (they were about 20 minutes ahead) and found the others at the dump with
their tent up.
An inconclusive and timid sort of a day. The pressure seems to have gone off, and we have sort of lost
our momentum. Hank's incapacitation has somehow altered the whole concept of the trip, showing us
how much we all have depended on his courage, strength and selflessness. He's always been out front.
It's a bloody shame. Still we are all OK and hope for the best.
I must do some splicing tonight, since our hemp sledge tank lashing ropes are about shot. It's good to be
back at the dump though. We have three weeks from today! I'm cooking one of my curries tonight.
Hank is sleeping. Temp -14° and no wind at 2000 hrs. The cloud is still rolling in very slowly. I wouldn't
mind a whiteout tomorrow. I didn’t enjoy today's journey very much. Low morale is infectious. It
snowed through the night, with the mystical aurora and circled cross in the sky, like the holy rood.
6th JANUARY FRIDAY
When I got to dressing Hank's foot gain this morning, it was very painful for him, and the open blister
had worsened. It was a lost day, complete whiteout with snowfall, frustrating indeed. I read all day,
furiously trying to forget that our expedition has got to come to an early termination.
7th SATURDAY
Weather no better this morning, with a slight wind from the West, and the barometer was dropping. By
afternoon it was clear over us, the wind lessened, and our barometer gained a bit.
We all got together in the tent and faced it just now. Much against my feelings, we have agreed that it is
purposeless to go on. Hank naturally wants his foot to heal quickly, but Antarctic exploration is
antithetical to that. Our geological programme is finished successfully, and Murchison was really only a
perk. The geology on the South side of the Meander Glacier is not really important, but I knew that
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Murchison was the cherry on the cake for me. It would have involved our most difficult terrain yet,
down as far as about 5000' from our elevation here at around 8'000' then straight up to more than
11,000'. A magnificent peak and a fitting end to a fine adventure. However the spirit is not there any
more. I cannot drive it, because in my heart I cannot justify it. To undertake patently the hardest part of
our expedition, geologically unnecessary, with our key man incapacitated, could scarcely be wisely
defended even if nothing went wrong. And if anything DID go wrong - Hank's foot gets infected, a sledge
overturns into a crevasse without enough manpower to get it out, or an accident on the mountain
without adequate reserves, - this being a government (taxpayer) funded endeavour to discover some
bloody geological contact… we are hogtied.
I can't help feeling a bit feeble about it all. The atmosphere in the tent was a bit tense this morning as I
made my point of view, that we could with some effort still make it. If this was a private expedition with
the avowed object of climbing Murchison, and I was leader, there would be no question of turning back.
But it is not and it is not. Therefore to Hank's and my deep regret, and probably to the others' relief
(though I might be a bit unfair), we are going to come up to Colin on our radio sched tomorrow, report
job finished, and request `out' as soon as possible because of the above reasons.
Here's how I laid it out in my log.
RADIO SCHED FOR TOMORROW
Position 165° 17' E 73° 2' S at the Retreat Hills Dump
1. Nature of Hank's injury: extensive blistering to arch of left foot, large open blister on front of left leg
where shin joins ankle, minor burns left shin and right buttock; no infection; quite comfortable , as
usual, when incumbent. The only problem is it needs time to heal, movement aggravates it, and it would
be better if it had medical attention beyond what we can do here (assessment of degree burn, more
antiseptic conditions for treatment).
2. We feel it unwise to tackle the last and most difficult part of our journey when
- one man is injured
- our geological job is thoroughly completed anyway, and
- the geology on the S side of the Meander is negligible
3. The last part of our jaunt was much looked forward to by all, but now no longer, and we feel it is not
justifiable under these circumstances. Considering these points, we come up with the logical request
that we should return to base as soon as conveniently possible.
Our factors relative to this return:
- there is no question of emergency as at time of speaking, and
- we can get back to PUP in three days, weather permitting
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Your factors, as we see them:
- plane availability
- accommodation at base
- others we haven't thought of
Finally, really sorry to foist this on you. Some private disappointment naturally at this end, but we
consider this the best course from our angle anyway.
Colin's possible queries:
- any alternative programme? response: any movement painful and aggravating, and 25%
incapacitation of crew.
- just sit around until it heals? response: medical attention preferable, more hygenic conditions
as aid to healing.
8TH JANUARY SUNDAY
We got Colin this morning but had of course a shockingly bad sched. We were hopping outside the tent
and changing aerials over to another frequency (7490) and back again. We finally raised Scott Base at
0930 hrs. At length we found Colin, and communicated that there was no emergency, and suggested we
would call back when the channels were less disturbed, so we agreed on 1900 hrs tonight.
We read and played chess all day, putting off the evil hour. Then we got the Base back on the air, Dave
Brown sounding far too cheerful. I asked for Colin. The comms were pretty good. I said my piece, slowly
and deliberately, and he took it all down, and ultimately commented only on its logic, thanking me for
making it all so clear, and asked for time to discuss it with Dave L and the Americans. He was very
receptive and concerned, and as practical as one would expect. Altogether an excellent leader.
So we wait until tomorrow at the same time 1900 hrs. I felt very flaccid after the dispatch, although we
have done nothing to be ashamed of, we have done really well. [looking back, it is clear our affection
and respect for Hank underlay this decision].
It is very cold tonight -24°, with good visibility and no wind, with fair weather cloud on the Plateau. I
immersed myself in the depths of Mark Twain, then slept with relief.
9TH JANUARY MONDAY
We decided to get off our stumps today, into fine and warmer weather. The wind had dropped, and we
began to figure out how again to negotiate the heavy powder which still remained from earlier storms.
We took two toboggans and I donned skis, and got towed all the way out to the last of the Retreat Hills.
The snow was soft in hollows below the sastrugi, making a good surface . We found beacon sandstone
and some more glass deposits. But above all, we got a wonderful view of Murchison, and I made a quick
back-of-the-envelope sketch of what I thought would be a good route from the NW. We would I think
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have been able to get toboggans up quite high, perhaps enough to make a camp from which the summit
could be climbed directly. I feel sure we would have made it. The second mountain named with an `M' I
have been cheated out of!49
We saw what Bruce said were worm tracks (petrified) in the rock on the Retreat Hills. Suitably
impressed, I skiid down and Bruce drove to a tiny piece of outcrop on the Overlord side which proved to
be basalt.
One of my most memorable and joyful activities was skiing, often way out and beyond or to the side of
the toboggans, which were always there to tow me uphill, or along the flat, as necessary. This time I
was towed all the way to the camp. Since we had no sledge, Dave started to yaw and circle like a power
boat, and I got the message happily, and thus was born yet another Antarctic sport `tow-skiing' which
we could add to our bucket of others (crevasse pole-throw, boulder roll) . It was fairly sporty on a 30'
rope, as a tight turn can produce exotic speeds. We finally returned to the campsite to check on Hank,
out came cameras, and we burned around the tents for a half an hour until it was time for a brew and
the radio sched.
Hank and I began to consider the possibility of Cook and Tasman when we got back, but also a trip to
Overlord if Base gives us enough time before pickup. Dave is off again with his sword of `Damm `er
cockles' and `Clopreata'. I got a whiff of my underpants this morning, smelt like a Yorkshire midden. It
will be good to get a bath. Bruce reckons Hank will just about need a shave when he gets back to Base,
since his beard is beginning to show.
RADIO SCHED: FRIDAY JAN 13TH
We will be picked up at our original PIP. No indication yet of time. Ross came up afterwards with news
of volcanic activity on Mt Melbourne, and something about Borchgrevink's penguin colony at Cape
Adare. Ian Stirling came on the air from Franklin Island, trying to contact the icebreaker, without
success, then Ross, myself and Ian were loudly interrupted by Dave Brown with a pithy reminder that we
were `bleeding' into the time slot always left open for emergency scheds. OOOPs …! Who knows when
any one of us might need that space. So we shut up until 1930 when Dave B came back, contacted Ian
and everything worked.
0000hrs. Pale pure light outside. The surface of the horizon shimmers in waves like a desert vista. at 24°. It is most unnaturally bright outside. The snowfield is like a hazy, ice-blue sea, quite stunning. Inside
the tent, the tea slops in our mugs are solid ice. Without stirring from my pit, through the sleeve, I can
see the crest of the Plateau which I reached on my skis weeks ago, and behind a gentle bank of cloud.
Our barometer has dropped to a steady low, but the weather seems stale so far. My hands are cold, but
Herman Melville says `truly to enjoy bodily warmth, some part of you must be cold'. Like the Polynesian
Queequeg, ` in the bed, the tip of your nose or the crown of your head be slightly chilled, why then,
indeed, in the general consciousness you feel most delightfully and unmistakably warm. For this reason
49

I had sought permission to climb Macha Puchare in Nepal, and had received it, but was later informed that my
permit was withdrawn since the mountain was (understandably) declared sacred.
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a sleeping apartment should never be furnished with a fire, which is one of the luxurious discomforts of
the rich. For the height of this sort of deliciousness is to have nothing but the blanket between you and
your snugness and the cold of the outer air. Then there you lie like the one warm spark in the heart of
an arctic crystal.'. So I suppose I should be satisfied.
TUESDAY 10TH
Temp -13°, no wind, good visibility with cloud rolling in from the glaciers, lying in layers around the
Mariner, but none near us yet.
The moment I have been dreading as arrived. I really should have allowed a let-out in this Herc business,
since we took the dressing off Hank's foot for first time since Friday. So much better it is extraordinary.
For the first time it looks as though we might be able to carry on. I feel Colin must know this, so that at
least we have discussed the dilemma with Base, as we should do.
It does look as though Hank's foot will be OK. Possibly will return to Base pretty well recovered. The
situation has changed somewhat. Infection has not set in, and we have not moved much in four days of
good weather. The wound has healed beyond our expectations (none of us having experience of having
healed in the Antarctic other than Hank himself) and the decision which seemed the only logical one in
the circumstances a week ago now seems possible to reverse.
It is a definite dilemma. I SHOULD HAVE ALLOWED MORE TIME BEFORE WE FINALLY DECIDED, BUT THE
PRESSURE WAS ON, and the choice was the only one then since we had nowhere to go but Murchison,
and that was not justifiable under the circumstances we found ourselves, [and our natural concerns for
Hank.]
So what I'll do is merely present Colin with the problem, and again, our options: we can still come out
early, or continue with our original programme. well, ANSWER CAME THERE ONE. Colin allayed all our
fears. He had other similar situations in the islands where by the time an injured bloke was picked up he
was perfectly alright, and felt bad at having a ship come all that way . The only important things is that
the bloke is OK, and the decision was the right one at the time. He said that he had fully expected this,
and had always understood that there was no question of emergency. The last part of our trip is really
redundant now we have found the contact, and he seemed quite resigned to our judgment. A full return
trip has been arranged, TV cameras and all. Colin will be on the plane, and we will then have a
conducted tour by air.
RELIEF! Colin has the power [and ability] to completely restore morale.
Gobey was on rare form this afternoon with more improbably bawdy tales. His hilarious speedy
gonzales story is recorded in my journal, where it shall remain.
We left at 2230. While packing up, the indefatigable Hancox breaks our tentpole. Let's hope it will be
easy to mend. After an hour easy going, it was obvious we would be overtaken by encroaching cloud
cover spreading around us from the Plateau. I got onto skis, just as I was cresting the slope down to our
last camp, and I schussed down into the mist. A red glow separated the snow from the sky. The sun
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disappeared behind Mt Gobey, and we prudently stopped and pitched tents with now well practiced
skills. Naturally, our tent was useless. Hank, bless him, disappeared inside the horizontal ministructure,
bulging into a comic sight. He spent half an hour splinting two ice pitons either side, while those of us
watching with moving commentary in the -26° temp outside were treated to a fascinating kaleidoscope
of changing colours and shapes as the Retreat Hills came and went into the mist. An extraordinary wind
effect eddied the low mist in a circular motion exactly opposite to the higher stuff. This introduced a
curious contra-circular current of light and shade with the sun breaking through in the usual horizontal
bands of multi-colour. We have a feeling we have seen it all before in Wilson's amazing paintings.
We sleep crammed into in the Meade tent tonight.
WEDNESDAY 11TH
It is becoming a habit We woke at midday to intermittent weather, with visibility poor, but not enough
to stop us. Temp -16°. I took Dan over to our former site and dug under our Christmas camp for our
brush. I found it, and dug desultorily for the missing ice axe, without success. I shot back, and found
them all packed up. We took off at 1700 hrs into the sun, going with it just on our left shoulder. After
two hours there was the fabled icebow again around the sun as the retreat Hills faded into the mist. It
almost seemed as if the heavens were putting it all on for us, beseeching us to stay. The remarkable
vision kept us company for most of the day, clouds scudding violet blue and red as they crossed the
bands, seeming to burn up the mist. The snow around us reflected the pastel grey and orange colours.
Again the only man who captured this was the incomparable Wilson. Everything within the Antarctic
coordinates was in his brain. This is his painting of Erebus from Hut Point.
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At about 1900, the drift started. This one of the most beautiful things I have ever seen in my life, the
restless smoky beginnings of the drift. It starts with spontaneous starts and little tugs, and grows until it
snakes endlessly across the satrugi in front of you, intangible, and always presaging the incoming threat
of bad weather. We were steering by the sun which continually provided us this magnificent display.
Visibility worsened as the wind grew, its busy scouts thronging the snow surface, probing every corner,
so that it searched out the openings in your hood, your outer mitts, your waist as you sat in the
toboggan seat. We stopped finally, and put up camp with difficulty in the now 25K wind from the E. We
crawled cursing into our tiny Meade, suffering cramps for two hours as we cooked. Steam from the
pressure cooker condensed on the ceiling, froze, and every flap of the wind shook a snowstorm onto us.
Got a bit short-tempered. Here we were with snow lining through the donger, even through the tent
fabric it seemed, not even knowing where we were. We had traveled N for six miles, NW for 8, then NE
for 2, thereby steering a line that we figured would take us clear of all crevasses. Sixteen miles to
nowhere. After we spent another fruitless half hour brushing powder snow off ourselves and our
sleeping bags into the tent edges, we slept well at -19°.
THURSDAY 12TH
Woke at 0600 to high wind and drift puffing irregularly through the donger and all over the tent. Every
slap of the wind sent a shower of icy powder down onto us. We went next door swiftly [and gratefully]
for the radio sched. Told them candidly we were pinned down and didn’t exactly know where we were.
Base Radio Met Report told us we were catching the tail end of a low that has been over us for some
days. This measures up with our own records, but interestingly, not accompanied this time by the usual
`radiation' cloud signs from above the Plateau, that until now had reliably presaged our bad weather for
us, followed often by wind change and shit hurled at us from the sea.
We had a very stormy night with winds up to 45 K from the E. It was hard to believe we would be
punished like this, by the tail end of a depression no less! We all crammed in our bags into one tent,
playing Liar compulsively, the finally to bed at 0200 hrs. The wind was strong, very cold with temp
(about our coldest) at -26°.
FRIDAY 13TH JANUARY UNLUCKY DAY OF WITHDRAWAL
This is the last, very sketchy field entry in my log.
Wind dropped completely
0800 radio sched. good visibility for ten miles, no wind 3/8 cloud
0900 first intimation weather might still be dicey around us
0930 mist closed in from the W
1000 rang Scott Base to inform of weather change, but continued in and out of mist.
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1015 heard plane, lit flaming signals etc.
1030 heard reverse pitch on the propellers signalling landing; rang Base and told them to keep engines
going we would home in on the sound.
1130 met Commander Frontz and Coiln on the ground
[the Commander generous-spirited, came out walking from the plane to meet us]

1150 loaded up, took off, conducted tour around Murchison, and back to base, much bumpier landing
than the Plateau!
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All of those notes cover what was an emotional and somewhat reserved departure from a place that has
remained in my soul ever since. It was amazing that the weather relented, and cleared enough on the
Plateau for the plane to land and pick us up. We spent a total of fifty days in the field, pitched and broke
camp eighteen times, climbed six first ascents, traveled several hundred miles50 across uncharted
territory, found the contact which was the purpose of our mission, and kept our cool throughout.
On return to Base, we had TV cameras filming us in our dusky baths as we ridded ourselves of encrusted
filth. We received all sorts of kind accolades, meetings with various folks interested in our experiences,
and bringing us welcome letters from home Here I'm sharing a letter from my father Tom.

50

calculated at 559 toboggan miles traveled; petrol consumption was 91 gallons at just over 6 mpg
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We were greeted by politicians, and found congratulatory mail from entrepreneurial collectors asking
us for signed letters and franked stamps.
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We played lots of darts, and played music often.

I drafted a letter to the Webb family about our proposal to name the large nevé heading what we had
called the Seafarer Glacier, after their son Dexter (both the names stuck, and are now on the maps).
Here is the first page:
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But the best memory I have of the return was feedback from Colin. He had already sent me a note at
Christmas about the music at base before we left.

He took me aside one day, telling me that he had noted, in contrast to other field teams as they reacclimatized to Base life, our group went everywhere together, ate always together at the same table,
were like a family, even after all that isolation. He said that was unusual, and spoke for our continued
comfort in each other's company as a group. He was right. The joy, pain and elemental existence we
had experienced, shared and pretty much deeply enjoyed was deep down and framed in gratitude to
each other. I exchanged mutual admirations with him and he eventually sent me this letter.
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I stayed in touch with all of the team for a while, and Hank and Bruce both came to the US to visit. I was
most closely in touch with my tentmate and fellow violinist Hank of course. He became a well known NZ
university prof and researcher went on to another Antarctic tour with Ed Hillary. Here he is standing far
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left with the group at Hallett Station.

In fact when I lost touch with him after that, I wrote to Sir Edmund and asked him to get Hank back in
touch with me, and he did.
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So, that is the tale of our little journey. When we returned our equipment back to the base hangar
where we had found it all those days earlier, we decided on a few lines to add to the inscriptions on the
tent wall, from James Elroy Flecker's `Hassan'

`But who are ye, in rags and rotten shoes
Ye dirty-bearded blocking up the way?
`We are the pilgrims, Master, we will go
Always a little further, it may be
Beyond that last blue mountain barr'd with snow
Across that angry or that glimmering sea'.

ANNEX 1: MY MAP OF ANTARCTICA SHOWING THE ROSS DEPENDENCY
Antarctica is like a fruit with two bites out of it, one (Weddell Sea) facing S. America, and the other (
Ross Sea) facing New Zealand. One difficulty with portraying maps of this region (for this story) is its
vastness, and the difference between the names we gave to various places vs. the names various
authorities have given to these features since. Even `authorized names ' differ, for example my `range'
separating the Mariner and Seafarer Glaciers is referred to as `Lawrence Peaks' by most sources (and
Wiki) but the official NZ Survey map of the Ross Sea regions refers only to Mt Lawrence (although there
already was a Mt Lawrence (named after another John Lawrence, mechanic) in the David Range of the
Framnes Mountains, Mac. Robertson Land.
In my overall map of the region, in addition to the South Pole, I have three places marked. Furthest
South are Ross Island and Scott Base. Next up is Coulman Island right opposite the mouth of the Mariner
Glacier (our area) and at the top, Cape Adare.
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ANNX 2. MY (APPROXIMATE) MAP OF THE HEAD OF THE MARINER GLACIER
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Not everything is marked. Our route was U-shaped, headed first from the PIP round the first leg of the
U, via Mt McCarthy and Avalon to the Victory Plateau , and thence on down to the Malta Plateau (not
marked).
Then we retraced (roughly, not always by the same route) our steps round to the second leg of the U, to
the Retreat Hills, and then Mt Supernal and Mt Anakiwa. Of course our ultimate, unofficial, but much
wished-for goal of Mt Murchison was not realized. The distance to Mt Murchison was about the same
along the second leg as we had gone on the first to the Malta Plateau, and we surely would have made
it!
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